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THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair at 11.00 am, and read prayers.

PETITION - TRADING HOURS, CHANGES, MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
DR WATSON (Kenwick) [ 11.05 am]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned employers, employees and family of motor vehicle dealers of
Western Australia, object to the trading hour changes imposed on our industry by
the Minister for Fair Trading, the Hon Peter Foss.
The extension of trading hours added to the $50 car levy and the four cent fuel tax
is having a detrimental effect on our lives and industry.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears five signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 69.]

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND EXPENDITURE REVIEW COMMITITEE
Leave Granted to Sit When House is Sitting

On motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -
That leave be granted for the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review
Committee to sit when the House is sitting on 25 May.

BILLS (5) - INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
1. Agricultural Legislation Amendment Bill

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), and read a
first time.

2. Sentencing Bill
3. Sentence Administration Bill
4. Sentencing (Consequential Provisions) Bill

Bills introduced, on motions by Mrs Edwardes (Attorney General), and read a
first time.

5. Local Government Amendment Bill
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Omodei (Minister for Local Government), and
read a first time.

SUPPLY BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 23 May.
MR RIEBELING (Ashburton) [ 11. 11 am]: I will take this House through what I
consider to be a terrible state of affairs in relation to the actions of a Minister of this
House. I remind members opposite of the findings of the Royal Commission into
Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters, which cost this State a great



deal of money, and many of the recommendations this Government said that it would
introduce. Part of that commitment by the Government was its determination to be open
and accountable. That necessitates the Ministers of this Government being open and
forthright in what they say and do, and at no stage misleading the people of Western
Australia in the statements they make. I am referring to the Minister for Health, and
Labour Relations, and I hope he can find his way back into this place before I get much
further into this speech.
I will take this House through a series of events which this Minister has been involved in
to try to emphasise to the government benches the unacceptable nature of what this
Minister is doing and the unacceptable consequences of his actions on people. My first
point is the Minister's handling of the Mt Henry Hospital saga. It is clear from the
statement I amn about to make that this Minister not only told untruths in this place, but
also set about deliberately to do so. Members opposite should make this Minister
accountable for those actions. The only way that can be done is for this Minister to be
removed from these portfolios and to put in his place a person in whom the House has
confidence. It is my strong belief that no-one on this side of the House has any
confidence in this Minister and it is a great pity that members opposite seem to turn a
blind eye to his actions and allow him to do and say whatever he likes, no matter the
consequences or the truth of the situation.
On 21 March this year the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, Geoff Gallop, asked a
question of the Minister about the future of Mt Henry Hospital. He asked for a clear
statement from the Government on the future of that hospital. On 5 April the Minister's
response was that the management process he intended to put in place would be
transparent and accountable. What that means is a mystery to me, because the Minister
then proceeded to mislead the Deputy Leader of the Opposition by stating on 6 April that
a consultant was being appointed by the Health Department to consult the residents,
relatives, staff and other interested parties on the future of Mt Henry. The Minister said
that he expected to receive the report by the end of May 1995.
The simple fact is that on 2 April the Minister approved the recommendation to close Mt
Henry Hospital as part of a strategy to reorganise and rationalise the State Government's
nursing home services. If anyone in this place accepts that a letter dated four days after
the Minister has made a decision to appoint a group to look at the future of that hospital
is acceptable consultation, they are incorrect. The Minister's deception is affecting
people of advanced age to whom the thought of leaving the establishment that they have
made their home is traumatic. It is also a fact that the relatives and friends of the patients
of Mt Henry Hospital have had an extremely hardi time in coping with the actions of this
Minister. Many of the relatives concerned have found that their loved ones in that
hospital are suffering due to this Minister's callousness and deception in not advising
them of the true situation when he had already made a decision to close down that
establishment. I hope the Minister will respond to my speech and, if I am wrong, tell the
House where he considers I am wrong.
This Minister has told the cleaners and gardeners employed in the Health Department one
thing, and then has done exactly the opposite. Approximately one year ago those
cleaners and gardeners were told that if they effected a 30 per cent improvement in
productivity, their jobs would be secure from further privatisation. Despite these people
having made great sacrifices and produced the 30 per cent productivity increase, the
Minister has reneged on that deal which was entered into in good faith by the workers
employed by the Health Department. This Minister fully intends to privatise the cleaning
and gardening functions of the Health Department. The people who trusted him and his
Government one year ago now know that they should not have put their faith in the word
of this Minister or this Government.
This Minister has many things for which he must answer. We debated the patients'
assisted travel scheme last week. In response the Minister made a number of statements
in his speech which have since been checked. One piece of information that the Minister
put forward for changing the PAT scheme was that it was being rorted by country people
who wanted to go to the football, and so forth. On 3 May this Minister said that it had
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been concluded that some rorting of the system had occurred with peak supply occurring
at times of major events. He said that he was not knocking this, but it applied when
major events such as the Royal Agricultural Show and the football grand final were held
in the metropolitan area. He went on to say that the PAT scheme helps to finance
shopping trips.
Two areas in the statement by the Minister concern me greatly. First, he implied that the
doctors, in issuing the authority to travel under the PAT scheme, are so bad at their jobs
that they would allow people to convince them that they are sick and the doctors are
tricked in some way and then write out an authority to travel to Perth. In that way the
system is being rorted. It is an insult to the country doctors who issue the PATS
authorities and it is an insult to the country people who feel the PAT scheme is of vital
importance to them and their families, and the health needs of rural communities.
As a result of that statement, the member for Pilbara put on notice a series of questions
about the types of rorts that had been identified by the Health Department. The Minister
answered that no rorting of the system was known to the Health Department. The
Minister's statement is an attempt to damage the PAT scheme in this place and in the
eyes of the people of the State so that he can attack the scheme with minimal impact on
himself. In my view that was a calculated deception, designed to enable the Minister to
do what he wanted: To take $1.5m out of the scheme and put it towards the provision of
specialists sometime down the track. He thought he would get away with that by
damaging the PAT scheme, telling untruths about how it operated.
People in country areas do not rort the scheme. The country doctors who authorise
documents under the PAT scheme are very methodical in what they do, and they are a
credit to the system. That is evident by the fact that there has been no blow-out in the
funds available to the PAT scheme. In the last financial year there was a reduction of
half a million dollars without the reduction of benefits to country people that this
Minister has now inflicted.
Secondly, in his statement the Minister attacked a member in the upper House, Hon Kim
Chance. In his statement the Minister implied that Hon Kim Chance supported all
changes, except for the $25 contribution by health care card holders. He said that not
only in this place but also in a number of publications distributed around the State. It was
deliberately designed to imply that the Labor Party agreed with the changes to the PAT
scheme. Nothing is further from the truth. This Minister knew full well that his
statement about Hon Kim Chance was incorrect. Last week in this House the Minister
referred to a letter. He made the mistake of suggesting that the letter purported to say
that Hon Kim Chance supported the changes. The Minister was caught out when he had
to table the document to which he referred. The Country Hospital Boards' Council
minutes which were produced by the Minister, after he was asked to do so, in part state -

... Mr Chance stated that he could not accept the change to PATS which
required a Health Card Holder to pay the first $25. It was agreed that there is an
urgent need for the PATS forms to be revamped. The issue of PATS being made
available to cover allied health and dental services should be discussed at a future
Reference Group meeting.

Anyone reading that would know Hon Kim Chance objected strongly to the imposition of
a $25 fee on health care card holders and he also wished that the PAT scheme be
reviewed with an expansion, not a reduction, in the number of services available through
that scheme. The Minister's statement is quite contrary to what Hon Kim Chance said.
The Minister knew that and deliberately said in this House and publicly that Hon Kim
Chance had supported the reduction of benefits to country people. I was glad when the
Minister had to produce those documents. It gave us the opportunity to make sure that
Hon Kim Chance's statements were correctly recorded. It defeated the Minister's
attempt to smear the reputation of Hon Kim Chance, which went awry.
Last week the Minister said that a number of country organisations fully supported the
changes to the PAT scheme. The Minister named those groups. It is unfortunate for the
Minister that we on this side of the House also have telephones, which enabled us to
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contact those groups. I contacted a number of the groups to which the Minister referred.
I was somewhat surprised to hear that they would agree to any changes to the scheme
which they had fought so hard to retain while we were in Government. It appeared to me
that their attitude had turned 180 degrees if they supported the changes.
It is important that the attitude of those groups to the changes to the PAT scheme be
recorded so that any untruths that have been put forward about their support of the
reduction in PAT scheme services to country areas can be righted. I spoke to a woman
from Lake Grace, Judith Adams, the President of the Country Hospital Boards' Council,
to whom the Minister also referred. She was the only person from all of the groups to
which the Minister referred to agree with the changes. I was disappointed with her
attitude. She seemed to be of the view that it is more important to balance the budget
than to provide services to the people in her area. She ran a similar line to that which the
Minister was running last week stating that there were definite rorts in the system, that
people were cheating the system, and changes had to be implemented. The fact that sick
people now had to pay for the improved service to country areas did not seem to impact
on her greatly. Of all my telephone calls to these groups, that lady was the only one who
echoed the words of the Minister. [ do not know how long she has been appointed or by
whom -

Mr Graham: Have a guess.
Wr RIEBELING: I would be surprised if she has been in that position for longer than the

life of the Government and suggest that she is probably a recent appointment.
Mr Bloffwitch: You aren't attacking the person, are you?
Mr RIEBELING: I attack her attitude to the provision of services to country people.
Mr Bloffwitch: Have you contacted her and asked her what her evidence of the rorts is?
Mr RIEBELING: I have.
Mr Bloffwitch: Has she given you any examples?
Mr RIEBELING: She has no examples; but she has heard lots of rumour and innuendo
about people rorting the system. I told her, as I will tell the member for Geraldton, that if
there are examples of rorting, the people involved should be prosecuted. Country people
believe this scheme is valuable and will not accept its rorting.
Mir Graham: If the Minister will not prosecute, I will take him on. Those opposite do not
have any evidence.
Mr Bloffwitch: I am not saying that there is any evidence.
Mr Graham: Produce some evidence or shut up.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr RIEBELJING: The member for Geraldton will find that these groups have no
evidence of rorts because country people value the system. Any person who gets caught
should be prosecuted so that can be brought into the open. Instead of making bland
statements about people rorting the system, going on shopping trips and to football grand
finals, the Minister should be saying that if there are rorts, we should find out about them.
That is the Minister's job. He should not be encouraged to make broad generalisations
which impact on a system vital to country people, especially those in remote areas such
as I represent.
With reference again to the lady to whom I spoke, it is disappointing to me that people in
those positions have been either brainwashed or have changed their opinion to reflect that
their primary function is to balance their budget rather than worry about the impact of
changes, such as the changes to the patients' assisted travel scheme, on sick people
within their regions. We have not done that in the north; nor will we.
Mr Bloffwitch interjected.
Mr RIEBELING: That is what I am trying to tell the member for Geraldton. Country
members should review their decision and make sure this Minister responds correctly to
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the needs of country people. I do not hold out great hope that anyone from the other side
of the House will take a stance on behalf of the sick and those in the community less
fortunate than we are.
I then spoke to a gentleman who is part of the regional health policy unit with the
Country Shire Councils Association. He recalls a discussion about the changes to PATS;
that is all he recalls. There was no vote in support of changes to PATS; a representative
from the Minister's office chatted about the matter. The gentleman from the CSCA was
insistent that no resolution by his group was made in support of changes to PATS. In
fact, his recollection was that it was only briefly mentioned before they quite quickly
passed on to other matters. If that is the case, when the Minister spoke about the people
whom he had canvassed he should not have said on 17 May, "I am advised that all these
organisations supported the proposed changes." I have found that none of the
organisations voted to support the changes. I think the Minister's advisory team has
sktipped around the country, described to a few people what the Minister was thinking of
doing, and if organisations did not say they were dead set against it, that was taken as an
indication of their approval for the changes.
I also spoke to the Western Australian Centre for Remote and Rural Medicine, which is
of the same view. It can remember a discussion about changes to PATS, but it definitely
has not passed a resolution to support changes to the system, nor would it support
changes which would adversely impact on sick people. After I spoke to that group it
supported what I said, that is, if the changes meant a reduction of money allocated to
PATS, then what must first occur is the provision of specialist services to the country. A
reduction in PATS could follow. The Western Australian Centre for Remote and Rural
Medicine did not support the changes to PATS. The regional health policy unit of the
Country Shire Councils Association did not support the changes by resolution. The only
person I could find who supported the changes was a member of the Country Hospital
Boards' Council.
The group I was most concerned about was the North West Women's Association,
because on 3 May the Minister said that it also supported the changes to PATS. In past
years the association has very strongly supported retention of PATS. Thbe chairperson
told me that if anyone from the North West Women's Association had agreed to those
changes, that person had done so by herself and she conffirmed that the association was
firmly against any changes that adversely affected country people, especially women in
the remotest areas of our State. She wanted me to put on record in this place that the
association objected strenuously to changes to PATS. Contrary to what this Minister
indicated, that association definitely does not support the changes to PATS.
In the past couple of months the Minister for Health and for Labour Relations has taken
us on a journey of deception. He has deliberately set out to paint a picture suggesting
that people in country areas support the reduction of services to people in remote areas
provided through PATS. He has deliberately set out to misrepresent the truth concerning
the treatment of people at Mt Henry Hospital. He has also deliberately misled people
about cleaning and gardening staff within the Health Department. All the Minister's
efforts are accepted by government members. When he speaks in this House they think it
is a bit of a joke. He rabbits on about anything and, by his statements, actively attempts
to make sure that the truth is not reached. It is an indictment of this Government that it
allows the Minister to continually tell untruths about situations within his portfolio.
I refer to an answer to a question on notice of mine about the cost involving air fares
purchased under PATS, especially to Karratha. In his answer of 16 May the Minister
said the policy was that the best fares of the day must be sought, and that is complied
with. That is a very good answer. However, it does not happen to be the truth. In
Karratha, through the Nickol Bay Hospital, standard air fares are used in the vast
majority of instances. It is only on the rarest occasions that other than standard fares are
charged. The Minister told me in that answer that it was not possible to find out how
many people had accessed the system through the Nickol Bay Hospital; it was a big
secret. He said it was also not possible to tell us how many of those people paid standard
fares and the like under the scheme. I was somewhat disappointed at the Minister's
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answer. It took me two or three minutes to find out that approximately 654 people
travelled under PATS through the Nickol Bay Hospital last year, until April of this year.
I am not sure whether the Minister is incapable of using the telephone correctly, but a
simple division of those 654 people into the amount of money it cost to run that system
indicates that almost all those people used standard air fares to travel to Perth. The
Minister should not try to hide his incompetent management of his department by
suggesting that it obtains the best deal possible.
A report was released yesterday which I hope members opposite will examine. It was
produced by Don Doig, who used to be the Under Secretary for Law before the
Government decided his services were no longer required in the public sector, after a
long and distinguished career he was jettisoned. However, he was recently employed to
investigate matters arising as a result of the administration of the Minister, who is still
absent from this place. The report is a damning assertion of his actions concerning Paul
Solomon, Dr Jane White, Dr Peter Brennan and Rob Anderson. This document, which
should be read with an open mind, clarifies where the Minister was involved in situations
in which he said he was not involved and reveals where he has made incorrect decisions
on the operation of his portfolios. His decision to reinstate Rob Anderson into the
Hospital Laundry and Linen Service was made against all the advice of the department
and legal advice he was given. He decided he knew better and reinstated that person. As
a result of his inability to deal with people correctly, he now finds himself the subject of a
damning report on his actions. Members opposite must take time to read this report and
to ensure that this Minister is no longer in a position in which he can continue to mislead
the people of Western Australia. If the Minister wishes to defend himself, I welcome
that. He should be in this place while we are talking about him.
Mr Strickland: He has no opportunity. You know that.
Mr RIEBELING: When the Minister was here I made it quite clear what I would talk
about. He took off because he has not got the guts to come and answer this.
Mr Strickland: He is not required to be here in case somebody decides to make
comments about him.
Mr RIEBELING: If I knew somebody intended to talk about me, I would be here.
[iThe member's time expired.]
MR GRAHAM (Pilbara) [11.42 am]: I will address a similar matter to that raised by
the member for Ashburton. It is the patients' assisted travel scheme. We had a debate on
it last week when the Minister responded to comments from the member for Ashburton
and others, so we know quite clearly where the Minister is coming from. First, we must
determine who was responsible for making the changes to the PAT scheme. Was it
changed on advice fr-om medical practitioners, the Treasury, the country hospitals, or
local members of Parliament, or was it instigated, carried through and delivered by the
Minister for Healthi? The latter is the case. It is not one of those cases where the
Minister can shift the blame and say that it was a Cabinet decision. This was not a
Cabinet decision but a decision taken by Graham Kierath, the Minister for Health in
Western Australia. It was instigated by the Minister and by his office. As the member
for Ashburton has outlined,,all the way through to the present it has been driven by
operatives from the Minister's department. At every meeting to which the member for
Ashburton referred nobody is able to recall a decision being made by the organisations
misrepresented in this Parliament They recall members of the Minister's staff going to
informal gatherings and raising in an informal way the PAT scheme and how it operates.
We have heard from the members for Avon, Collie and Roe, and by way of inteijection
from the member for Geraldton. They were blathering on about rorting the scheme and
we have heard similar nonsense from the Country Hospital Boards' Council. I will deal
with that at some length and detail later in my speech. Let us be under no
misapprehension about who instigated, orchestrated and delivered the changes to the
PAT scheme: Graham Kierath, the Minister for Health is single-handedly responsible for
it. T7hat is confirmed in the speeches last week.
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The harshest critic in the north west of the PAT scheme when the Labor Party was in
Government was Hon Norman Moore, one of the members for the Mining and Pastoral
Region. I might add, in his normal fashion since becoming a Minister, he has been
absolutely silent on this matter in the north, notwithstanding the Minister has changed the
system back to what it was in 1990 when Hon Norman Moore was its harshest critic in
the north west. I asked the Minister about that. Interested parties can read it in Hansard.
Norman Moore has not taken up the issue with the Minister, raised it in Cabinet, or dealt
with it in any substantial way. According to the Minister, Norman Moore asked some
questions and received answers, and some facts were verified. On no occasion as the
Liberal Party's representative in the north west of Western Australia - as he likes to say
in the north, "our man in Cabinet" - has he taken any action at all to advance the cause of
people using the PAT scheme. Any serious thinking person would compare that
performance by a senior Minister with his performance in 1990. A quick search of
Hansard shows heaps of questions, the tabling of petitions on a regular basis, motions of
censure, motions dissociating the Liberal Party from government decisions, and motions
dealing with the PAT scheme debated through a gerrymandered upper House by using
the Liberal Party's numbers there. On every occasion Norman Moore was the Liberal
Party's most vocal critic who sought to change the system. Not one word has come out
of that Minister to publicly defend our rights in the north west. I suspect he is not so
much the north west's man in Cabinet but the Cabinet's man in the north west. He would
be hard pressed to find the place, because it has been so long since he has been there.
Mr Minson: Norman Moore is a very strong advocate in Cabinet of the north west.
Mr GRAHAM: I accept the Minister's word, but why has he not raised the PATS issue?
Mr Minson: How do you know he has not?
Mr GRAHAM: Because his Minister told me, and it is in Hansard, that he has not.
Mr Minson: He probably has taken it up with the Minister.
Mr GRAHAM: No, he has not. The Minister in an answer to me said that he had not.
Mr Minson: The fact that somebody has not raised something in Cabinet does not mean
he has not raised it in other areas.
Mr GRAHAM: The fact is that the strong advocate for the north west has not raised the
matter with the Minister for Health in Cabinet or said anything publicly. Moreover,
because I will specifically deal with the case of these people later on, when his
constituents had a grievance with him they were not able to speak to him unless they
could assure his staff they were friends of his. The Minister for Works' advocate for the
north west will not even speak to his constituents unless those people are prepared to
convince the person at the reception desk in the Minister's office that they are personal
friends of his. Move him down the ticket one spot next time and he will be gone. It is a
chance the Minister for Works will never get again. I know the Minister opposite is a
glowing supporter of Hon Norman Moore, and that he is a great Minister for Education.
I say that with my tongue firmly in my cheek.
Let us look at the question of rorts, which is important and fundamental to the
proposition of the Minister for Health. In relation to every press release he has put out
where he has addressed the question of PATS, let us not confuse ourselves how it has
become public. It did not become public because the Minister had thought through a
proposition or a series of changes which would benefit the public. This was not put out
by way of ministerial statement or press release. That these changes were to occur on
Anzac Day was discovered by the Opposition and announced by the shadow Minister for
Health.
The next day the Minister issued a cleverly constructed press release, as he is likely to do
from time to time, attacking the shadow Minister for Health for daring to raise these
issues publicly. Let us not fall for the trap of believing that this process was conducted in
a managed, orchestrated way: It was discovered by the Opposition before it reached
fruition. The Minister agreed with me in debate the other day that it would have been
better if instead of deciding to steal money from sick people, the system was orchestrated
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to deliver the benefit before the money was taken. I do not know whether it is good for
my career to have the Minister for Health agreeing with me publicly. This is the first
glaring admission by the Minister that he messed it up.
Let us go back to the rorts. The issue starts with that first press release the Minister put
out in response to the shadow Minister for Health in which he spoke about people rurng
the scheme. He said that the changes were designed also to stop rorts, such as people
travelling for treatment on weekends when the West Coast Eagles played - not when the
Dockers played. Only West Coast Eagles supporters rort the system!
Mr Marshall: How long ago was that statement made?
Mr GRAHAM: It was made in April.
Mr Marshall: The Dockers are in now.
Mr GRAHAM: I am happy to say that the member for Murray thinks the Dockers
supporters are rorting the system as well, but I do not think that is what he is saying.
Dr Hanies: I do not think the patients aret orting the system; I agree with you on that.
The people who have to come to Perth to see a specialist normally do not have an
emergency; it is something they can do over a couple of weeks. They would quite often
arrange to be in Perth at a time when they could also see the footy.
Mr GRAHAM: I thank the member for Dianella. He has just saved me about five
minutes' speaking time. I am happy to hear him say that. I would love to see the letter
he writes as a medical practitioner to the Minister for Health explaining to him how the
system works, because the Minister has not a clue.
I turn to the system of rorting. I covered a large proportion of this in my speech the other
day.
Mr Bloffwitch: You shouldn't have any trouble repeating it again today.
Mr GRAHAM: I listened to the member for Geraldton's drivel earlier when the member
for Ashburton spoke, and I will deal with that.
The Minister is unable, unwilling or incapable of providing any evidence to substantiate
his claim. He has been given the opportunity to do so by direct motion and direct attack
from opposition members in this Parliament, primarily me, accusing him of
misrepresenting the facts and asking him to produce the evidence. The Minister for
Health is a lot of things, but he is not a shrinking violet. It would be unusual for him to
have a rough idea of some evidence which supported his claim and not misuse it, or use
it, as the case may be. I will deal later with some of the things he has done to Hon Kim
Chance. He has been one to pick up a suggestion of support on one point and put that out
publicly as total endorsement for what he is proposing. However, what have we heard
from the Minister? Nothing. Even when he has been given the opportunity in
Parliament, we have heard nothing. We have heard no evidence and no corroboration of
his view that people are rorting the system. The Minister has some things to say about
the Country Hospital Boards' Council, which has a view. The north west area does not
have a major say, if any, on that council; so, quite frankly, I do not care what the
council's views are. When I ask the Minister questions I am told that there is no
evidence to support the Minister's line.
I say to the member for Geraldton, the Minister for Health, and others that if they have
evidence that someone has received taxpayers' money for a purpose and used it for
another purpose and they do not take action on it, they will be committing an offence.
Mr Bloffwitch: I couldn't agree with you more.
Mr GRAHAM: Now it is the member for Geraldton's chance. What evidence does he
have that someone has rorted the patients' assisted travel scheme?
Mr Bloffwitch: I didn't make the statement that anybody had rorted it.
Mr GRAHAM: What evidence does the member for Geraldton have? He has been
babbling all day supporting the Minister.
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Mr Bloffwitch: I can't speak for the Minister, I can speak only for myself.

Mr GRAHAM: Okay; then the member should shut up about the Minister. Does the
member for Geraldton personally have any evidence that someone is roiling the scheme?

Mr Bloffwitch: No. I asked whether the person the member for Ashburton spoke to had
any evidence.
Mr GRAHAM: The person did not.

Mr Bloffwitch: That was the question. Had you been listening instead of interjecting,
you would have known that. The member said the person did not have any evidence. I
made no claim whatsoever.
Mr GRAHAM: Let us work through this, member for Geraldton, because I am happy to
do so. The Minister has no evidence.

Mr Bloffwitch: I can't say whether he does or doesn't.

Mr GRAHAM: I can, because I have asked him parliamentary questions and he has not
been able to give any evidence. In fact, when asked whether there was any evidence, he
answered, "No". The member for Ashburton told the House that all the organisations
which allegedly have evidence have not produced it to the Minister. Does the member
for Geraldton have any?
Mr Bloffwitch: No, I don't have any.

Mr GRAHAM: No? The member for Geraldton does not have any evidence either. Do
any other members have any evidence?
Dr Haines: Only anecdotal.
Mr GRAHAM: What is it?

Dr Haines: I don't think the system has been rorted so much as what I mentioned before
tends to happen. Plus, others from the country who come to Perth frequently will then
also come for medical treatment. I think the money could be better used than the way it
is being used at the moment.
Mr GRAHAM: We will come to the better use of the money. Effectively, what the
member for Dianella is saying to me is that he does not have any evidence of rorting the
system either.
Dr Haines: No, I do not.

Mr GRAHAM: Mr Speaker, it would be a lovely time to finish a speech - but I am not
going to! A series of changes have been made to a system which are designed to prevent
rorting which examination shows is not occurring. That is probably good ground for a
censure motion.
Mr Bloffwitch: Do you believe that is the only reason for changes?

Mr GRAHAM: No. I will deal with the other elements of the issue in a minute. These
free thinking people opposite last week voted to support the Minister, but today they have
no evidence to support him. That says a lot about members opposite.

Mr Minson: With respect, you should be asking the Minister for this information.

Mr GRAHAM: I have; that is why I am happy and am laughing. The Minister has been
telling the mob opposite porkies, and they have just discovered it. We will start calling
them "Kieraths".
The other side of the issue is how services are delivered into the bush. That is what the
Minister says this is all about. He has been sprung. The Health Department has been
feeding out this nonsense as long as there has been a PAT scheme. It asks how it can
address the $7m cost. The short answer is that it cannot be addressed; it costs money to
deliver health services in the bush or to take bush people to health services. They cannot
be demnaterialised in the north west and rematerialised in Perth for nothing: It costs
money to move people. The Health Department will have to learn to live with that.
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This Minister completely overlooks, and still has not recognised, and his outburst in theCarnarvon newspaper clearly points out he does not understand, that since 1990 the PATscheme and its administration has included the visiting specialist scheme. It was given ahealthy budget increase of around $2m. The aim of that exercise was to put specialistsinto the bush. That was the sole reason for attahing it to PATS. This big idea theMinister has in 1995 was implemented five years ago: It was not political rhetoric, butwas in fact implemented.
In the last two years of this Government, half a million dollars has been knocked off thetop of PATS. What has happened to the Liberal Government's intention to increase thenumber of specialists in the bush? That is not done by cutting budgets. The Ministerrecognised that in his speech, because he announced, after pressure was put on him - hedid not know be would do it at the start - that after the system stole $1.5m from the sickand injured in country Western Australia the money would be given to specialists. TheMinister could have addressed himself to the need for that $1.5m by taking a submissionto Cabinet for extraordinary funding.
Dr Hames: It is not taking the money away.
Mr GRAHAM: It is; it was bein paid to the specialists. The member for Dianella hasnever been more wrong in his lif. The member for Northern Rivers explained clearlyabout a pensioner being paid $30 to drive from Northamn to Perth. He now gets nothing.
Dr flamres: Then the money was paid to them. Now only a portion is paid to them.
Mr GRAHAM: No, sorry. The money that was paid to them at this level has beenreduced. It is not a paper shuffling exercise. The Government is reducing theentitlements and removing money from sick people and giving it to six figure a yearspecialists.
Dr flames: It was used to assist people to travel to Perth. Now, they do not have totravel to Perth.
Mr GRAHAM: Let us pursue that line. The Government, of which the member forDianella is a part, is taking the cents per kilometre allowance back to the level it was fiveyears ago when studies showed it was grossly inadequate. As I said in my speech theother day, it is now 100 a kilometre when a Minister who drives down the same road gets500 a kilometre.
I want to refer now to the Minister's public utterances and how he defends them. Weknow that Hon Norman Moore has never raised this matter in Cabinet. The decision wasmade by the Minister for Health. We know also that the groups that he claimedsupported it have dissociated themselves from the Minister's statement We know thatthe allegations that it was supported by the Opposition are totally false and we know thathis suggestion that a member supported it is totally false. How do we know that? Weknow that because the Minister, in trying to be innovative and selectively quote from adocument, got sprung and had to table it. That document supported the statements madeby Hon Kim Chance; that is, it did not support the Government's position. Kim Chancehas put out a press release to that effect and has given personal explanations. TheCarnarvon newspaper reported what the Minister said after the debate - not before it orduring it or before becoming aware of the facts. That newspaper reported the Minister assaying -

"It must be remembered that these changes were made after wide-ranging
consultation with the community.

I have been unable to find anyone in the north west who was consulted, and I have madea few telephone calls, I can tell the House. The Minister went on -
"And the hospital boards, which are the ones who actually provide the PATS
funding -

He is wrong. It is not acase of interpreation; he is wrong. He continued -
- believe that the overhaul will free up mome funds to provide better services in thecountry for country people - where it is needed.
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As I said, the Minister either cannot or will not accept the fact that the visiting specialists
scheme is part of PATS. The process that he is tearing apart was put there to do the job
he wants it to do. All the groups have been misrepresented. The Minister continued -

"In any case, the Opposition agreed to these modifications, but later changed its
mind."

T7hat is an absolute lie.
Withdrawal of Remark

Dr HAMES: I distinctly heard the member say that it was a lie. I ask that it be
withdrawn.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): I heard the member use that word. It is a
reflection on the Minister and I ask the member to withdraw it.

Mr GRAHAM: I would be disappointed if you did not hear it, Mr Acting Speaker.
Because of the processes of this place, I withdraw the word.

Debate Resumed

Mr GRAHAM: The Opposition did not agree to those modifications and there is no other
word that I can use to describe the Minister's comment His comments are so blataint that
he did not even misrepresent the Opposition's position. The Opposition does not, has
not, and will not support those changes. The article continues -

In Parliament, Mr Kierath dismissed the objections, saying Opposition MPs had
double standards.
The Minister attacked ALP Upper House member Kim Chance and accused him
of doing a back flip.
"Mr Chance was a member of the Ministerial Advisory Committee which insisted
on an intensive community consultative process," Mr Kierath said.

"He joined the other three committee members in an unanimous approval of all
aspects of the proposed changes except for the $25 contribution." He said there
was evidence that Mr Chance had not only agreed to the changes, but approved a
media release announcing them.

The Minister was required to produce that evidence, and it showed the exact opposite.
What did we get from the Minister for Health? Did we get an admission that he had
messed it up? Did he decide that it was time he shut his mouth because he had been
caught out? No. He perpetuated the myth that he had been spreading that Hon Kim
Chance supported these changes. He does not support them and he is on record as not
supporting them, to his eternal credit. As a result of this Minister taking confidential
ministerial advisory committee information and using it publicly, that committee is now
defunct; there are no opposition members on it. Because the Minister grabbed part of the
information and misrepresented it, that committee has been destroyed. I am not sure that
that is good for health in Western Australia.
I do not have a lot of time. However, I want to deal with the case of the Agnew family in
Port Hedland who have used PATS three times for their daughter to undergo oral surgery.
On each occasion they have been referred by a medical practitioner. On the last occasion
when they sought referral - there are supporting backgrounds and facts for all of this - to
access treatment, they were rejected by the administrator, or whatever is his title, of the
hospital in Port Hedland. My office, representing these people, rang and sought meetings
to deal with the matter. The request was refused. When I say "my office rang", my staff
rang the hospital and, purely by accident, there were four or five other people in the
room. What happened is clear: The hospital people would not meet the Agnews and
would not deal with this issue. My office wrote to the Minister for Health. We should
bear in mind that these people have been referred three times by a medical practitioner,
not for ongoing orthodontic work, although that is part of the treatment, but for oral
surgery which requires the cutting out of a tooth and the daughter having skin grafts in
the mouth. I am referring to a young girl who is three quarters of the way through her
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treatment This is a classic PATS case and it illustrates the benefits of a system which isdelivering services to the people in the bush or taking people from the bush to the city toreceive treatment which is not available where they live. 1 admit that it is at some cost tothe State, as it should be. However, thr-ee quarters of the way through her treatment thisfamily was refused travel assistance, the essential component which matches thetreatment with the person requiring treatment. I took it up with the Minister for Health,which is the appropriate thing for a member of Parliament to do, and what did I get backfrom Kierath the carer? He did not say that he would investigate the case or dosomething about it According to him everyone had got it wrong and the family
concerned should not have been given access to the PAT scheme in the first place. Thiswas in spite of the fact that access was first given in Bunbury, then Mandurah and thenPort Hedland. Throughout the health system it was recognised as a deserving case, butthe Minister for Health did not recognise it. By appealing to the Minister the members ofthis family have gone backwards by missing out on two trips. These are not trips theytake to watch the Eagles, but trips to get medical treatment for their daughter. TheMinister not only says that he will not help them, but also that he will not intervene. HonNorman Moore has done nothing. I am referring to people who could not get to see theirupper House Liberal member unless they were personal friends of his. The PAT schemeis an absolute disgrace and the only thing that outweighs this Minister's incompetence is
his mendacity.
[The member's time expired.]
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [12.13 pm]: I willraise a number of health system issues in the Supply debate. It is difficult to know whereto start an analysis of the state of the health system and its administration. A usefulstarting point could be the patients' assisted travel scheme and the changes made to it bythis Government, but this issue has been dealt with very admirably by my non-metropolitan colleagues the member for Pilbara and the member for Ashburton. ThisGovernment has miscalculated very badly the implications of the changes the Ministerfor Health announced to the PAT scheme. He obviously listened too much to the hospitaladministrators who find it annoying to have to administer such a scheme and has notlistened carefully enough to the people who live in non-metropolitan areas of WesternAustralia about their health needs.
One could also focus on the Minister for Health's conduct in handling his portfolio, butagain the member for Pilbara and the member for Ashburton raised some of those matterstoday. Make no mistake, the Opposition will be pursuing the report tabled in this Houseyesterday by the Premier on the inquiry undertaken by Don Doig into the Minister'sconduct towards two very senior public servants who are no longer working in the Public
Service.
One could also focus on the general direction being pursued by the Government inrelation to health matters. In the almost two and a half years of a Liberal-National
Government in this State, we have seen a complete reversal of direction of theadministration of the health system, the introduction of the purchaser-provider systemand all the dislocation that occurred throughout the State, and then the replacement ofHon Peter Foss as Minister for Health by the member for Riverton. The Government'sclear intention of sending the member for Riverton into the health system was to bringabout a major change in the direction of contracting out and privatisation. Dramaticconsequences will flow from the direction which has been set by this Government.Those consequences will be a reduction in the status of health outcomes that WesternAustralian citizens have enjoyed relative to people in other States. One of the remarkablefeatures of the Western Australian health system has been the health outcomes it hasenjoyed relative to those in other States. This State has performed better in health. Allobjective academic and other commentators who point to those achievements indicatethat the role the public sector has played in health promotion, public health and healthprovision throughout this State has been the major reason that Western Australian

citizens enjoy very good health outcomes.
The direction the Government has set in health is certainly of great concern to the
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Opposition and is becoming an increasing concern to the citizens of this State. A
successful campaign was conducted in Bunbury to have the Government reverse its
attempt to have a private sector operator managing the Bunbury hospital. A similar
campaign is being conducted in Mandurah. The efforts of the local community will
ensure that it has a public sector hospital as the basis of the new health campus in the
Peel region. We now see a similar campaign in Geraldton. The member for Geraldton
will be aware that on the weekend a very successful rally was organised by the local
branch of the Australian Labor Party and the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of
Australia.
Mr Bloffwitch: How many people attended?
Dr GALLOP: A couple of hundred.
Mr Bloffwitch: The estimate I was given was between 100 and 130.

Dr GALLOP: About 150 people marched from the hospital to the town and others were
waiting to join them in the town square. It would have been between 150 and 200.

Mir Bloffwitch: It was reported that between 100 and 130 people took part.

Dr GALLOP: It was more than 100. Members should consider what a rally of between
150 and 200 people in Geraldton represents in per capita terms compared with a rally
outside this Parliament. It indicates that the people of Geraldton are concerned, and I am
referring not only to the hospital workers but also the Westrail workers. These people are
incensed at the way they are being treated by this Government. Ministers opposite who
represent non-metropolitan constituencies and those members on the back bench should
make no mistake that health is one of the major issues on the minds of Western
Australian citizens. If the Government continues with the course it is pursuing in the
health area, many members opposite will not be in this place after the next election. The
community is concerned at this Government's efforts to dismantle, disorganise,
disaggregate and privatise this State's health system. This is another issue I could pursue
at some length, but I will take up this matter on another occasion. The major changes to
the health system will inevitably impact on the health outcomes in Western Australia.

Today I will refer in detail to one aspect of public health; that is, alcohol and drug abuse,
particularly as it relates to non-metropolitan Western Australia. Before I do that, I will
make reference to an inaugural lecture delivered at the University of Western Australia
on Monday evening by Professor Darcy Holman, who has been appointed to the position
of professor of public health at UWA. It was a great pleasure to attend this lecture. It
certainly reaffirms one's faith in the university system to see a grand occasion like this at
which the inaugural lecture, and also the McNulty lecture on behalf of the Public Health
Association of Australia, was delivered by Professor Darcy Holman, who is a product of
the Western Australian education system. He has gone on to become one of the foremost
authorities in public health not only in Western Australia, but throughout Australia and
internationally. It was a great occasion and the university should be congratulated, as
should all our universities which have arranged inaugural lectures in recent years and
invited the public to them. It certainly reaffirms one's faith in the university system to
see them take so seriously their role in the community. The lecture delivered by a
foremost authority in the area of public health was extremely interesting. Professor
Holman focused on three public health campaigns conducted in Western Australia. He
looked at the whole program initiated in recent years to reduce the use of tobacco in our
community, the role Healthway has played in encouraging more participation in sporting
activities in Western Australia, and the campaigns conducted to reduce the consumption
of alcohol in the community. He went on to say that public health has focused very much
on analysis and action and that, indeed, through a careful process of investigation,
followed by action, one could recognise how health outcomes could be improved in the
community. Professor Holman also said that we should go further with respect to these
programs and that we should not simply look at reducing mortality rates and preserving
life for longer but also consider the ways in which people could achieve a healthier
lifestyle during that longer life expectancy. He said that it is not good enough to look at
the aggregate performance of these programs, but that we should also consider the way in
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which they were distributed throughout the different income groups and classes in thecommunity, so there is more equality with respect to healthier lifestyle and longer lifeexpectancy. He said that it is not good enough to look at whether people use or do notuse particular substances such as alcohol, but that we should consider safe and unsafelevels of use. He said that by focusing on this issue of safe and unsafe levels, there willbe more effective public health programs. I mentioned that lecture, because it not onlyreaffirmed my faith in the universities and dhe role they can play in improving the lives ofour citizens, but also provided a platform for one of our foremost authorities in publichealth to make a clear statement about the importance of public health in the healthsystem. I encourage members of Parliament who are interested in health issues to obtaina copy of that speech, and I am sure they will find its content as enlightening as I did.
I refer to alcohol and drug abuse, specifically in the non-metropolitan area. It is certainlyclear to me as the Labor spokesperson on health matters that one of the great divisions inour community is between the health experience in non-metropolitan Western Australiaas opposed to that in metropolitan Western Austalia. One of the primary objectives ofany Government should be to guarantee equity of access to health services and a healthierlifestyle for metropolitan and non-metropolitan citizens in our state. Members oppositewill be aware that I certainly regard a guarantee of equity between metropolitan and non-metropolitan Western Australians as a primary focus of attention in my responsibility asshadow Minister for Health.
I refer to the general issue of alcohol and drug abuse. I ask members to reflect upon thefollowing statistic: It has been estimated that the cost to Western Australia every year ofalcohol and drug abuse is $500m. Approximately $10m a week from the state Budget isspent in this area. Of course, this figure is an attempt to put together all the ways inwhich alcohol and drug abuse impact on state Budgets. There is the effect of excessiveuse of alcohol on individuals and the impact it has on their cardiovascular systems,brains, and the cancers to which they are susceptible. There is also the impact of alcoholon the number of assaults in our community - there is a direct connection betweenassaults and excessive consumption of alcohol. We see the impact of alcoholconsumption on people's ability to drive motor vehicles, and the impact of road traumawhich is reflected upon frequently not only by health authorities but also by traffic andpolice authorities. There is the serious problem of binge drinking among young WesternAustralians, which can become a habit and lead to alcoholism. With regard to drigs, themember for Kenwick referred in this House to the hidden problem of excessive use ofprescription drugs. The member for Dianella may be interested in my next commentsabout an experience I had when I visited the United Kingdom last Christmas. I took theopportunity to look at the health system in that country and asked to speak to generalpractitioners. I visited Nottingham and met one group of general practitioners who are infavour of the system whereby GPs purchase health services directly, and another groupwhich is against the fund holding system. One of the GPs in favour of the fund holdingsystem, and whose practice operated in that way, had worked in Australia as a GP. Hewas a very interesting man and I asked for his observations on the Australian healthsystem. He said he found three aspects very interesting. Firstly, he felt that in manynursing homes not enough activities were provided and residents were not encouragedenough to participate. He felt that was partly a reflection of the older age profile of theAustralian community. His second observation was that GPs in Australia are notinvolved as much in the delivery of health services as GPs in England are. He suggestedthat could be followed up. His third observation was that GPs in the Australian healthsystem over-prescribe all drugs. He felt very strongly as a GP that the average practice inAustralia prescribed drugs more than Was necessary.

Dr Hames: My impression from patients who have come from England is exactly theopposite of what you say. They tell me that they walk into the surgery, do not even seethe doctor and are given prescriptions for colds and that kind of thing.
Dr GALLOP: It is interesting that his observation is quite the opposite and, of course, hereferred also to doctor shopping within our system.
I am not concerned about the problem of prescription drugs, but more about illicit drugs
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which can be a major problem for individuals. A further problem arises in the process by
which those drugs are administered, particularly those taken intravenously. We all know
about the spread of infectious diseases, such as the human immunodeficiency virus and
hepatitis C. A range of problems is involved. I remind members that an estimated
$500m is spent each year in WA on coping with the problems that result from alcohol
and drug abuse. Public health campaigns which try to reverse those tendencies can have
a major impact not only on the health of our citizens but also in releasing money in our
state Budget to be spent in other areas. Alcohol abuse is a major problem in some of our
country areas. The Australian Journal of Public Health volume 19 No 1 of February
1995 reported an interesting study into alcohol consumption in Geraldton and Bunbury,
two major regional centres, and the impact that was having on our health system.

Mr Osborne: One major regional centre - Bunbury!

Dr GALLOP: There is a fascinating difference. I was born and bred in Geraldton and
always regarded Bunbury as the great enemy. I now reveal to the Parliament that when I
visited Bunbury as a youngster on a grand holiday through the south west in the early
1960s, I was taught how to hypnotise crabs on the Bunbury wharf, and that was a major
revelation to me.
Mrs Henderson: Has that stood you in good stead?

Dr GALLOP: Yes, and if anyone wants to be let into the secret, I will tell them! A
young lad from Bunbury who was crabbing on the Bunbury wharf taught me how to
hypnotise crabs. That is a great skill, and it makes it much easier to take the crabs out of
the net.
Bunbury and Geraldton have slightly different age profiles but in general the impact of
alcohol in those communities is significant. The report states in regard to hospital
morbidity -

The bed-day cost used was the average cost per bed-day (adjusted for non-
inpatients) for Western Australia nonmetropolitan public general hospitals with
more than 50 beds ($305). In each community the number of bed-days
attributable to alcohol was comparable, although Geraldton had more bed-days
due to male accidents and injuries, whereas Bunbury had more bed-days due to
female accidents and injuries and male cancers. The bed-day cost attributable to
alcohol in each community was almost $400 000 annually. This is probably a
conservative estimate of bed-day costs because costing is based on the relatively
low rate that applies to country hospitals, whereas some patients would have been
admitted to more expensive metropolitan teaching hospitals. The figure is also an
underestimate of all direct health costs attributable to alcohol in each community
because it takes no account of other services such as ambulance transport and
treatment from general practitioners for alcohol-related accidents and injuries.

Almost $400 000 is spent annually in each of those regional communities to deal with
alcohol related problems.
There is a major alcohol problem in the non-metropolitan area, and that was referred to in
the 1994 study by the Health Department entitled "Clinical Health Goals and Targets",
which indicates that the death rate from alcohol in the Kimberley and eastern goldields
is two to four times higher than is the case in the State generally. Alcohol abuse is a
major problem in remote communities and in not so remote Aboriginal communities in
non-metropolitan Western Australia, not simply as it relates to the health of individuals
but also because of its impact on Aboriginal communities. Indeed alcohol plays a
dominant role in sexual assault and family violence situations.

In last year's Budget, the budget for the Alcohol and Drug Authority was reduced by
$1.3m from $14.6m in 1993 to $13.3m in 1994. The last Labor Budget saw an increase
in the Alcohol and Drug Authority's funding from $11l.7m to $14.6m. These budget cuts
are starting to impact on the delivery of services in the Pilbara, the eastern goldfields and
the great southern regions. In regard to capital funding, there have been some major
improvements with the provision of sobering-up shelters, and we now have sobering-up
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shelters in Perth, Kalgoorlie, Halls Creek, Fitzroy Crossing, Hedland and Roebournie. Ihave been told in answers to questions that diere are plans in the 1995-96 Budget toextend that program to Geraldton, Wiluna, Derby, Wyndhamn and Midland, and I will be
monitoring the progress of those Budget commitments.
The $1 .3m cut in the budget of the Alcohol and Drug Authority is starting to impact onregional services. The Alcohol and Drug Authority has regional offices in dieKimberley, the Pilbara, the Gascoyne-Murchison, die eastern goldfields, the south west
and the great southern. There is also the central services area based in Perth, but today Iam interested in non-metropolitan Western Australia. On my best estimates, about halfof the senior positions in those offices are not filled, and this represents a major problemfor the public servants who ame seeking to deliver an essential service to overcome themajor problem of alcohol and drug abuse. I am informed that one of the senior officersin the Kimberley region is about to resign and move on to another position, which willleave one vacancy in that area. There is no officer in the west Pilbara, which includes
Roebournie, which should be a major target area for alcohol and drug abuse programs,
and the community development officer and the regional coordinator in the east Pilbarahave to fill in also for the west Pilbara. The regional coordinator positions in theGascoyne, the eastern goldfields and the south west areas are currently vacant, while thetwo senior positions in the great southern are currently filled. Alcohol and drug abuse isone of the major factors in the health problem in the non-metropolitan areas of the State,yet my best estimate of the situation is that five, about to be six, of the 12 major seniorpositions in the non-metropolitan area are vacant
One illustration of the problem can be found in the town of Carnarvon, which isrepresented in this Parliament by the member for Northern Rivers, who has provided mewith this informiation. The town of Caniarvon has no sobering-up shelter and no youth orwomen's refuge to deal with the problems that can arise from domestic violence, withinwhich alcohol is a major player. The member for Northern Rivers informs me that it is abest estimate that each week one women and her children have to be relocated from thattown due to the problems that can result from domestic violence. The infrastructure inthat town for dealing with alcohol problems is simply non-existent
Mr CJ. Barnett: Is that from within the Aboriginal community? I am just inquiring
because you are talking about -

Dr GALLO)P: Obviously in die town of Carnarvon it is not only a problem for theAboriginal community, but it is a major problem for the whole community.
Ms Warnock interjected.
Dr GALLOP: The member for Northern Rivers did not differentiate; he just said that itwas one woman and her children. This is a problem in non-metropolitan areas generally.A difficulty then arises for the Police Force. I have visited the Port Hedland sobering-up
shelter. The police view is that these shelters mean that the problem can be dealt with asit ought to be - as a social and health problem rather than a policing problem. InCarnarvon the police do their best to deal with the problem in best way that they can, butthey have no facilities. Despite the efforts of the member for Northern Rivers we have
still not seen the provision of a sobering-up shelter in that area.
That is a simple illustration of the crisis that exists in non-metropolitan Western Australiawith alcohol and drug abuse. That crisis goes back to the state Budget and the chippingaway at the Alcohol and Drug Authority's budget that has occurred since the change ofgovernment It goes back to the staffinig cr-isis that exists in that many importantpositions are not being filled in non-metropolitan Western Australia. I certainly hope thatthe report being put together by Mike Daub will address some of these major issues. In
die meantime, I send a message to die Government and its non-metropolitan
representatives that the Opposition will be taking up these matters just as we did withPATS on behalf of the non-metropolitan citizens of this State.
NM HENDERSON (Thornlie) [12.44 pm]: I refer members to legislation which
went through this Parliament a year ago and which occupied a substantial amount of our
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time. That legislation related to the provision of workplace agreements for people in the
public and private sectors. One of the key arguments we had over many hours in this
Chamber was that people were to be offered a choice in relation to signing workplace
agreements. There is no question that because people in the private sector have not been
rushing to take up the opportunity of signing workplace agreements, the Minister for
Industrial Relations has started to exert substantial pressure on people in the public sector
to take them up. In my shadow portfolio of public sector management I have become
extremely concerned at the extent of the coercion of people in public sector agencies
across government to sign workplace agreements. There is no question that the Minister
for Labour Relations is seeking to compel other Ministers to find ways to ensure that
employees sign workplace agreements. I will quote from an internal document circulated
to the senior management of the Health Department. It sets out this Minister's views and
the ways in which senior health bureaucrats are to implement this policy of seeking to
ensure that people change from the award system to the workplace agreement system.
This document is headed "Offering a choice between award and workplace agreements",
and, despite the heading, the whole document is designed to get around the fact that
legally people are to be given that choice. Schedule I of the document states -

Workplace agreements can be offered as the sole option to any person who is not
currently employed by the employer offering the position.

We had a major debate about that in this House and we sought to insert into the
legislation a provision that distinguished between new employees and existing
employees. The Minister rejected that amendment and his comments are on the record.
He indicated that that was not necessary because the term "employee" covered new
employees. In other words, all employees were to be given a choice, whether they were
new or existing employees. That has since been shown to be totally false and this
document yet again, in black and white, as a directive to management of the Health
Department, says quite clearly -

Workplace agreements can be offered as the sole option to any person not
currently employed by the employer.

Worse than that, the document then goes on to set out how new employees are to be
defined. Talk about using tricks and technicalities to classify people as new employees
who may have worked for the Government for 20 years! This document says it all. For
example, according to this document, any person currently employed by another
government agency who is applying for a position within the health industry can be
classified as a new employee. If someone is seeking a promotion and seeks to transfer
from, say, the Education Department to the Health Department, according to this
document that person can be classified as a new employee. That person is not a new
employee by any stretch of the imagination; he or she may have worked for the
Government for years. However, to enable the Minister to give this person no choice as
to whether to take the workplace agreement, this document outlines how that person can
be classified as a new employee.
If that is not bad enough, in relation to the Health Department, it goes to on to say -

Any person employed by the Commissioner of Health applying for a position
with a hospital board ...

Under recent changes that the Minister has announced, everyone currently employed by
the Commissioner of Health will end up being employed by a local hospital board. This
document outlines a technical means by which every employee in the Health Department
can be called a new employee and thus can be given no choice at al as to whether they
sign a workplace agreement. So much for all the hyperbole we heard during last election
campaign about choice.
This document is a clear directive to heads of departments as to how to get around that
issue and classify everyone in their department as a new employee so that they can all be
coerced into signing workplace agreements. This applies to any person employed by a
hospital board applying for a job with a different board. Therefore, someone employed at
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the Bentley Hospital - near my electorate - applying for a job at the Armadale Hospital
will be classified as a new employee and can be told that it is a workplace agreement or
nothing. If they do not want to sign the workplace agreement, they do not get the job.
The Minister then goes on to talk about whether it is acceptable to offer a position to a
redeployee on a workplace agreement only. There is some caution here because if the
employee or redeployee agrees, it becomes a voluntary acceptance. This document
recommends that if an employee is redeployed, he can be offered a workplace agreement
and if he accepts it that is okay. However, if the employee declines to accept the job
under those conditions, this document says that it is acceptable not to offer that position.
If a person on the redeployment list is offered a position as a redeployee, this document
says that it is okay for a manager to say to that person, "You can have this job as long as
you sign a workplace agreement." If the person says, "No, I don't want to; I am a
redeployee and I am entitled not to", the manager can say, "You don't get the job. You
can try for a redeployee position elsewhere.'
Mr Tubby inteijected.
Mrs HENDERSON: Is the member suggesting that is okay?
Mr Tubby: I am saying that you have to be fair on both counts. If you hold that
argument you should go to Fremantle and argue exactly the same case with the wharfies.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am happy to argue that situation any day of the week. This
Minister came into this House and stated that everyone was to have a choice. This
document shows clearly how dishonest the Minister was when he claimed that people
would have a choice. He sought to give the impression that employees would have a
choice - but if they do not choose workplace agreements, he seeks to coerce people
across government to have workplace agreements.
Mr Bloffwitch interjected.
Mrs HENDERSON: He is doing the same thing now for which he is prosecuting
employers. He prosecuted one employer for coercing people, and he is now saying that
public sector people can be coerced in the same way.
Technically regarding people as new employees, when they are not new employees
because they have been working for the Government for more than 20 years, is a way to
ensure they can be offered only workplace agreements. That was the first point made by
the Minister, and subsequently it was shown to be untruthful. Second, he has constantly
said that workplace agreements would be open to negotiation. This substantial document
contains pro-forma workplace agreements - one for individuals in the Health Department
and one for collective agreements. There is no choice or negotiation: The document sets
out over 60 pages the terms and conditions of employment. So much for negotiation and
flexibility.
The document refers to generic agreements for managers at the Health Department. It is
an agreement produced by Royal Perth Hospital and designed primarily for hospital
salaried officers. It will be distributed as soon as it is approved by the Royal Perth
Hospital board. It is available as a pro forma for other hospitals. What does the
document show? The major point is that it encourages people to engage in trade-offs.
The document sets out the value of the trade-offs. All the way through it talks about the
value of the conditions that people are to give up and what they will be worth. I am
amazed by the contents of the document. It states that any pay rise offered by the
agreement will be entirely self-funding. In other words, people will pay for their pay
rises. There will be no extra money. A budget supplementation will not be provided.
The document states -

It is essential that managers check the ACTUAL VALUE of 'trade offs' so that
any pay rise offered via the agreement is entirely self funding..

Any pay rise will be funded by the person receiving the rise. What a dishonest way to
provide a pay rise! The first section provides for pay rises in return for trade-offs in
conditions. That is, if we return to the conditions of 50 years ago in the workplace
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generally, people will receive a pay rise; for example, if people agree to work a 40) hour
week, give up their leave loading, agree to be on call 24 hours a day, and accept long
service leave after 15 years instead of after 10. Some of the conditions have been
costed - and that is an interesting exercise. For example, if a person's hours go fromn 37.5
a week to 40 a week, the pay rise will be 5.9 per cent If the two Public Service holidays
are abolished, people will receive a 0.9 per cent pay rise; if short leave is abolished, they
will receive a 0.5 per cent pay rise; if they agree to receive long service leave after 15
years, they will receive a 1.27 per cent pay rise; and if the annual loading is abolished,
they will receive a 1.3 per cent pay rise.
This has nothing to do with productivity. It has nothing to do with better management or
more jobs. It is all to do with straight trade-offs where people fund their own so-called
pay increases. What will this mean for employees? People Will work longer hours in the
Health Department and in hospitals; they will be called in at any time and not paid
overtime. They will work 12-hour shifts and will be paid overtime only after the number
of hours in the cycle have been worked. That can be up to 1 000 hours depending on
whether it is a four, eight or 12 week cycle. If it is a four week cycle, people must work
12 hours a day for four weeks. If they work hours in excess of that, the time can be
carried to the next cycle rather than their being paid overtime. Only when the number of
hours of the next cycle have been exhausted will they be paid overtime. Even then
people are paid at 1.5 times the normal rate, and that is not the current standard. These
conditions will have an impact on families, because people can be called in at any time to
work extra hours. Their hours of work can be changed at short notice; they will be
working a six day week instead of a five day week; and they will be working 12 hour
shifts. All of these conditions will disadvantage workers who have family
responsibilities. Without question, people caring for young children - and those who
make child care arrangements - will be disadvantaged because people cannot change
those arrangements at short notice. They cannot just ring up and say that they must work
14 hours a day instead of the normal 12 hours; they cannot say that they will not be able
to pick up their children at the normal time but two hours later. Most child-care centres
operate between 7.30 am and 6.00 pm, and people cannot just ring up and say that they
are required to work an extra two hours and, therefore, the children will stay at the child-
care centre for that time. Without doubt, people with family responsibilities will be
directly discriminated against by this legislation.
Mr Bloffwitch: Isn't the beauty of workplace agreements the fact that they contain such
conditions? Under the award it was an onerous thing to include such variations.
Mrs HENDERSON: Sadly, the member has not been listening. I have not been saying
that people want these conditions.
Mr Bloffwitch: Some people may.
Mrs HENDERSON: People do not want to work for 14 hours without notice, when
normally they work 10 or 12 hours. People do not want to be told that today they must
work 16 hours - that is a condition of the agreement - because if a child is normally
picked up at 5.00 pm, that child cannot be picked up at that time. This is exactly what
workplace agreements are all about. Without question, women with children - and many
working fathers shame responsibility for the care of children - will be severely
disadvantaged by this process. Every person in the Health Department will be classified
as a new employee. They can be coerced into signing workplace agreements whether
they want to or not No doubt the Minister will come to this House and crow about the
number of people who have signed workplace agreements - as he does regularly.
However, this document indicates that people will not have a choice. If they want to
keep their job, maintain their family and provide for their children, they will have no
choice according to this document.
Individual workplace agreements which are supposed to be open to negotiation,
according to the Minister, must be approved by the Health Industry Employees Relations
Executive Group, the Minister for Health, the Cabinet Industrial Relations Subcommittee
and the Cabinet Every individual workplace agreement must be approved by those
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bodies. What a joke! Do they expect agreements to be different? Will Cabinet sit down
and go through 1 000 different workplace agreements and approve them? Of course not,
because a pro-forma, workplace agreement is provided in the document. There is no
choice, negotiation or flexibility.
[Leave granted for speech to be continued.]
Debate thus adjourned. [Continued on p 4055.1

Sitting szsspended from 1.00 t 2.00 pm
[Questions without notice taken.]

MATTER OF PUBLIC INTEREST- DOIG REPORT; MINISTER FOR
HEALTH

THE SPEACE (Mr Clarko): Today I received a letter from the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition seeking to debate as a matte of public interest the Doig report in relation to
the Minister for Health.
If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it.
[At least five members rose in their places.]
The SPEAKER: In accordance with the Sessional Order, half an hour will be allocated to
each side of the House and three minutes in total to the Independent members should
they seek the call for the purpose of this debate.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [2.34 pm]: I move -

That this House calls on the Premier to dismiss the Minister for Health who has
been shown in the Doig report to have breached the Public Sector Management
Act and to have counselled or procured a breach of the Public Sector
Management Act by the former Health Commissioner, Dr Peter Brennan.

This is a story about impropriety, illegality and a Government which fails to understand
and obey its own laws. It is a story about undermining impartial public servants and,
unfortunately, it is a story based on a tragedy for two experienced and very loyal public
servants who have now been lost to Western Australia. The report tabled in this
Parliament yesterday was the result of an inquiry initiated by the Commissioner for
Public Sector Standards, following a complaint lodged by me to the commissioner on 3
March in relation to Solomon and White, and then again on 31 March in relation to the
Rob Anderson affair in the Healthcare Linen Service. A very important point must be
made about that inquiry. The letter I received from the Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards indicated that the inquiry was being made under section 24 of the Public Sector
Management Act, which gives the commissioner the power to investigate "any public
sector body". In the Act a public sector body is clearly defined to mean an agency,
ministerial office or non-SES organisation. A ministerial office is defined as one or more

ministerial offices appointed to assist a particular office holder. That section was
included in the Act to deal with those who work in ministerial offices. The
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards does not have the power to investigate a
political office holder, and that includes the Minister for Health and other Ministers of
the State.
The inquiry conducted by Mr Don Doig on behalf of the Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards was not into the Minister and his role in this shabby affair. However, it
became very obvious to the inquirer, Mr Doig, that he could not satisfactorily undertake
his inquiry into the shifting of these two public sector senior employees, Solomon and
White, without including the Minister among the people to be interviewed. Therefore,
the role of the Minister came into this issue as aresult of the facts being dealt with. The
actions of the Minister in this affair were not the subject of the inquiry by Mr Don Doig;
he considered the role of the Minister because the Minister was ipnextricably linked to this
affair. It was not Mr Doig's role to focus on and examine the behaviour of the Minister
for Health. It is the role of this Parliament to examine the behaviour of the Minister for
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Health, and it may also be the role of other legal authorities to examine the role played by
the Minister for Health. At the moment it is the role of this Parliament to subject his
actions to scrutiny.
I focus on the report and the five important points contained within it. The first
conclusion Mr Don Doig - a highly experienced officer who has given many years
service to the Western Australian Public Service - reached is that the former
Commissioner of Health, Dr Peter Brennan, was in breach of the Public Sector
Management Act but it occurred while he was under considerable pressure from the
Minister for Health. The second important conclusion in the report is that Jan White and
Paul Solomon were not afforded proper consideration. They were not consulted and they
were not given reasons for their transfer. They were not even given a chance to refute the
misconceptions spread about them by others. This Minister did not even have the
intestinal fortitude to get up in this Parliament and tell us who were the officers and
Ministers who undermined the career of those two people. There was no consultation
about this matter, no reasons were given for their transfer, and there was no chance to
refute the misconceptions.
The third conclusion reached in the report - this is very important - was that the view put
forward by former Minister Foss and the current Minister for Health, that they could
express strong views about staffing matters and expect chief executive officers still to act
independently, was complete nonsense. Mr Doig refutes that concept very clearly in his
report. He makes it very clear that the Minister's interpretation of the Act is inconsistent
with its original intention.
Mr Court: Have you ever recommended political appointments?
Dr GALLOP: We are talking about the Public Sector Management Act - the Premier's
Government's legislation. Point 5.3 of Don Doig's report states -

Section 8(2) of the Public Sector Management Act needs to be re-examined to
ensure that the interpretation being applied by some Ministers is in accordance
with the original intention of the Act. I believe it is not.

In other words, the clear intention of the Act is not understood by this Government,
which was the author of the legislation. Fourthly, we find that different stories were told
to Mr Doig about the meeting between the Minister and Dr Brennan on 14 February, and
we have had another run on that issue here today. Who is telling the truth? Is it the
Minister for Health, who says that no time lines were indicated in the discussions about
the future of Solomon and White? Dr White says that Dr Brennan came to her straight
after the meeting and said, "You've got to be out within 48 hours because the Minister
told me I had to get rid of you." In his evidence to the inquiry, Dr Brennan said that
48 hours was the time line he was working within to shift these people. That is clearly a
difference in the story. There was a difference in the story in terms of the process
followed to find a job for Paul Solomon in the Health Department. Someone is not
telling the truth about this matter. It is either Dr Brennan or the Minister for Health.
The fifth conclusion reached in this report relates to Rob Anderson, who works in the
Hospital Laundry and Linen Service. This report confirms the view put forward by the
Opposition in this Parliament that his so-called bid was not part of a staff buy-out at all.
Indeed, Mr Anderson did not even disclose to his own chief executive officer of
Healthcare Linen his intention to be part of a tender for that government agency. There is
a complete refutation of the position put forward in this Parliament and in the other place
about matters relating to Healthcare Linen.
The major issue that we have to address here today relates to the performance of the
Minister for Health. His performance was not the subject of direct examination by the
inquirer, but it was mentioned by the inquirer because it became pertinent to his inquiry
into that public sector body. This Minister has made two very serious errors. First, he
breached the law himself. He pressured Dr Peter Brennan in complete contravention of
section 8(2) of the Public Sector Management Act. Section 8(2) is quite clear. The
intention of that Act can be gleaned from a reading of the second report of royal
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commission andI the second reading speech by the Premier when that legislation was
introduced into this Parliament. The royal commission made it clear and the Premier's
second reading speech made it clear that chief executive officers were to act
independently in the carrying out of their functions in relation to staffing matters. The
reason for that is clear So that public sector officers cannot be subject to political
influence.
Mr Doig also makes it very clear that the notion that Ministers can make it absolutely
clear to chief executive officers as to what they believe should happen in staffing matters
and then expect that those chief executive officers will still be independent is a complete
nonsense. Mr Doig's report states -

... in my view it isnot open toargue that while the CEO isboundto act
independently, it is open to a Minister to direct, advise, warn or to express strong
views about a particular course of action without some expectation that such
views would be followed.

The ludicrous position has been put forward in this place and in the other place that
Ministers are doing this in relation to their CE-Os but they do not really expect them to
listen to what they say or to act upon it. That is this Minister's first error. He broke the
law; he attempted to pressure a CEO to take a course of action that that CEO certainly
would not have contemplated if his own judgment were at work.
Mr Grill inteijected.
Dr GALLOP: We will get to that. The Minister then placed a gun at the head of Dr
Peter Brennan and as a result of that Dr Brennan broke the law, both in his decision to
shift these people and then in the shabby processes followed in trying to shift them.
There was no consultation and no agreement with the other authorities to which they
were to be transferred. In the case of Dr White, the authority actually thought she was on
secondmnent from Royal Perth Hospital. Th1e Minister not only broke the law himself, he
forced a chief executive officer to break the law as well. There is no doubt that that CEO
broke the law: It is quite clearly stated in Mr Doig's report, which was tabled in
Parliament yesterday.
It is also clear that this Minister forced the chief executive officer to break the law.
Members should note the nature of the pressure he put on: First, these people had to go;
and, secondly, they had to go within a particular time period.
Mr Kierath: That is not true.
Dr GALLOP: The Minister for Health is saying that the Commissioner of Health lied
about that at the inquiry. Let us come to the very interesting aspects of this. Members
should note also that the Minister did this not on the basis of his personal knowledge of
these people or his understanding of the role that they played in the health system but on
the basis of the claims of other Ministers and other office holders. These are anonymous
people; people whose names have not been mentioned but who have undermined and
quite improperly destroyed the Public Service careers of these two Western Australians.
Someone active in the health service rang me today and told me that Dr Jan White
probably knew more about the Western Australian health service than any other senior
officer in the system. Her loss from Western Australia to Victoria will be very difficult
to remedy.
The same thing could be said of Mr Paul Solomon. Who are these anonymous people
within government, both on the political side in the ministry and on the non-political in
the Administration, who go about shafting their Public Service colleagues? I ask the
Premier this question: If these people are currently in the Public Service, what action
will he take against them? What action will he take against those public servants who
influenced the Commissioner of Health to act illegally? Will they be disciplined or
sacked? If they are not, the Premier will be responsible for an effort to undermine the
proper legal processes of this State. Those people who played their role in the shifting of
those officers are as guilty as the former Health Commissioner and the Minister for
Health in terms of the role that they played. There is no doubt about the facts of this
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matter. This Minister acted improperly and illegally in pressuring Dr Brennan in the way
that he did, and this Minister acted improperly and illegally in making sure that Dr
Brennan himself acted improperly and illegally.
We will not rest in relation to this matter, it will be pursued along every avenue available
to the Opposition. Within this Parliament and outside this Parliament, we will pursue this
matter until the real culprits are found - the Minister for Health, his ministerial colleagues
and the other public servants currently working in the system who were part of this
activity, which was illegal and improper to the highest degree. Not one public servant in
Western Australia can go to bed this evening after a hard day's work in the public sector
and feel safe that his or her position will not be shafted by a Minister in the Court
Government, the Liberal-National coalition. This is all about character and career
assassination. It implies that not one public servant in Western Australia is safe.
Let us bring this Minister to account. Let the Premier show some leadership on this issue
and set a proper standard for his ministerial colleagues and bring the Minister for Health
to heel and have him thrown out of the Ministry.
MRS HENDERSON (Thomnlie) [2.52 pm]: Since the report of the Royal Commission
into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters this Government has been
notable for the very few recommendations of that report that it has implemented. One
that it can claim to have implemented relates to the appointment of public servants and
political influence over those appointments. The Government sought to implement those
recommendations by means of the Public Sector Management Act which proceeded
through this Chamber. The report before the Parliament today clearly shows that the
Government had no intention of abiding by the recommendations of the royal
commission. The Government wanted the ability to terminate people's appointments
politically and to transfer people politically if it found their views did not accord with its
own. It had no intention of abiding by the legislation it had established.
Mr Doig's report shows a perfect example of the Government's disregarding its own
legislation by exercising political influence over the appointment of people in the Public
Service through the direct breach of its own legislation. Mr Doig found that the Act had
been breached. He said that Dr Brennan did not follow prescribed procedures and
therefore was in breach of the Public Sector Management Act and that he did so under
considerable pressure from the Minister for Health, Hon Graham Kierath. Not only did
the Commissioner of Health breach the Public Sector Management Act, but also lbe was
aided and abetted by the Minister for Health of the day, who put unbearable pressure on
him to breach an Act that this Government brought into this Parliament. There is no
question that the Commissioner of Health, under enormous pressure, caused two people
to be treated very shabbily and badly in. direct contraddiction of the legislation.
This report canvasses another key issue, which is the contracting out of services and the
tender process. That is another issue of enormous concern to any government concerned
about propriety and what is reasonable behaviour. This related to a Mr Rob Anderson
who occupied a very important position at the Hospital Laundry and Linen Service,
which was about to be contracted out. Mr Solomon, who was acting chief executive
officer, recommended and put into effect the transfer of Mr Anderson because there
would be a direct conflict of interest for him to occupy that position while that service
was being tendered and contracted out.
Mr Solomon took advice from several different sources. He said that he had observed the
competitive tendering and contracting guidelines, which are the Government's own
guidelines. He said he also abided by the draft guidelines for employee buyouts, which is
another initiative of this Government. He said that he followed the advice of the director
of health supplies and the director of legal administration in the Health Department.
Finally, he said that he obtained advice from a private lawyer. He obtained four different
sets of advice which told him that it was a direct conflict of interest for Mr Anderson to
continue to occupy his position while he was seeking to put in a bid to buy the laundry
and linen service. Despite all of that, Mr Solomon was transferred in a shabby way, as
my colleagues pointed out, in direct breach of the Government's own Act. The new



Minister for Health then hopped in when Mr Solomon was no longer the acting chief
executive officer and sought to override all of that legal advice that Mr Anderson should
not occupy that position and directed that Mr Anderson should be reinstated to his former
position.
Interestingly, Mr Doig makes it clear that he considers that this was unsatisfactory
behaviour and that there was conflict of interest in Mr Anderson's occupying that
position. The only reason that Mr Doig does not come out directly and say that there was
a breach of the Act in relation to this is that by the time Mr Anderson returned to his
position after he had been ill the matter was academic because the tenders had closed.
However, Mr Doig says that he was unimpressed with assertions that there was no
conflict of interest if Mr Anderson remained in his position.
Who reversed that decision of Mvr Solomon to abide by the correct procedures for
tendering and to play the game fairly and above board? Who directed that those
procedures not be abided by? It was the Minister for Health. The Minister made it clear
when he said, "I wanted Mr Anderson imimediately reinstated to his position at
Healthcare Linen." That is contained in a directive to the chief executive officer of his
department to contravene the basic tendering process of this State - the fair and open
tendering process that this State is supposed to abide by.
Last week we debated the Scrutiny of Government Contracting Out and Privatisation
Activities Bill, which I introduced in this Parliament which we will debate this evening.
The Minister for Services said that we did not need that legislation, that we already have.
competitive tendering guidelines. Mr Doig found that Mr Anderson's remaining in that
position was a direct breach of those tendering guidelines, and this Minister personally
directed that Mr Anderson should be reinstated to that position where he would breach
those guidelines. Further, when Mr Anderson had not been reinstated to his job, the
Minister arranged for a fax to be sent to the chief executive officer advising him "to
ensure that the Minister for Health's directive on employing Anderson is acted upon".
The Minister was not satisfied, even when the chief executive of his own department
expressed concern about this man's occupying a position in breach of fair and open
guidelines, and the Minister insisted that that person he put back in that position.
We can ask only why the Minister would be so anxious that this public servant occupy a
position which was clearly in breach of the Government's tendering guidelines. Why
was the Minister keen to give this person an added advantage in the tendering process?
Mr Doig makes it clear that he believes that Wr Anderson had an advantage. He says that
the fact that Mr Anderson's backers dropped him as soon as he was moved from his
position made it clear that they depended on his using the influence of his position within
the linen service to gain an advantage in the tender process, and that once he was not in a
position to gain that advantage they dropped him. He did not put in a tender in the end,
because he was no longer in a position where he had access to information that could
advantage him in the tender process. Mr Doig's report on this Minister is slating.
Mr D.L. Smith: In any other Westminster democracy the Premier would have called for
his resignation, yesterday.
Mrs HENDERSON: There is no question that this Minister should resign. If the
Minister for Health had an ounce of decency in his body, he would resign. This report
clearly says that the Minister's chief executive officer breached laws under his direction,
and the Minister should resign.
Mr Kierath: It does not say that; it says the exact opposite.
Mrs HENDERSON: It says that very clearly. I will read that part to the Minister again
as he continues to say the report does not accuse him of unlawful behaviour. The report
reads -

Dr Brennan did not follow prescribed procedures and therefore is in breach of the
Public -Sector Management Act, he did so under considerable pressure from the
Minister for Heath ...

Mr Kierath: It may have been under pressure, but certainly no direction.
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Several members interjected.
Mrs HENDERSON: Further, Mr Doig says the temporary transfer of Mr Rob Anderson -that was under Mr Solomon's direction - was a perfectly legitimate action, undertaken in
an open and honest way for the preservation of the integrity of the tender process and inthe interests of the Government, the department and ultimately the public. In other
words, Mr Doig endorses what Mr Solomon did in transferring Mr Anderson. Against
that, this Minister directed that Mr Anderson be reinstated to his position. At the end ofthe day, Mr Doig does not recommend disciplinary action because he said the matter was
academic; the tenders had closed. This Minister has been guilty of improper behaviour
and conduct He has breached the standards required of a Minister under our system - thevery things the royal commission recommended and the purpose of the Public Sector
Management Act. This Government cannot hold up its bead in this Chamber while its
own Minister breaches its legislation.
MR KIIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Health) [3.02 pm]: Mr Speaker -
An opposition member: Here's Pinocchio.
Mr DL. Smith: At least Pinocchio was relatively dangerous; this man is not.
Mr KIERATH: Members opposite may indulge in those statements but it does not show
them in good standing.
Among the seven or eight points made by the member for Victoria Park he first accused
me of engaging in illegal action. I do not know what version of the Doig report he has,
but the report that was tabled in this House clearly says there was no illegal action on
behalf of the Minister.
Dr Gallop: He did not examine the Minister's behaviour.
Mr KIERATH: In not one of the comments in the Doig report did the member for
Victoria Park prove or find suggestion that my action was illegal other than in his own
comments.
Mr Bloffwitch: Why are we having an MPI?
Mr KIERATH: That is a good question; I will come to that later. Nowhere in the report
does it say my actions were illegal. I like to think that the report gave me a clean bill of
health.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order, member for Cockburn.
Mr KIERATH: Having lost that point, the member for Victoria Park tried to draw a long
bow in alleging my actions were improper.
Mrs Henderson: Mr Doig says that loudly and clearly.
Mr KIERATH: He does not; that is called selective memory.
The SPEAKER: Order! We have heard two Opposition speakers on this matter in virtual
silence and without interjection, other than some from their own side. I understand the
difficulty for people who speak on subjects such as this. They do much preparation and
know the subject well. As a result, very strong pressure is put on them to interject when
something is said with which they do not agree. It is not reasonable for speakers from
one side to say their piece without distracting and loud interjections, and for the other
side to not have the same opportunity. I ask members to reflect on that.
Mr D.L. Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Mitchell.
Mr KIIERATH: The member for Victoria Park referred secondly to section 8(2) of the
Act. I agree that that section indicates areas of limitation on Ministers. It refers to
appointments, transfer, secondment, etc and reads -

..in its department or organization, an employing authority is not subject to any
direction -
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That is important. Even if a direction is given, they are not subject to it. It further
provides -

- whether under any written law or otherwise, by the Minister of the Crown
responsible for the department or organization, but shall -

It does not say "may". To continue -

- subject to this Act, act independently.
That is a very specific power to the chief executive officer. Members have a royal
commission selective memory.
In Hansard of Tuesday, 7 June 1994 when we discussed in Committee the provisions of
the Bill, at page 1099, if the member for Mitchell would like to look it up, when the
Premier was responding to the member for Mitchell, who raises points and does not listen
to the answers, the Premier said -

I appreciate the member's point, but there is a fine line as to what is or is not a
direction. We cannot stop any communication, and I think the current wording is
appropriate. I will deal with the member's question on clause 105 when we reach
that clause.

I have not tried to hide the fact that I communicated with the chief executive officer.

Dr Gallop: You did not tell us what you said.
Mr KIERATH: I said from day one, when the member for Victoria Park asked me, that I
communicated my thoughts on the performance of the department and even of some
individuals. I have not been secretive about that. I have been up-front, open and honest
because that is how I like to be treated. If someone is not happy with my performance, I
ask it be raised with me so I can do something about it. If someone were unhappy with
my performance and I chose not to do anything about it, I would expect some reaction.
That is why I am up-front and why I discussed the performance of the department and
individuals. There is nothing improper about that under the Act.
Mr D.L. Smith: Is that the Premier's view?

Mr KIERATH: The member for Victoria Park says that Brennan was in breach, but
under pressure from me.
Dr Gallop: It is in the report.
Mr KIERATH: The report says that Mr Brennan did not follow prescribed procedures
and is therefore in breach of the Public Sector Management Act. He was the officer
responsible and he breached the Act. It was not me or anybody else. Members opposite
are hoist with their own petard. The report says that Brennan was in breach of the Act,
but not one of its seven conclusions says that I was in breach of the Act.

Dr Gallop: You were not examined.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr KIERATH: Thbe member for Victoria Park said the way Solomon and White were
handled was poor. I agree wholeheartedly. Members opposite do not understand that I
have always believed if someone's performance is not good enough, they should be told
up-front so they have a chance to do something about it. In my own business experience
I have never dealt with people in any other way. In fact, the day I had a meeting with the
chief executive officer I indicated to him, the department and others, where I thought
their performance was unsatisfactory.
The member for Victoria Park went on to say the intention of the Public Sector
Management Act was not understood. Members should hear again recommendation 5.3
in the Doig report which refers to section 8(2) of the Act. I read out in full the Premier's
interpretation of that section, which quite clearly indicated that there should be
communication between the Mlinister and the chief executive officer. That
communication cannot stop.
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Mr DL-. Smith interjected.
Mr KIERATH: I bet when he was Minister that the member for Mitchell had chiefexecutive officers on the mat over their performance. I would not mind betting that everysingle member opposite who has ever been a Minister at some time or other had seniorpeople from their departments on the mat and indicated dissatisfaction. I do not thinkone single Minister would not have done that. Members opposite should not come inhere and try to pretend differently. If they do, they will not be telling the truth.
Mr D.L. Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I am loath to formally call to order the member for Mitchell.He has interjected on numerous occasions. Many of his interjections are the same. Noneof us is deaf. It is sufficient to make the interjection once or twice, but if he goes beyondthat, that is disorderly. I ask him to not interject as he is doing.
Mr KIERATH: Section 5.3 of the report states that section 8(2) of the Public SectorMaagement Act should be re-examined. Mr Doig does not say that there are any
improper uses.
Dr Gallop: By whom? You don't understand it.
Mr KIERATH: He says that in his opinion - it is an opinion after all - the section needsto be re-examined "to ensure that the interpretation being applied by some Ministers is inaccordance with the original intention of the Act". He says that it should be done tomake sure; he does not say that the Ministers are doing anything wrong.
Dr Gallop: Yes, he does.
Mr KIERATH: He does not. I read out a section which in my view clearly indicates thatit is the intention of the Act; however, if Mr Doig has other views, that is his right. Hedoes not make a statement of fact; he says, "I believe it is not." If we consider all thosematters, it is only that part and one other which can be said come back to me. Ile restgive me a clean bill of health. That is section 5.3 on which members opposite haverested much of their argument. It simply does not stack up.
I have never discussed any instruction on time frames. It is sad that this report refers tothe issue of time fr-ames, but I was not asked whether I raised the time frames: I neverdid. My recollection of that conversation, which is reasonably vivid, is that that wassomething Mr Brennan said, it was not something I said. The report does not say that I
said it.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr KIERATH: Members opposite should read the report properly. Section 2. 10 states -

Mr Kierath denies he gave such direction while Dr Brennan says the question ofDr White's transfer within 48 hours was discussed.
If Dr Brennan raised it and it was discussed, that is fine. All I said was that I did not givea direction on a time frame because I believed it was something Dr Brennan initiated anddiscussed. On that issue of a time frame the member for Victoria Park is completelywrong. He accuses me of contravening section 8(2) of the Public Sector ManagementAct. I have already indicated that that is not the situation. He says'also that I placed agun at Dr Brennan's head. I give the House the undertaking that I have never had a gunin my possession in any official duties as a Minister or a member of Parliament Ifmembers opposite are so interested to know what went on in that conversation, I indicateto them that I was discussing the performance of the department and my lack ofsatisfaction in certain areas. However, when Dr Brennan offered to move on -
Dr Gallop: What is this "offered to move on"? You had him over the barrel at that
point?
Mr KIERATH: No. I know this is difficult for members opposite. If they were newMinisters, would it not be fair to raise with the department the areas they were unhappy
with and the areas they were satisfied with?
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Dr Constable: You were there for only three days. How would you know if they were
doing their job?
Mr KIERATH: I am sad the member for Floreat said that. For her benefit, I indicate that
I amn a member of the labour relations subcommittee, which means that I oversee all
labour relations issues across government and many of the issues in health are labour
relations. I am a member of the Cabinet estimates committee, which oversees all
government spending. All Ministers come forward with their programs. I am also
involved in the Public Sector Management Committee, which used to be called the public
sector reform committee. It looks at every ministerial portfolio and its actions. The chief
executive officers of those departments tell the committee what they are doing and what
they intend to do. By the very nature of my roles on those committees I am involved
across many areas of government, whether I like it or not. I do not always like being a
Minister across the whole of government because it makes one very unpopular with the
departments. Even at the risk of unpopularity I have tried to do it properly, to the best of
my ability and with the best of intentions.
Dr Constable interjected.
Mr KIERATH: The member for Floreat was the one who made that silly comment. She
must wear it if she opens her mouth without thinking or bothering to find out the facts.
That is the disappointing part about the member. I amn asking that when she speaks, she
is at least factual. If she is accusing me of discussing with the CEO the areas of
nonperformance and the areas I was unhappy with, of course I did that. I said that from
the word go. I not only did that in terms of policy and pace of reform, but I did discuss
individuals.
The seventh point the member for Victoria Park makes is that I broke the law and forced
Dr Brennan to break the law. No report anywhere says that I broke the law; in fact, quite
the reverse is the case. This report does say that Dr Brennan breached the Public Sector
Management Act. The member for Victoria Park cannot come in here and accuse me of
breaking the law when the report does not say that. The member for Victoria Park said
that Dr Jan White was a sad loss from the Western Australian Health Department. That
may be true. However, the fact is that Jan White and Paul Solomon did not stay around;
they took a voluntary package. No-one forced them out. This is again where members of
the Opposition, especially the member for Victoria Park, have their royal commission
memories. They remember certain bits and forget all the others. It is very convenient. I
have a confession to make: Even I have been tempted at times to have that memory, but
in the end people are held accountable for their actions. That is something the member
for Victoria Park has never done; he has never apologised to this House for his actions
when he was a Minister of a Government which presided over WA Inc. To this day he
has not apologised to the House.
Let us look at what has happened. This is a rerun of an argument we have had before.

Dr Gallop: No it isn't.
Mr KIERATH: It is. The member for Victoria Park raised this issue in the House and
did not get what he wanted. He then wrote to the Commissioner for Public Sector
Standards who commissioned this report, which was prepared after an investigation by
Donald Doig. Does the member for Victoria Park accept this as a valid report?

Dr Gallop: Does it endorse your actions?
Mr KIERATH: Does the member accept the recommendations in total, or does he think
they are wrong?
Dr Gallop: I accept them.
Mr KIIERATH: That is good. That is the first positive sign I have had from the member
for Victoria Park. I will go through the Doig recommendations in a moment. The
mnember for Victoria Park got a report, and he is back in here today. He has had an
investigation, but it has not come down with the results he would have liked. He is back
in this House vrying to launch a censure motion. I can understand how miffed he is. He
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has tried everything: He has tried in this House before, and he has tried to get anindependent investigation into the Public Sector Management Act. He has come backinto the House after the completion of an independent report to try for the second time toget the results he wants. The member for Victoria Park remembers that when he was ingovernment he used to set up inquiries to give the results he wanted, not check out theissues independently. His actions are like those of a spoilt child who simply cannot gethis way. That is the way the Deputy Leader of the Opposition acts in this House. He hashad two or three goes at this. At the end of his comments he made a threat: He said theOpposition will continue to pursue this matter.
Dr Gallop: We will continue on every avenue.
Mr KIERATH: I said yesterday that I told the truth from day one. I have been consistentall the way through. I am telling the truth now. I can understand why members oppositeare upset. When in government they were so used to telling untruths that now they donot know how to tell the truth, and that is evident by their actions in question time and bythe motions they move. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition said he accepts the Doig
report.
Dr Gallop: It didn't examine you.
Mr KIERATH: The House is my witness. I will not go through the report in detailbecause members can read it. The important part of the report is the conclusions and Iwill go through them. Conclusion 5.1 reads -

In relation to the transfer of Mr Paul Solomon and Dr Jan White, while I believethe Commissioner of Health, Dr Brennan did not follow prescribed procedures
and therefore is in breach of the Public Sector Management Act -

He went on to say he was under considerable pressure from the Minister for Health, HonGraham Kierath. He actually said Dr Brennan breached the Act, not me.
Dr Gallop: He wasn't examining you.
Mr KEERATH: He was and he asked me questions. The Deputy Leader of theOpposition does not understand.
Dr Gallop: You don't know what is in the Public Sector Management Act.
Mr KIERATH: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition is either showing his stupidity orhe does not understand what is in the Act. The report clearly said that Dr Brennan -
Mrs Henderson: Breached the Act.
Mr KIERATH: No. It said he was not directed. Members opposite should not worryabout other people's version of this. The commissioner said he was not directed by me.I do not care what the Deputy Leader of the Opposition says, there were only two peopleat that meeting that day - me and the Commissioner of Health.
Dr Gallop: Someone is telling lies.
Several members intezjected.
Mr KIERATH: No, both of us said he was not directed. How can anyone interpret thereport in that way? The report refers to what individuals said they were told by DrBrennan. I was not with Dr Brennan when he spoke to those individuals so I am not in aposition to tell members opposite what was said.
Dr Gallop: You are so.
Mr KIERATH: I am not and the Deputy Leader of the Opposition should be fair. If what
they say is true, I am very disappointed.
Dr Gallop: Why?
Mr KIERATH: Because that is not the way to handle people.
Dr Gallop: You are unbelievable. Dr Brennan will love reading this speech!
Mr KIERATH: Conclusion 5.2 reads -
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Both the current Minister for Health, the Hon Graham Kierath, and the former
Minister, the Hon Peter Foss, believe that it is legitimate for a Minister to express
strong views in respect to the Minister's preferred option concerning matters
referred to in section 8(2) of the Public Sector Management Act even though the
CEO is duty bound to act independently.

Even if I put my strong view forward, under the legislation he has the power to act
independently. The Act does not say "the Minister", but it does say the chief executive
officer must act independently.
Dr Gallop: He says you were wrong.
Mr KIERATH: Wait for it. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition is like the spoilt kid in
the playground. I have already referred to conclusion 5.3, which says that section 8(2) of
the Act needs to be re-examined to ensure that the interpretation is correct. Don Doig
said he believes it is not, but he acknowledges that the previous and the current Minister
for Health believe it is. Conclusion 5.4 is about the temporary transfer of Rob Anderson
and in concluding 5.5 Mr Doig said -

I believe the Minister left it open for the commissioner to argue that there were
compelling reasons for the original decision to stand.

I asked what the reasons were and Don Doig agrees with me. That is five out of five.
Conclusion 5.6 reads -

I do not believe any good purpose would be served by pursuing disciplinary
charges in these matters -

I agree with that.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order for the first time the member for
Thornie.
Mr KIERATH: Conclusion 5.7 reads -

Although Mr Paul Solomon and Dr Jan White both elected to take a Management
Initiated Retirement Package, I believe that the circumstances under which they
left the Public Service should not prejudice them seekcing employment in the
public sector at some time in the future.

I give an assurance to the House that'if anything is referred to me it certainly will not
prejudice their employment in the public sector.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Minister for Public Sector Management) [3.26 pm]: The
public sector management legislation was brought into the Parliament in response to the
practices that were adopted in the WA Inc years by the former Labor Government. It
was of concern to the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and
Other Matters and to this Government that the Public Service had been highly politicised.
This report was commissioned because of a complaint made to the Public Sector
Standards Commissioner. As an independent officer he got Mr Donald Doig to prepare
the report we are debating. The report highlights that there are a lot of changes in the
new Public Sector Management Act. For example, chief executive officers must act
independently, and as the employer they are responsible for the people working under
them. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition took the opportunity to use this legislation to
make a complaint and have it investigated.
Dr Gallop: It is very important that the investigation by Mr Doig, which was initiated by
Digby Blight, the commissioner, was not into the Minister. He could not investigate the
Minister because he does not hold a position in the public sector.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: The report speaks for itself. When members opposite were in government
they put some of the most senior political people into positions of high office and I refer
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to Tony Lloyd, Kevin Edwards, Mike Naylor and Len Brush. I can go on and refer nowto some of the members of the Labor Party who are in this Chamber now.
Several members interjected.
Mr COURT: The member for Marangaroo was employed by the then Premier, theLeader of the Opposition was employed by Des Dans; the member for Peel wasemployed by the Premier, the member for Cockburn was employed by Minister Parker,the member for Kenwick was employed by Ministers Dans and Dowding; and themember for Glendalough was employed by Minister Hallahan. What a gall membersopposite have to come into this place and talk about interference in appointments. Whatdid the Leader of the Opposition do when he was an adviser? Did he have any say inwhat the heads of government departments would do?
Dr Gallop: This has nothing to do with this question.
Mr COURT: It has a lot to do with it. When the Leader of the Opposition was an adviserand held a position of influence in government he had the head of the Industrial RelationsDepartment removed. It states in this report that under the legislation the chief executiveofficer acts independently. Members opposite have read the findings of that report.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Pilbara.
Mr COURT: I want to outline the absolute hypocrisy of members opposite. It is nowonder the Leader of the Opposition is not in the Chamber. Members opposite say theywill pursue this issue, but I advise them the Government will continue to pursue it also.The royal commission stated that there were substantial reasons for believing that themerit principle was put in jeopardy. It said that some people were parachuted into thePublic Service from positions of contract employment and that ministerial staff dealt withofficials in matters relating to program management in a way which affected theorganisational integrity of departments. The Leader of the Opposition was in charge ofthe people who were determining who would be put into jobs and who would be taken
out of jobs.
Mr Marlborough: What about that crook Craig Lawrence?
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Peel.
Mr Marlborough: You put him in - your brother's business partner, who put Perpetual
Trustees together.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Peel for the second time.
Mr COURT: I find the words used about Mr Lawrence absolutely disgusting. One willnot find a more honourable man than Mr Lawrence in carrying out his public
responsibilities.
Mr Marlborough: They are true.
The SPEAKER: Order! Member for Peel.
Mr COURT: The royal commission recommended that there be a Public SectorManagement Act and a Commissioner for Public Sector Standards. We took on thoserecommendations. This Government is strengthening the independence of the PublicService. Members opposite when in government were directly involved in having seniorpeople removed and in outlining under what conditions senior people should beemployed and who should take those senior positions. Over the next few weeks, we willfind out who was doing all the directing of senior Public Service positions, and theLeader of the Opposition will have a lot to answer for in regard to that matter.
The Minister has made it clear that he has always been open and up-front about hisinvolvement. He saw that there were some problems, and he faced them up-front withthe people involved, which is the proper way to do it - not the way that members oppositedid it, where they used political advisers in an underhanded way to pull the strings.However, once this matter becomes public, it will be enlightening to see the influence
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that the Leader of the Opposition had in directing which people would take senior
positions and which people would be removed.
DR CONSTABLE (Floreat) [3.32 pm]: This motion calls on the Premier to dismiss the
Minister for Health who has been shown in the Doig report to have breached the Public
Sector Management Act. I have looked carefully at the Doig report and it raises a
number of serious issues. I do not think it shows that the Minister has breached the
Public Sector Management Act, although he may well have, if one reads between the
lines. The Doig report presents a number of recollections of key players in this matter,
each with a different slant on what happened. It raises a lot of questions and doubts
about the Minister's role in the first few days after he became Minister for Health,
particularly his role in the actions taken against Dr White and Mr Solomon.

Quite by chance, through one of my constituents, I have an insight into some of what was
happening in the Health Department in that week. On 10 February, one of my
constituents came to see me about a serious matter, and I telephoned the Commissioner
of Health's office and arranged for the commissioner to see that constituent. Later that
day, the day that Mr Kierath was appointed Minister for Health, I received a telephone
call saying that Dr White would deal with the issue and that she would telephone my
constituent. Therefore, I telephoned my constituent and said, 'Do not worry; Dr White
will be dealing with the issue." On the following Wednesday, 15 February, my
constituent telephoned me because he was very concerned that Dr White had not
contacted him, so I rang the commissioner's office and was told that Dr White was on
sick leave. Dr White had actually left the department by then, I believe, so something
was certainly happening; and, faster than a speeding bullet, this Minister had gone into
action on the 14th, it would seem.
From my reading of the Doig report, and despite the Minister's appalling performance
today, it is not clear that the Minister has breached the Public Sector Management Act,
but in my opinion he certainly did not act with propriety and he engaged in behaviour
that was totally unacceptable. The message here for the Premier is to do something about
this sort of behaviour and to amend section 8(2) of the Public Sector Management Act
with urgency.
MR McGINTY (Fremantle - Leader of the Opposition) [3.34 pm]: The question that
has been raised during the course of this matter is whether the Minister for Health has
broken the law. The Minister has vehemently denied that he has broken the law, but he is
wrong. It is abundantly clear that we have here a morally bankrupt Minister and a
Minister who has breached the Criminal Code of this State. Firstly, Mr Doig has found
that Dr Brennan breached the provisions of the Public Sector Management Act as a result
of pressure that was placed on him by the Minister for Health. Section 177 of the
Criminal Code states -

Any person who, without lawful excuse, ... does any act which he is, by the
provisions of any public statute in force in Western Australia, forbidden to do or
omits to do any act which he is, by the provisions of any such statute, required to
do, is guilty of a misdemeanour ...

We have clearly a breach by Dr Brennan of the Public Sector Management Act, which in
turn, by virtue of section 177 of the Criminal Code, becomes a breach of the Criminal
Code. Having established that there has been a breach of the Criminal Code -

Mr Kierath: You have not established that.

Mr McGINTY: The Minister should listen to what Ilam saying. Section 177 of the
Criminal Code converts the breach by Dr Brennan of the Public Sector Management Act
into a breach of the Criminal Code. Section 7 of the Criminal Code states that when an
offence is committed - in this case, by Dr Brennan - any person who counsels or procures
any other person to commit the offence may be charged either with himself committing
the offence or with counselling or procuring its commission. Clearly, by the Minister's
admission today that he pressured Dr Brennan to break the law -

Mr Kierath: I did not.
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Mr McGINTY: The Minister did. The admission by the Minister that he procured the
commission of an offence makes him guilty, and this matter should be referred to the
Director of Public Prosecutions to take appropriate action against this Minister.
Notwithstanding the Minister's bleating now, when the Minister is in the dock being tried
as a common criminal for breaching the Criminal Code of this State, we will see his
moral bankruptcy. This Minister is an absolute disgrace, and he has a gutless Premier,
who will not stand up and haul him into line for his offences against the Criminal Code
of this State and against the Public Sector Management Act and for his treatment of loyal,
hardworking and long serving public servants of this State. The Premier stands to be
condemned, as he has been by this motion, for refusing to pull his Minister into line. The
Minister for Health is a disgrace; therefore, the Premier is a disgrace.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (20)
Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Catania Mr Kobelke Mr Taylor
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Mr Thomas
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Ms Warnock
Mr Graham Mr Riebeling Dr Watson
Mr Grill Mr Ripper Mr Leahy (Teller)
Mrs Hallahan Mrs Roberts

Noes (29)

Mr Ainsworthi Dr Haines Mr Pendal
Mr C.J. Barnett Mr House Mr Prince
Mr Blaikie Mr Johnson Mr Shave
Mr Board Mr Kierath Mr W. Smith
Mr Bradshaw Mr Lewis Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr Marshall Mr Tubby
Mr Court Mr McNee Dr Turnbull
Mr Cowan Mr Nicholls Mrs van de Klashorst
Mr Day Mr Omodei Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne

Pairs

Dr Edwards Mr Wiese
Mr Bridge Mr Minson
Mr M. Barnett Mrs Parker

Question thus negatived.
SUPPLY BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
MRS HENDERSON (1Tomlie) [3.42 pm]: Earlier today I was going through a
document which was circulated to the senior executives of the Health Department, and
which clearly indicates how to coerce employees in the Health Department to sign
workplace agreements. I addressed the elements of the pro-forma workplace agreements
in the document which are repugnant. They seek to provide people with wage increases
based on their giving up their conditions of employment gained over the past 50 or more
years. The document makes it clear that people will pay for their wage increases. That
appears in black and white, without any pretence. The managers at the Health
Department are told unequivocally that employees will pay for wage increases.

Another section of the document goes to the question of salary packaging. The document
recommends that employees at the Health Department should be encouraged to enter into
workplace agreements that involve salary packaging. The suggestion is that they
sacrifice up to 30 per cent of their salary in return for some benefits. The benefits which
form part of the workplace agreements include payment of private health insurance;
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school fees; membership subscriptions to clubs and professional organisations, for
instance, health clubs and perhaps Rotary; provision of a privately plated, fully
maintained motor vehicle; contributions to a superannuation fund nominated by the
employee; payment of home telephone expenses incurred by the employee; and mortgage
payments. The document contains other matters subject to agreement by the Health
Department.
It is clear what this is all about. People can say they want their mortgage payments paid
by the Health Department, or they want a privately plated, fully maintained motor
vehicle, or their children's school fees paid, in return for giving up part of their salary.
The document sets out how to calculate the value of those benefits. It calculates the cash
value of a benefit - such as private health insurance at $2 000 - and the employee will
give up $2 000 of his salary. Why would anyone do that? The only reason would be that
the employee might then move into a lower tax bracket. Therefore, the Federal
Government will miss out on the taxation normally paid on income and the employee
will remain in a lower taxation bracket and pick up fringe benefits. Normally, that
situation is counteracted because the employer pays fringe benefits tax to the Federal
Government. In this case, hospitals are classified as charitable institutions. There is no
requirement for public hospitals to pay fringe benefits tax; so the State Government is
taking advantage of a loophole designed to assist charitable organisations, to provide a
major tax lurk for its employees, which will paid for by the taxpayers. People can take
up to 30 per cent of their salary in perks, and they will not pay tax. However, everyone
else in the community will pay for those extras by paying more tax. Without question, as
well as the salary reductions, some people may qualify for things such as family
allowance. In another respect the Federal Government may pay extra money to those
employees that we - the general taxpayers - would pay, because the Government is
seeking to provide a benefit to people to encourage them to enter workplace agreements.
During the 1980s the kinds of lurks and perks designed to avoid tax - some of which were
known as bottom of the harbour schemes - were tackled by the Federal Government. It is
well known that the Liberal Party in this State was resentful that the Fraser Liberal
Government also tackled some of the tax avoidance schemes - such as fringe benefits,
and long lunches for business people - paid for by the taxpayers. This is a reintroduction
of that sort of scheme under another guise. It appeals to people's desire to pay less tax
but ultimately the rest of the community picks up the tab. No doubt the Minister is aware
that this document has been drafted in accordance with his desire to get people to sign
more workplace agreements. If people sacrifice their salaries by 30 per cent, will their
superannuation be calculated on the lower salary? If many workers knew that will be the
case they might think twice about getting involved in this tax avoidance scheme.
A range of matters are canvassed by this document. It is clear that the Government
intends to coerce as many people as possible into signing workplace agreements. It is
redefining employees as new employees -

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The Minister for Health will come to order.
Mrs HENDERSON: It is ironical that the issue about which I am speaking falls within
the Minister's responsibility but he is not listening to a single word. That is in line with
his normal arrogant approach in this House. We are all accustomed to that. My
comments, over 25 or more minutes, have related to the document which contains a set of
directives to the Health Department. It is designed to coerce people into signing
workplace agreements; it is designed to ensure that the Government can get around its
legislation which requires that people have freedom of choice. This is yet another
example of how this Minister is blatantly dishonest in the way he introduces legislation.
In his arguments in this Chamber, in every facet of his portfolio he acts with duplicity
and dishonesty. This document is yet another example of that. I will ensure that those
employees within the Health Department are given proper advice as to the implications
of this document.
In the few minutes left to me I will talk about another issue which affects another of the
Minister's areas of responsibility. As the Minister for Labour Relations has left the
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Chamber I hope that he reads my comments in the Hansard. A couple of weeks ago a
major incident occurred at the CSBP and Farmers Ltd plant at Kwinana. A bus carrying
a number of workers travelled over a patch of sulphur on a road adjacent to the sulphur
pit. It takes only heat and a spark for sulphur to burn. The bus carrying these workers
caught fire and a number of them were severely burned and had to receive medical
treatment. They were taken to hospital, and some of them attended private doctors but
most have now received treatment for their burns. However, a number of other workers'
private cars have also caught fire as a result of travelling along this track, which is
routinely covered in sulphur from the sulphur pit. I asked a number of questions on
notice of the Minister for Labour Relations about procedures to ensure that people were
not placed in jeopardy from their cars catching fire; this is a very serious matter. One
person's car smouldered all the way to Perth from Kwinana. He pulled into a garage
when he realised that smoke was billowing from the back of his car. The garage staff
were so distressed about the possibility of petrol tanks exploding in flames that they told
him not to stop at the garage; they did not want anything to do with his burning car.
The answer I got from the Minister was that the result of the Department of Occupational
Health, Safety and Welfare's investigation of this matter was that the road would be
swept. When the sulphur accumulated to a certain point someone would go out with a
broom and sweep the road. That is an appallingly inadequate response to an incident that
could have been tragic. Those workers who were burned in the bus could have been
killed. One would think the minimum that would be done by that company would be to
devise another route to the gate so the work force did not have to drive past the sulphur
pit.
Mr Blaikie: Did you ask the company what it would do?
Mrs HENDERSON: I asked the Minister what would be done. The company has done
nothing. It had an opportunity since this incident occurred to do something. That same
company is the company that this Government proposes will be responsible for
emergency procedures in the event of a spill of cyanide. There has been a public debate
about the danger of cyanide being transported through the metropolitan area to the
mining districts. CSBP is the company that is being given the task of coordinating the
emergency response to any spillage of cyanide. This example of a sulphur spill on a
roadway is one example that shows that CSBP's record is not sufficiently good for it to
be entrusted with the safe transport of cyanide.
Another example occurred only two weeks ago when a fan in an incinerator at the CSBP
plant in Kwinana exploded. Pieces of this fan were thrown some considerable distance
and hot metal struck a number of people in the vicinity of the plant. That is a dangerous
thing to happen. At the same site a crane which was working on a construction site fell
over. The emergency team, who are workers at the plant who volunteered, responded to
that incident. However, the company had made redundant the two people whose job it
was to maintain the emergency vehicle, and the emergency teamn was unable to start the
emergency vehicle; they had to push start it. This was a dire emergency at a major
chemical site which stores many explosive materials. We need look only at the recent
incident in Oklahoma to realise the danger of a combination of large quantities of
fertiliser and diesel fuel. The emergency vehicle did not start because the staff who used
to maintain it were made redundant and the maintenance of the emergency equipment
had been contracted out to a private operator. As it turned out the person who tried to
start that vehicle tried so hard to get the vehicle going that he damaged his thumb and had
to be taken to hospital for medical treatment. The hard working staff prepared to
volunteer for the emergency team on the site could not use the equipment. That is the
company that will be responsible for transporting cyanide around the metropolitan area.
DR WATSON (Kenwick) [3.55 pm]: As as far as I know this issue has not been
brought to the attention of the Assembly before. It concerns the interface of intellectual
disability and the criminal justice system. It is a very important area for people with an
intellectual disability and their families and shows changes are needed in the criminal
justice system.
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At the end of last year two cases were publicised through our local media. One concerned
a juvenile who was not able to access the justice system appropriately. I do not know any
more about that case other than what I have read and heard from the media.
The other case was a young woman who had been before the courts four times last year,
and her mother was so distressed that she wrote an "Outside Run" column for The West
Australian on Saturday morning. The distressing concern about that case is that it was
the young woman's social trainer who brought the assaults to the notice of the Police
who then charged her. We were left with the question of whether people who care for
persons with intellectual disabilities should be able to have them charged with an offence
against them. I wrote to the Minister about that case because it seemed to me, with the
experience that I have had in dealing with issues of gender bias against women in the
criminal justice system, and the findings and recommendations of the Royal Commission
into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, that we need a response at systems level.
The Minister's response to me was not satisfactory. I made an effort to assure him that I
had no wish to politicise any of these issues, but I wanted to know what kind of responses
were in place to prevent these sorts of circumstances. The letter that I received in
February left me with no doubt that it will be considered on an individual by individual
basis, and the remedy as seen by the inister for Disability Services lay in staff support
and training at the Disability Services Commission. Of course, it does; but there must be
some major response from the criminal justice system.
I will concentrate on those people who are alleged to be offenders, and I preface my
remarks by saying that it is more likely that a person with an intellectual disability will be
a victim of crime, theft, sexual assault, fraud and physical assault than they will be an
offender or a witness. Those people with intellectual disabilities who are offenders, are a
highly vulnerable and easily exploited group because they have few or no friends and
rarely do they have an advocate. They are not treated equally before the law. Although
some people might want to challenge me immediately on that assertion, I will be able to
establish that that is the case within the next few minutes. Prison is a highly
inappropriate punishment for these people because harm is only added. From the very
first contact with the law, they need the strongest possible advocacy.
On 27 April a public meeting was called, initiated by parents who were concerned about
these sorts of issues, which the Minister for Disability Services opened. I am sorry he is
not in the Chamber now. He reinforced the view in his letter of response to me and
stated that it was not necessary to overhaul the justice system. Of course it is. I cannot
imagine a more marginalised and disadvantaged group who could come into contact with
that system. At all points of contact intervention should be reviewed. Present
arrangements can only be described as ad hoc. One speaker, an advocate for the Activ
Foundation Inc, described current arrangements as a minefield. Justice is neither done
nor seen to be done far too often. To illustrate this I will describe the shocking
experience of one man who has recently come to my notice. He is 45 years old and has
been a long term client of the DisabilityServices Commission and the Activ Foundation.
His mother is 71 years of age and continues to care for him. Mr B was arrested at a bus
stop in April last year on the basis of allegations relating to three charges of indecent
assault between 8 March and 15 March 1994. Already a month had gone by. He
appeared in the Court of Petty Sessions in Fremantle on 2 August and a committal was
made following the preliminary hearing at which no complainant ever identified him as
an alleged offender. The committal was made to go to trial in October 1994 in the
District Court in Perth. Evidence was contained in some of the videotaped interviews in
which this man had made certain admissions.
When he was first arrested his social trainer got to know about the matter while he was
still with the police. The social trainer was refused access to him; she was not allowed to
see him. She went back to the Disability Services Commission and asked a senior
member to intervene, and that person was also refused access to see Mir B, let alone to
support him. Mr B's mother did not know of the arrest until the next day. Members
should remember that this lady is 71 years old. By that time he had spent the night in the
police cells at Fremantle. He was refused bail and sent to Graylands Hospital - this man
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has an intellectual disability not a psychiatric illness - for assessment, and then to
Canning Vale on remand where he spent two months. This is Kafkaesque and it brings
me out in goose bumps to recount this man's story. During his time in Canning Vale he
was mistreated by other remandees and his mother had a heart attack and had to be
hospitalised for some time. By the time she went with him to the District Court on 12
October 1994, they had already been to court nine times. This man had been living with
a girlfriend but during this time she had left because her parents were concerned. As a
condition of bail Mr B had to live with his 71 year old mother and he lost a lot of money
because he continued to pay rent on a Homeswest flat where he had been supported by
the Disability Services Commission and the Activ Foundation.
In February 1995 while he was working at a sheltered workshop, detectives came in and
said that they were taking him to see his brother. His brother for the first time was able
to be an advocate for him during this questioning. His brother told the detectives that
they could not take Mr B away to ask him questions without any basis. The detectives
said that they would arrest him to question him. This matter has been given to the
Ombudsman as a formal complaint against the police. At that time the detectives took
Mr B to an identification parade where the young women against whom these offences
were perpetrated could not identify him. They said that the man who had committed the
offence had a ponytail. Mr B has never had one. He had alibis for the dates in question.
This is gross injustice. I am very sorry that neither the Attorney General nor the relevant
Minister is here.
I did not meet this woman until May this year. I wrote to the Director of Public
Prosecutions about this man who is not literate, cannot tell the time, cannot remember his
age, cannot use money and, above all, is a very poor historian. He presents as a person
with a severe intellectual disability. His mother said that even when they were right they
still could not win. I am sure that the people who are in this Chamber who have heard
this man's story will agree. Fortunately the Director of Public Prosecutions reviewed his
case. He telephoned me and advised that the prosecutions had been dropped. He looked
at the videotape and made the same observations and analysis that Mr B's mother did.
I will spend the remainder of my speech on general issues and the direction in which
policy and Statute development should go. I am very grateful to a young man who has
been working with me over the past few months, doing some research on this topic.
Peter Morfea, a young law student at the University of Western Australia, has done a
sterling job in literature searches and establishing what is happening in modem
jurisdictions. I will go through some of the relevant research starting with a report done
for the former Attorney General, Hon Joe Berinson, in 1985 by Cramond and Harding the
contents of which were picked up by an interdepartmental committee chaired by
Professor Armstrong and Ian Hill which reported in 1989. Those reports looked at
mentally disordered offenders and mentally disordered prisoners. Neither made the
distinction between psychiatric illness and intellectual disability. Armstrong and Hill
say -

Professors Cramond and Harding in fact made no specific recommendations with
respect to intellectually handicapped persons. They observed that such persons
were proposed to be dealt with in a package of forthcoming legislation and they
recommended that the issue of the way in which such persons should be dealt
with by the criminal justice system should be deferred and dealt with at the time
when that anticipated legislation was available and its contents known.

That legislation related to guardianship. We know that some changes were made for
people with forensic psychiatric conditions who came into contact with the criminal
justice system.
Armstrong's and Hill's recommendations addressed a couple of relevant issues for people
with intellectual disability. One was that police should have the discretion to try to
prevent people with these disabilities being involved in the criminal justice system.
Another was that courts should decline to proceed where questions are raised of people's
fitness to be tried. I will refer to that a little later. Two documents have been published
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in response to that report by committees of court officials, solicitors, the public guardian
and people from the Association for Intellectually Handicapped Persons. A document of
guidelines for courtroom personnel has been prepared, as has one on issues for
consideration by the courts. Both relate to people with intellectual disability and both
make that very important distinction between those with an intellectual disability and
those with a mental illness. They are very important documents. I hope they will be
increasingly well used.
For the judges and magistrates, the paper on issues for consideration focuses on issues
which include the fitness of people to plead, the defences, confessional statements and
how to understand them, sentencing and how to deal with juveniles, and how to deal with
witnesses who have intellectual disability. Recently the New South Wales Law Reform
Commission published a discussion paper, the recommendations of which I find quite
appropriate to the kinds of frameworks I will recommend should be considered, if not by
this Government certainly by the Australian Labor Party to guide us in our deliberations
about justice for people with intellectual disability.
In 1990 the Western Australian Department of Corrective Services studied the prison
population in seven Western Australian prisons. It made a surprisingly low assessment
for the number of imprisoned people with intellectual disability. It found 1.2 per cent of
the prison population had a disability and that 2.4 per cent, most of whom were
Aboriginal people, had a borderline disability. When I say that the figures are
surprisingly low, they are very low when set in the context of research conducted
elsewhere which puts the figure at somewhere as high as 20 per cent.
I turn to local research that has been recently published in the form of a paper presented
at a national conference on intellectual disability late last year. A woman named Judith
Cockram, is a member of a team at Edith Cowan University conducting a three year
project on prospective studies of these issues. She says that the literature from all over
the world demonstrates that there is an over representation of such people in prison, and
further, that the need of people with an intellectual disability for intervention starts at the
moment they are apprehended. The explanations for this high representation are many
and cover such descriptions as people who are impulsive, suggestible, are unable to
conceal their actions; people with reduced access to legal counsel; and people who have a
desire to please and who are susceptible. I do not want to make a stereotype, but I am
providing shorthand in the form of adjectives for the findings of a number of research
projects. Such people are more susceptible to contact with the criminal justice system
and, therefore, are over represented in prisons. It is easy to understand, when we
consider the underlying issues, why so many Aboriginal people are in the criminal justice
system.
A New South Wales study of 1993 cited by Judith Cockram showed that 14 per cent of
people who came to local courts had an intellectual disability and a further nine per cent
had a borderline disability. All studies again showed that offenders with an intellectual
disability are processed and treated differently. They are often coerced into confessing. I
would say that my Mr B was in this position. Neither do they have their rights explained
in a language and a way which is understandable to them.
Mr Justice Nicholson, now in charge of the Guardianship and Administration Board, in a
very good paper, which would probably be the seminal outline on intellectual disability
in the criminal justice system, concludes that there might be laws but there is certainly no
cohesive order. The overriding impression left by the survey that he reported is that
intellectual disability has not been approached in a cohesive way. He says that this is
partly due to its recent recognition and the need for a universal review of codes and
statute law within each jurisdiction from the vantage point of current knowledge of
intellectual disability. He points out the moral and ethical imperatives of accepting this
injustice and being prepared to do something about it.
Judith Cockram's work which resulted in the papers she published in 1994 was an in-
depth study of 20 families. It is useful to read into the transcript a couple of things that
mothers said about their children. This study showed the trend that when people leave
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school they are particularly vulnerable. The common event of triggering was the finish
of their school years. One woman said -

She was relatively happy when she was at school, she never really managed and
was often in trouble at school, but at least then she wasn't aggressive. I think the
problem began almost immediately after - she had nothing to do. We have tried
workshops, even a spell in open employment. That was horrendous, they left her
with no support, she couldn't cope and she lost her confidence. Since then we
have had nothing but problems ... in and out of Graylands and Prison.
Sometimes I think it is a nightmare. Nobody seems to be able to help.

Another mother said -
Prison is the worst place for her - she is a concrete learner and doer ... she soaks
up the -experience and learns from hardened criminals. It is far worse for people
with a mild disability because she doesn't look any different and is continually
projecting images of being normal. Her biggest conflict is coming to terms with
who she is. It is almost like if I show you what I can do, you will know I am
competent - but all this has done is land her in jail.

That covers that aspect about being easily led and exploited and the need for other
people, because too often such people do not have any friends. They need friends and
want firiends. Judith Cockram's findings of the parents' awareness of the criminal justice
system is quite stunning. She presented a survey questionnaire with 58 items, of which
12 resulted in 100 per cent of the parents recommending some kind of change in total
agreement with the statements that had been made. One hundred per cent supported the
training of lawyers in interview techniques and 100 per cent supported the training of
police. One hundred per cent stated that personnel are not clear about the distinction
between mental illness and intellectual disability. It said also that service agencies such
as the Disability Services Commission and ACTIV should be involved in planning
sentencing options. Everybody said also that services are inadequate for offenders with
intellectual disabilities. Clearly, a thesis could and probably should be written on this
issue. I am interested in some practical suggestions for change at the Statute level and at
the practical level. I have developed a starting framework that I hope the Minister and
the Attorney General will consider. I will be lobbying them to make sure that those
groups in the community who are interested pick it up. I began with the optimism gained
from knowing that a commitment has been made to examine and rectify the conditions
for women when gender bias might be an issue, and for Aboriginal people, particularly
when addressing the underlying issues that bring them into contact.
We should start by setting all of these issues, whether they are about women, Aboriginal
people or people with an intellectual disability, into a human rights framework. The first
thing we should do is to write into the Statute a definition of intellectual disability. The
New South Wales Law Reform Commission did so and a number of people, including
Justice Nicholson, have recommended that change. It is very important. One suggestion
that is not overtly legalistic and will not provide many problems would be -

A person may have an intellectual disability according to the law when that
person has (1) a general intellectual functioning which is significantly below
average and (2) concurrently has deficits in his or her adaptive behaviour and (3)
such conditions became manifest during the developmental period of that person.

Something along those lines would suffice. However, no legislation at the moment
includes any such definition.
Secondly, it is clear that individuals, families and their carers need appropriate
information and training. Families and school leavers should be particularly targeted and
when they come into contact with that system that information should then be activated.
Thirdly, all recruits - the police, legal people, prison people, and social trainers - should
be exposed to education during their initial training. Fourthly, there should be ongoing
education requirements for police, court personnel and prison staff so that they become
knowledgeable about how to deal with people with intellectual disabilities. A disability
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liaison unit should be established in the Police Department and in the prisons section of
the Ministry of Justice. I also think it would be wise to have a designated lawyer at the
Legal Aid Commission and at the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions. We are
not talking about a small number of people; we are talking about possibly 20 per cent of
people who come into contact with the law. There should also be a designated person in
the courts who can provide services and information.
In relation to safeguards to be developed with the police, an independent third person
should be required to be present by Statute when such people are apprehended and
interrogated. Police should be prevented from interviewing people the moment they
think that that person cannot comprehend, otherwise injustices are compounded.
Likewise, court appearances raise a number of issues which, in many instances, should
have been sorted out by then.
I will close not by elaborating on those issues, but by saying that this money Bill should
introduce a package of funded changes including the funding of community legal
services, and a service similar to arrest express for 24 hours a day, perhaps funded
through such organisations as Citizens' Advocacy. A prison visitors' scheme similar to
the Aboriginal visitors' scheme should be available. Independent third persons could be
provided perhaps from that Citizens' Advocacy arrest express scheme. At the earliest
opportunity, case management should be implemented so that there is some continuity.
Most of these services are as appropriate for victims and witnesses as they are for
offenders.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms Warnock. [Continued on p 4107.]

MEDICAL CARE OF THE DYING BILL
Second Reading

MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie) [4.26 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill is best explained by its long title. It states -

AN ACT to affirm and protect the rights of terminally ill persons to refuse
unwanted medical treatment, to protect medical practitioners and other health
professionals and for related purposes.

The emphasis of the Bill on the termi nally ill is deliberate. It deals with no-one other
than those who are terminally ill. It does not deal with day-to-day illnesses from which
people suffer, and it does not deal with the issue of living wills; it deals with people who
are dying.
The other emphasis in this Bill is on palliative care. Palliative care is seen by many
individuals as the appropriate response to a terminal illness. People have asked me what
is my personal motivation for introducing this Bill into the Parliament. They have asked
me whether I have faced a situation such as that faced by Marshall Peron in the Northern
Territory when somebody close to me has died in tragic circumstances. My answer to
that is, in a general sense, no. However, being in my mid-40s, I have had occasions over
the years of knowing close friends who have terminal illnesses and I have had to deal
with issues associated with that illness. However, I have not had to face a member of my
family being ill or been at a deathbed to try to help people make decisions. There is a
need to deal with this issue in Western Australia. Some years ago, the Law Reform
Commission produced a report which suggested that this type of legislation should be
introduced into the Parliament. When we were in government, we were not prepared to
deal with it and in many ways it is the sort of legislation that is best dealt with by an
opposition member. Also I believe it is sometimes best dealt with by introducing a
private member's Bill rather than a government Bill or a Labor Party Bill.
I now give members a history of the Bill. In 1993 Caucus approved the Medical
Treatment Bill. The Bill then had its first reading in this place and with the support of
Caucus, in unusual circumstances, it was agreed I should circulate it in the community
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and speak to groups about the legislation to ascertain whether people supported all or part
of that Bill. Those discussions and consultations took place during 1993, but when I
became Leader of the Opposition in 1994, it became a little more difficult for me to
pursue a particular issue such as this and it was put to one side. However, the
information I obtained and the submissions I received in relation to the Medical
Treatment Bill were taken into account in the preparation of the Medical Care of the
Dying Bill. I particularly thank Suzannah James, one of the graduates who came through
the Parliamentary Library to assist members in various areas. She worked with me in
1993-94 on issues associated with this matter and put together the responses I received.
She helped crystalise in my mind the sort of legislation that should be introduced in this
House, and in some respects has brought to the fore many of the issues in this Bill. I
thank her for the support she gave me.

In 1995, having left the job as Leader of the Opposition, I took up this Bill, moved on
from the report Suzannah James prepared, and put together this Medical Care of the
Dying Bill. That Bill was picked up by a discussion paper the Labor Caucus approved
and it was circulated among a range of interested groups in the community, along with
the proposed legislation in much the same format in which it is presented today.
Probably the most important difference between the Medical Treatment Bill of 1993 and
the Medical Care of the Dying Bill of 1995 is that I decided to leave out of the current
Bill that part dealing with incompetent patients or persons; in other words, those not in a
position to make the decision themselves. I left that out because I came to the personal
view, firstly, that it may be going too far too soon for this Parliament. Secondly, having
thought about it for some time, I had a personal problem with people making that sort of
decision on behalf of others. It seemed to be in *the nature of a doctor death approach.
Some people had a different response.

I now turn to the general issues associated with this legislation and I first outline the
nature of the issue. Over the last 50 years there have been major advances in medical
science. Doctors are now able to prolong life even in respect of diseases for which there
is no long term cure. However, many illnesses and conditions eventually reach a point of
hopelessness, in the sense that there is neither any prospect of the patient being cured, nor
any prospect of a further period of life of a reasonable quality. The use of a variety of
medical procedures enables patients to live for considerable periods, although sometimes
in considerable pain, stress or discomfort. In these situations it may be inhumane to
prolong the patient's life. If the patient is able to make a rational decision, he or she may
ask that life support systems be withdrawn and that further medical treatment simply be
confined to minimising pain and distress suffered by the patient before death; in other
words, palliative care. This situation presents a number of difficulties for doctors,
medical staff, the families of terminally ill patients and our legal system.

One of the major problems arises from certain provisions of the Criminal Code which, on
the present state of the law, place doctors and care providers at risk of prosecution and
conviction if the patient's wishes are respected and medical treatment is withdrawn,
leading to the patient's death. At present there is a general common law right to refuse
medical treatment. At common law doctors cannot give adult patients of sound mind any
form of treatment involving the application of physical force, however small - for
example, attachment to a ventilator - without the patient's consent. Such treatment
without consent constitutes a trespass to the person. The difficulty lies in the fact that in
Western Australia the common law is overridden by the Criminal Code, certain sections
of which impose duties on doctors which conflict with this common law principle. The
Western Australian Criminal Code places three distinct duties on individuals, including
medical staff. Thbe first duty is to provide the necessities of life. Section 262 of the code
provides that it is the duty of every person having charge of another to provide him or her
with the necessities of life if he or she is unable by reason of age, sickness, unsoundness
of mind or detention or any other cause to provide himself or herself with them. This
section is capable of applying to medical staff caring for terminally ill patients. A breach
of this section by, for example, a doctor, which results in the death of a patient could
expose that doctor to a charge of wilful murder, murder or manslaughter. It is also an
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offence if the breach of duty merely endangers the life of a patient, causes bodily harm oris likely to permanently injure the patient's health.
Secondly, there is a duty to act. Section 267 of the code provides that when a personundertakes to do any act, the omission of which is or may be dangerous to human health,it is his or her duty to do that act. For example, a doctor may provide ventilation for adying patient. If that patient later requests the removal of the ventilation, the doctor isplaced in a difficult position since he or she may be in breach of his or her duty if the
ventilator is removed.
The third is the duty to exercise reasonable care. Under section 265 of the code it is theduty of every person who, except in the case of necessity undertakes to administersurgical or medical treatment for any other purpose, to use reasonable care. If, forexample, a person died as a result of a breach of this duty, the person responsible wouldbe exposed to possible prosecution for manslaughter. It has also been suggested thatdoctors could be exposed to prosecution for unlawful killing; that is, wilful murder,murder or manslaughter, if they complied with a dying patient's wishes and withdrewtreatment designed to prolong the patient's life. For example, a terminally ill patient mayrequest that his or her treatment be confined to palliative care such as morphine to relievepain, and the morphine administered may hasten the person's death. It may also beargued that doctors could be liable for assisting the suicide of a patient, where the doctoracted in accordance with the patient's wishes and withdrew treatment, which led to thepatient's death. The Law Reform Commission of Western Australia has suggested it isunlikely that doctors could be prosecuted under the unlawful killing and assisting suicideprovisions of the code, but there has been no definitive decision on this question and adegree of uncertainty remains. The Western Australian Law Reform Commission hasalso stated that doctors and care providers may be civilly liable to patients and theirfamilies in circumstances where there is an act or omission - for example, withdrawal oftreatment - which sets in motion a force which directly or indirectly causes physical harmto the patient. Again, this question has not received a definitive answer from theLegislature or the courts and the area is surrounded in uncertainty. This clearly placespersons working in the medical system in an untenable position. Further, as doctors aregenerally aware of the uncertainty of their legal position in such circumstances, theirjudgment as to the most appropriate treatment may be affected. For example, theadministration of strong pain killers, such as morphine, to terminally ill patients who arein great pain, can have the side effect of contributing to the patient contracting arespiratory infection which would hasten death. A doctor may be unwilling to prescribethese drugs for fear of being prosecuted in the event that the administration of such adrug didmi fact hasten the patient's death.

I might add that on Friday I talked to a friend whose father had recently died in one ofour hospitals. He had emphysema and was in great pain. The doctor treating him chosenot to provide sufficient morphine to allow that person to die in some comfort. He tookthat course because he said the morphine might hasten that person's death. It probablywould have, and in some situations people are of the view that hastening a person's deathis inappropriate or may lead to prosecution.
The Law Reform Commission of Western Australia concluded in its report on MedicalTreatment for the Dying that there was a strong case for the introduction of suchlegislation in Western Australia.
I will now deal with developments over recent times, particularly changing communityattitudes. The public perceptions of how best to care for the terminally ill have changedover time. Several decades ago the prevailing attitude was that terminally ill patients;that is, those with no realistic hope of recovery should be treated aggressively as thoughthey were going to get well. Over time a widespread awareness that this was notnecessarily in the best interests of the patients arose. During the 1980s there was a rapidgrowth in the development of palliative care in Australia;, that is, care designed to reduce
pain and suffering in Australia.
We see in the metropolitan area and some parts of Western Australia what are regarded
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in knowledgeable quarters as some of the best palliative care systems anywhere in the
world. I point particularly to the job done by the Silver Chain, the St John of God
hospice and also, of course, by the Shenton Park hospice and the hospice in Albany in
which the late Paul Terry had so much involvement There is also a new hospice in my
electorate of Kalgoorlie called Golden Reflection. The establishment of these facilities
says to me that there is a very great understanding of the need for palliative care. We are
seeing a growth of such services in the metropolitan area and the larger, regional centres
in Western Australia. It is a growth that the general community would certainly
appreciate and support. That growth occurred during the 1980s and I believe it is related
to changing community attitudes in relation to the treatment of terminally ill people.
This shift in emphasis means that terminally ill patients are no longer kept alive at all
costs, and instead more emphasis is given to the right of terminally ill patients to decide
whether they wish to receive treatment and, if so, how they are to be treated. Health care
providers are increasingly moving away from the clinical approach to care of the dying
toward an approach that has a greater focus on the needs of the patient and, in particular,
reducing the suffering of terminally ill patients.
The attitudes of a wide variety of groups and organisations in the community now favour
the adoption of measures designed to enhance and protect the rights of terminally ill
patients in order to ensure that they are allowed to die with dignity. Professor Peter
Baume has stated that laws are required to give patients the right to refuse medical
treatment and to protect doctors who comply with a patient's wishes not to receive
medical treatment. The Australian Nurses Federation recently announced its support for
the introduction of legislation to allow terminally ill patients to choose to refuse medical
treatment and to protect medical staff who honour those wishes. As far as the Labor
Party is concerned, at both the State and Federal level, we acknowledge this issue in our
platform. At a state level, our platform provides the following -

Labor acknowledges that people have the right to die in a peaceful and dignified
manner.

Federally the platform states that we -

Support the right of individuals to indicate ahead of time their unwillingness to
have their life prolonged by artificial means should they at some later stage suffer
from a terminal illness.

Of course, this legislation does not allow that sort of living will be made.

I would now like to deal briefly with the position in the rest of Australia. The Victorian
Parliament passed the Medical Treatment Act in 1988. The Act provides patients with
two basic rights: First, where a doctor and one other person are each satisfied that a
patient clearly expressed a decision to refuse medical treatment for a current condition
and that decision is made voluntarily under circumstances where the patient has sufficient
information to make the decision whether or not to refuse medical treatment, and the
patient is of sound mind and over 18 years of age, then the doctor and the other person
may witness the refusal of treatment certificate. Once a refusal of treatment certificate
has been signed, no doctor may continue to provide any medical treatment to which the
certificate applies. A breach by a doctor of this part of the Act constitutes an offence.
The Medical Treatment Act also allows a patient to appoint an agent or guardian to
refuse medical treatment on behalf of the patient. The legislation also protects doctors
and persons acting under the direction of a doctor, who in reliance on a refusal of
treatment certificate, refuses to provide medical treatment to a patient, from criminal or
civil proceedings flowing from the failure to provide the treatment in question.

In South Australia, the Natural Death Act was passed in 1983. It provides that a person
over 18 years of age may make a direction, witnessed by two witnesses, that be or she
wishes not to be subject to measures that prolong life in the event that he or she suffers a
terminal illness. The medical practitioner treating the patient must act in accordance with
the direction and must inform the patient of all available treatment so that the patient can
make an informed choice. Nothing in the Act permits an act that accelerates death.
Medical practitioners may simply allow the dying process to take its natural course.
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Legal protection is given to medical practitioners who discontinue medical care in
accordance with a direction.
The Northern Territory has a Natural Death Act that also allows for terminally ill patients
to refuse life-prolonging treatment. However, legislation providing for voluntaryeuthanasia is currently before the Northern Territory Parliament and is proving extremelycontroversial. If it becomes law, the Bill would allow competent terminally ill adultssuffering severe pain and distress and who have no reasonable acceptable medicalalternative to commit suicide legally by self-administered or doctor-administered lethal
tablet or injection.
In the Australian Capital Territory, legislation was passed last year that is similar to theVictorian legislation. Terminally ill adult patients of sound mind may refuse medicaltreatment provided they are fully informed of the nature of their illness and theconsequences of their actions. Provision is also made for the granting of a power ofattorney to cover situations where a terminally ill person is unable to make a decision forhimself or herself whether to refuse treatment. New South Wales, Queensland andTasmania do not yet have legislation on the rights of terminally ill people to refuse
medical treatment.
As I have mentioned, one of important themes of this Bill is its emphasis on the role ofpalliative care and the treatment of the dying. Where patients are no longer likely to livebecause of the disease or illness that afflicts them, palliative care should become the basisof their treatment Ongoing treatment should be designed to mitigate the pain of diseaseor illness and allow, as far as possible, the patient to have a peaceful and gentle death.
This Bill contains provisions which, first, clarify the existing common law right to refusemedical treatment Secondly, it will enact an offence or a defence of medical trespass tobe defined as occurring when a medical practitioner carries out or continues with anyprocedure or treatment where a competent patient freely and informedly refuses thatprocedure or treatment. Thirdly, it confers protection from civil or criminal liability onthe part of medical practitioners or other health professionals who act in good faith or inaccordance with the express wishes of the fully informed, competent patient who refuses
medical treatment.
The refusal of medical treatment certificate provided for in the Bill is designed to resolveany difficulties that may exist in understanding what patients regard as clear refusals torefuse medical treatment and what medical practitioners believe are their legalobligations. The certificate is required to be witnessed by a medical practitioner whomay, but not necessarily, be the treating doctor, and another person. The matters aboutwhich the two people witnessing the refusal are to be satisfied are also set out in the Bill.These matters include that the patient has clearly expressed or indicated a decision torefuse medical treatment or further treatment; that the decision may be general orspecific; that the patient's decision is made voluntarily and without inducement orcompulsion; that the patient has been informed about the nature of his or her condition toan extent that is reasonably sufficient to enable the patient to make a decision aboutwhether to refuse medical treatment and that patient has appeared to understand thatinformation; and that the patient has attained 18 years of age. If a medical practitioner
continues medical treatment despite a refusal, an offence occurs.
It needs to be noted that a refusal does not operate to prevent a medical practitioner fromcontinuing to provide palliative treatment designed to reduce pain, suffering ordiscomfort. It is believed that the palliative approach should be encouraged in dealingwith terminally ill and dying patients. The original Bill considered by Caucus also
provided for the situation where a patient is not able to make decisions about medicaltreatment because of incompetence. I have deleted these provisions because of
objections from some groups as to the difficulty of dealing with this issue of peoplemaking fife or death decisions on behalf of another person. The Public Guardian's Office
also expressed some concerns as to its ability to handle such a matter. I received a letter
from the Public Guardian, who states -

I appreciate the points which you have raised as a result of your community
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consultations and recognise that, should this Bill be successful, it will clarify an
otherwise intolerable set of circumstances for individuals, their families and
medical practitioners. However, as you have pointed out to me, it does not
address the issue of people who have lost decision making capacity.

As I may have mentioned to you in conversation, my Office is in the process of
preparing a community consultation document regarding substantive changes to
the Guardianship and Administration Act 1990. Amongst the matters listed for
discussion is the question of Enduring Powers of Attorney and whether these
should be extended to include personal and medical powers of attorney. I note
with interest the comments in the discussion paper with regard to medical powers
of attorney. As you are aware, there are many forms which these can take,
however the concept of an Q=~ medical power of attorney with regard to
treatment relating to terminal illness is not one which I would favour. However,
the combination of advanced directives to the donee of a power of attorney may
be one way of overcoming this dilemma. Clearly there will be a great deal more
debate on this important matter.

This is a matter that should be more appropriately taken up by the Public Guardian's
Office, and it will certainly be taken up during the review of the legislation covering that
office. The Bill in part 3 also clearly sets out the protection given to medical
practitioners and other health professionals who act in response to a refusal of treatment
certificate. They are given complete protection from civil and criminal liability and from
disciplinary action. It is anticipated that these provisions will ally the fears of the
medical profession and other health professionals about facing action for not continuing
with treatment where a refusal has taken place. I mention here that not just doctors have
this concern; at a more personal level it is probably faced by nurses who often find
themselves in the front line when dealing with the treatment of dying people.

It should be noted that a definition of palliative care has been included in the Bill, which
definition includes the provision of food or water or other medical care which is not
burdensome to the patient. This has been included so that recognition could be given to
necessary non-medical care, especially physical sustenance. This is not a Bill which
provides an advanced declaration; that is, a declaration made while a person is healthy,
about what should happen if that person became ill. A refusal of treatment certificate can
be given only within the context of necessary treatment and terminal illness.

I should also make it clear that this Bill does not in any form provide for euthanasia.
Clause 4(3) states -

This Act does not -
(a) affect the operation of section 288 of the Criminal Code; or

(b) limit the operation of any other law.

Section 288 of the Criminal Code covers the illegality of assisting another person to
commit suicide.
A number of responses to this legislation have been received. I will mention some
briefly. Not all of them were positive, but all should be mentioned. The letter from the
Royal Australasian College of Physicians says -

Consensus was that although the Bill appears to be well intentioned and
formulated it addresses an issue that is much more complicated than it appears
superficially.

It found some difficulty with the Bill. However, some of those difficulties were due to
misunderstandings about the nature of the legislation. The Chairman of the Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons sent two letters, the first being the critical one. It
states -

I have sent a copy to our central office to see if there is any specific College
policy but from my own personal view, I have no qualms about the legislation.
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The second letter backs up what was said in the first. The letter from the Silver Chain
Nursing Association says -

In the setting up of a "Refusal Of Treatment Certificate"t this Bill is appropriateand clear. However, the absence of a component to allow for "Enduring Power ofAttorney" makes the concept generally impractical and I doubt if it will provideany real improvement in the capacity of dying people to have their opinions taken
into account.
One of the very positive aspects is the "Protection Of Medical Practitioners"
which will remove possible uncertainty for Doctors in the management of
terminal illness.

The letter from the President of the Australian Medical Association says -
A s you know, I do agree with the principle behind the Bill. Fortunately, in mostcircumstances the uncertainties in the law have not prevented appropriate medical
care of the dying in this State. The AMA has not obtained its own legal advice onthe likelihood of current medical practice exposing a doctor to criminal or civil
liability in relation to the care of dying patients.
If, however that potential exists, then there may well be value in proceeding with
this legislation . ..
My other concern is with the penalty for the offence of medical trespass. Ibelieve this is unnecessary and to some extent, provocative. I do not believe thatthere would be any likelihood of a doctor even now ignoring a patient's decisionto decline treatment, and the establishment of such a penalty seems entirely
unnecessary.

The Urological Society of Australasia had some suggestion for amendments, some ofwhich have been taken up. The letter states -
First of all could we please compliment you on your effort to address the
situation here in W.A. and we are fully supportive of such moves.

It concludes by saying -
We would fully concur that euthanasia should in no way be included in suchlegislation and are fully supportive of the view outlined in your preliminary
explanatory notes.

The Australian Nursing Federation response says -
At the outset I should make it clear that the ANF, while welcoming theintroduction of such bills and the debate created in the community, is of the viewthat any legislation in this area should be uniform across the states. The nursing
profession is a highly mobile profession and should inconsistencies in legislationexist across the states enforcement and/or adherence to the legislation would
become difficult.
In general, however, the profession is supportive of the bill .. .

It goes on to make some comments about how it can be improved. It continues -
IlTe bill in its current construction makes no distinction between persons withchronic terminal illness and those with acute/traumatic illness. With the formerthe person is generally afforded time for substantial consideration of his/her
condition and outcome whilst the latter situation might not allow for suchconsideration. It might be appropriate to consider differentiating between the two
illness scenarios.

I have looked at that but can find no way to bring that matter into the Bill. The letter
from the Coalition for the Defence of Human Life states -

Our Coalition accepts the traditional ethical position that patients may choose
freely to refuse proportionately burdensome medical treatment and that there is,naturally, no obligation to undergo treatment that is likely to be futile. We also
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uphold the existing legal framework which prohibits doctors (other than in
emergencies or where a patient is otherwise unable to consent) from treating
patients without their consent.
Unfortunately, it is our considered view that the Medical Came of the Dying Bill
1995 fails to achieve its intended goal and has a number of serious defects.

That is exactly what I thought that group would say. At the other end of the spectrum,
the West Australian Euthanasia Society has exchanged correspondence with me, some of
which is less than pleasant. It expressed its disappointment at the recently reported
changes to the provisions of the Medical Treatment Bill 1993, which has taken out the
issue of treatment for competent patients. The letter from the Society goes on -

It had, of course, been understood that the alms of your Bill were far less than the
legislation of full active voluntary euthanasia for which the Society has
campaigned since it was founded in 1980.

That most certainly is the case. Although that society feels a great sense of frustration, I
have tried to point out that this is a private member's Bill, one for which I take
responsibility and one that reflects my view of life rather than the views of the many
people in the Voluntary Euthanasia Society. The UJ. Goody Bioethics Centre dealt with
a variety of issues and made suggestions about treatment that might be considered to be
futile or excessively burdensome. I have taken into account its suggestions. I have
received some very sincere and good advice from Dr Walter Black, the director of that
centre. I have taken up most of the suggestions that he has put forward which I think will
improve the Bill.
One of the other critical issues in this legislation, considering that it is a private member's
Bill, is this: The Labor Caucus made a decision that we would have a conscience vote
when this matter came before the House. All members will know that is unusual. In the
Labor Party platform only one aspect provides for a conscience vote; that is, abortion law
reform. Every man and woman in the Caucus supported the proposal that we have a
conscience vote on this Bill. We supported that because we were of the view that this
legislation is not of a political nature, but in many respects relates to the moral,
philosophical, ethical and religious position of individuals. We felt very strongly that on
these issues our members should have the freedom to vote, say and do as they wish rather
than be dictated to by the party.
In a situation where the Labor Party is able to freely and openly say that we on this side
of the Chamber have a free vote on this issue, I hope that members opposite in the
Liberal and National Parties - the Independents will make up their own minds - will also
be given the opportunity publicly and openly to vote and speak according to their
conscience on this issue. For once at least, this issue may give us the opportunity of
having a totally free and open debate in this House which could be very interesting,
informative and instructive in the sense that, only on the odd occasion are we able to
have those sorts of debates. I would like to thank a large number of people in the
medical area - doctors, nurses and other health professionals - who have given me a great
deal of advice and support over the past couple of years in putting together this Bill. In
many ways the Bill is for them rather than anyone else.

I have also received a large number of letters from people who have been in the exact
circumstances this Bill envisages; that is, people who have been faced with a terminally
ill relative and who felt in the end that the wishes of those people regarding their
treatment were not being carried out. A large number of people ame touched by those
circumstances in one way or other. Should it be passed through Parliament, I hope this
Bill, at least in part - not in total, I realise - will make it easier for people in the years
ahead to deal with the issues involved.
If this Bill is to pass through this Parliament, it will require bipartisan political support. It
is an important and worthwhile initiative and places a very valuable and critical emphasis
on palliative came. It reflects sound ethical principles for the delivery of such care,
especially the came and concern for the wishes of patients.
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Mr C.J. Barnett If you are genuine, and I do not doubt you are, a minimum requirement
is that a Bill such as this lie on the Table of the Parliament for a considerable time.
Mr TAYLOR: One of the reasons I am giving the second reading today is that we have a
two week break. We wilthen need to find the time to debate the Bfll I see no need to
rush it. It will be rather difficult to debate a Bill of this nature purely in private members'
time. I am sure many members will want to speak on it at some length. If we are to be
serious about it, I hope the Government will be able to find the time for the Parliament to
properly consider the matter rather than take up two or three private members' days. It
works both ways. I am happy for it to sit around. It has done that since 1993 so that I
could at least get it partly right. If this House is to get it right, it should put the time into
it. That is an obligation on me.
In conclusion, if we are able to deal properly and effectively with the wishes of the
people with whom this Bill deals, we will have addressed a real need in the community.
It is not heroic legislation. Many people feel it does not go far enough. However, it is
long overdue legislation which can have a proper place in our society in Western
Australia.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Kierath.

MOTION - SELECT COMMITTEE ON HON W.R.B. HASSELL AND
QUIT CAMPAIGN DOCUMENTS, APPOINTMENT

MR McGIN*TY (Fremantle - Leader of the Opposition) [5.04 pm]: I move -

(1) That a select committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon the
circumstances surrounding the freedom of information request by Hon
W.R.B. Hassell, Agent General for Western Australia, for documents
relating to the Quit campaign, and in particular -
(a) why the request was made;
(b) whether the request was made on behalf of others including

tobacco and cigarette companies, or with the intention of passing
the information on to them and, if so, what use was to be made of
it;

(c) whether Mr Hassell continued to seek the information after his
appointment as Agent General;

(d) whether the Premier in his statements to the House correctly
represented Mr Hassell's actions; and

(e) if, in all the circumstances, Mr Hassell is a fit and proper person to
retain the position of Agent General.

(2) That the committee have power to call for persons and papers, to sit on
days over which the House stands adjourned, to move from place to place
and to report from time to time.

(3) That the committee have power to recall the Agent General for Western
Australia to give evidence before it.

(4) That unless the committee otherwise orders, evidence which has been
received by the committee at a public hearing may be published before the
committee reports to the House.

(5) That the committee finally report on 29 June 1995.
I move this motion following considerable public disquiet over whether the Premier and
the Agent General in London, Mr Bill Hassell, have told both this House and the public
the full truth about the matter. I start on the basis that it is incompatible for Mr Hassell,
as the Agent General in London, to be associated with tobacco companies seeking to
obtain information which will frustrate a very important government health initiative,
namely the Quit campaign. The question therefore becomes one of who is telling the
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truth in this matter. It is my very clear impression at this stage that Mr Hassell has not
been telling the truth. I say that for two reasons: First, he has made a number of
conflicting statements all of which could not possibly be correct. Somewhere in what
Mr Hassell has said lies untrue statements. Secondly, within those conflicting
statements, in order to get to the bottom of this matter, there must be a resolution of what
did occur. It is quite clear to me that Mr Hassell has not been forthright and honest in the
way in which he has addressed this mntter in the public arena and to the Premier.

The third issue is the extent of the Premier's complicity in this matter. We look first to
what he said in the Parliament. Well and truly on the public record are the Premier's
comments about Mr Hassell's taking no action on the Quit documents when he was
appointed Agent General in London, or soon thereafter. The impression the Premier
created with his statement to the Parliament last December was that from 17 August
1994, Mr Hassell had terminated all of his involvement with the cigarette companies
concerned and was taking no further action.
At page 10194 of Hansard of 20 December 1994 the Premier said, in reply to a question
about the pursuit of the Quit campaign documents, that Mr Hassell had advised the
Government he had undertaken no action on the matter since 17 August that year. Since
then a considerably different story has come to light, but the impression the Premier
created with that statement last year was that, although Mr Hassell had been representing
tobacco companies and pursuing their interests, that all came to an end at about the time
of his appointment as Agent General in London. That impression was misleading. That
has been acknowledged by people on both sides of this House and the Premier offered an
apology if what he had said could be construed as misleading. It certainly was; and the
facts that have come to light since then clearly establish that impression was not correct
because Mr Hassell was party to the continued pursuit of the documents as late as four
days prior to the Premier's declaration to this House that there was no ongoing
involvement by Mr Hassell.
Regarding the Premier's complicity in the matter, we must consider the close political
relationship which existed between the Premier and Mr Hassell as a former President of
the Liberal Party, in fact, when the application under the freedom of information laws
was made, and between what was described in this House last week as the disintegrating
triumvirate of Noel Crichton-Browne, Bill Hassell and the Court family that has run the
Liberal Party in Western Australia for sometime. One cannot, when considering these
matters, separate the nature of that political relationship from what transpired, and when
considering whether there is an interest in protecting one's friend, the relationship
between the Premier and Mr Hassell needs to be taken into account.

In order to address this matter properly, I will briefly refer to the key chronological
events. The first was on 26 November 1993, which was the date on which Mr Hassell,
without assistance from lawyers, applied under the freedom of information legislation for
access to what are now referred to as the Quit documents. That event of considerable
significance was undertaken by Mr Hassell in a private capacity, although at the time he
was the President of the Liberal Party; it was not done through the firm of lawyers which
took over responsibility subsequently for the freedom of information application.

On 7 May 1994, speculation appeared in The West Australian - there was also general
speculation - that Bill Hassell was to be appointed the Agent General in London. There
was speculation on radio, on television and in The West Australian and, certainly, in
political circles about the appointment. Bill Hassell's future became the worst kept secret
around the place. In the light of the relationship to which I have already referred between
the Premier and Mr Hassell, it is reasonable to assume that when The West Australian
newspaper speculated on 7 May 1994 about his likely appointment, Bill Hassell had been
informed already that he would be the Agent General in London.

No-one will contest that and I suspect that Bill Hassell knew it well before the 7 May
speculation. Being a lawyer, Mr Hassell appreciated the obvious conflict that then arose
between his duty to the State as the Agent General in London and his duty to his cigarette
and tobacco company clients whom he was representing in the FOI application to obtain
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the sensitive Quit documents. For that reason, sometime immediately prior to 8 July
1994, he placed the application for the Quit documents in the hands of the law firm
Clayton Utz.
Mr Court: Do you think it's okay for those "sensitive Quit documents" to be made
public?
Mr McGIN4TY: I suspect that they probably should not. However, that is a different
question.
Mr Court: Let's leave Bill Hassell out of it. What happens if someone else applies for
them?
Mr McGINTY: Will the Premier allow me to answer his first question? I think it is a
separate question altogether from whether Mr Hassell should have pursued access to
those documents.
Mr Court: You are implying that there is something wrong with Hassell getting the
documents. What about somebody else?
Mr McGINTY: My view is that, in the interests of open and accountable government, all
documents, unless there is a powerful public interest reason why they should not be made
available, should be available to any citizen who pursues them.
Mr Court: Do you think there is a public interest involved with these documents?
Mr McGITY: My deputy will give a public interest reason for these documents not to
be put into the public arena at all.
Mr Court: So you think we should amend the legislation so that documents like this do
not become public?
Mr McGINTY: There is an argument for that. We will be looking at the reasons for
those documents being sought and, if there is a public interest that they not be made
available because of some greater mischief or harm -

Mr Court: So, if We leave Mr Hassell out of it, there is then a debate about whether the
documents should become public.
Mr McGINT: Yes, there can be, but that is not the subject of this motion. The health
dimension as well as the political dimension are what makes this issue a particularly
sensitive item. To answer the Premier's question: As I understand the nature of the
documents, there is an argument for their not being made public. However, under
existing laws, they can be made public.
Mr Court: Anyone can ask for them?
Mr McGINTY: Yes, anyone can ask for them.
Mr Court: Bill Hassell has not collected the documents, but someone else can put in the
same application.
Mr McGINTY: He could. However, the appropriateness of his behaviour can be dealt
with in two sentences.
Mr Court: So you are concerned about who it is who asked for them to be made public.
You do not mind who asks for them to be made public provided it is not Bill Hassell. Is
that what you are saying?
Mr McGINTY: I am saying that two factors mark Bill Hassell as being different from an
average citizen.
Mr Court: His being a former President of the Liberal Party -

Mr McGI14TY: And his position as Agent General in London.
Mr Court: He was not Agent General when he applied for the documents.
Mr McGINTY: Not when he initially applied. However, in developing this matter, I will
make it abundantly clear that he pursued his application on behalf of the tobacco
companies when he was Agent General in London.
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Mr Court: You have just said that he knew he would be the Agent General about 10
months before he took up that position.
Mr McGINTY: No. I said that there was speculation in The West Ausralian on 7 May,
which was two and a half to three months before the appointment was announced.
Perhaps the Premier could tell us whether that is so, because obviously he had
discussions with Bill Hassell about the appointment and he would have had a reasonable
expectation that that was the case about the time of the speculation.
Mr Court: I think Gordon Hill was going to get the job. That was the expectation.
Mr McGINTY: I am talking about the speculation in 1994, because I did not think the
Government would appoint Gordon Hill.
Mr Court That was the pressure being put on. However, we decided against it.
Mr McGINTY: When did the Premier first discuss with Bill Hassell his appointment?
Mr Court That he would be the Agent General?
Mr McGINTY: Yes. It would have been many months before the appointment.
Mr Court: It would not have been many months before. We went through all of the
proper processes, my friend.
Mr McGINTY: I have no doubt about that. However, why was there speculation in the
media? Was it wrong?
Mr Court: I am saying that there was speculation on your side of the House from
different people who wanted the job.
Mr McGIN-TY: It is a reasonable proposition -

Mr Court: It was a reasonable proposition and we were going to accept it.
Mr McGINTY: If there was media comment that Bill Hassell was going to be appointed,
there must have been some substance to it given that he was ultimately appointed. It is
likely that, two or three months before the appointment, Bill Hassell would have had
discussions with the Premier about his appointment as Agent General in London.
Mr Court: No.
Mr McGINTY: That is undoubtedly the case because Bill Hassell's actions then created
the impression of his distancing himself from the FOI application because he appreciated
that there would be a conflict between his role as Agent General - he could not be seen to
be pursuing private commercial interests in conflict with the interests of the State, of
Western Australia - and his role of obtaining those documents on behalf of the tobacco
companies. He then went to the law firm Clayton Utz some time before 8 July 1994 and
asked that firm to take over the matter on his behalf.
The first representation made by Clayton Utz was in a letter dated 8 July 1994 to the FOI
Commissioner advising her that Clayton Utz would be representing Mr Hassell from then
on. It is the sort of letter that is absolutely consistent with Clayton Utz having received
instructions to act on someone's behalf. I suggest that on or immediately before 8 July
1994 Bill Hassell sought to distance himself from the application. I Will come back to
that in a minute because it is a most significant date and a most significant action with
Bill Hassell placing into the hands of his agents, his lawyers Clayton Utz, the further
progression of that application once he knew he would become the Agent General in
London.
Mr Court: Who was the client in your opinion - Bill Hassell or the tobacco company?
Mr McGINTY: Bill Hassell was employed by the tobacco company prior to his
appointmnent. He then went to Clayton Utz and, on the documentation we have, Clayton
Utz identified Bill Hassell as its client. I refer the Premier to the letter, a copy of which
was reproduced in The West Australian only a few days ago. Clayton Utz wrote to the
FOI coordinator at the Health Department on 8 July. Thie letter was headed, 'FOI request
by Bill Hassell", and it reads -
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Dear madam,
We wish to advise that we act on behalf of' Mr Bill Hassell in relation to his
application for documents under the Freedom of Information Act. We understand
that on Mr Hassell's original application it was decided by you that an edited
version of certain documents would be made available to Mr Hassell and on an
internal review certain further documents were to be released to Mr Has sell.
We are instructed to collect these documents on behalf of Mr Hassell and enclose
a cheque in the sum of $192.80 in payment of your charges.
Yours faithfully
Clayton Utz

There is no doubt that the client of Clayton Utz was Bill Hassell who was acting on
behalf of a tobacco company to obtain those documents. That remains the nature of the
retainer to Clayton Utz throughout. On 19 September 1994 Clayton Utz again wrote to
the Health Department seeking access to the documents and the heading on that letter
was, "W R B Hassell - Freedom of Information Act Application". The letter reads -

As claims for exemption have now been disallowed our client wishes to obtain
copies of the documents to which access was sought.

The situation is that Bill Has sell started the application in his own name and hand
without assistance, as best we can ascertain, from Clayton Utz. Immediately before his
appointment as Agent General in London was announced - there was significant media
speculation about his appointment as Agent General - he distanced himself by placing the
matter in the hands of his lawyers, Clayton Utz. That company proceeded to pursue
those documents on behalf of Bill Hassell's interests in the tobacco company.
Another significant aspect about this matter is that when the Premier, on 20 December
last year, addressed the Parliament and answered my question about the ongoing
involvement of Mr Hassell in the Quit campaign documents he said -

Mr Hassell has advised us that he has undertaken no action with regard to this
matter since 17 August this year.

I will not split hairs about the date on which Mr Hassell took up his appointment - that is,
17 August versus the announcement on 8 August that he was to be appointed as Agent
General. One appreciates that a person needs time to tie up his personal affairs when
taking up a public appointment. Nonetheless, after he became Agent General he pursued
the acquisition of those documents from the Health Department and that flies very much
in the face of what the Premier told the Parliament. Four days after the letter was written
by Clayton Utz on behalf of Mr Hassell to the Health Department seeking access to those
documents, the Premier stood in the Parliament and said that no action had been taken in
regard to the Quit documents since 17 August. That is simply not true. It did not happen
that way.
The key points in this issue are that Clayton Utz was appointed by Wr Hassell to
represent him after he knew he would be appointed Agent General in London. It was
done with the express intention of deceiving people. That is the only conclusion whiich
can be reasonably drawn from the matter as it has unfolded in its incomplete form so far
in the public arena. He sought to give the appearance that the application he had made
was at arm's length. It was a contrivance so that he could say, as only a lawyer could,
that he had taken no action on this matter since 17 August. If we take at face value that
the statement made by the Premier accurately reflects what Mr Hassell said, then to be
more precise Mr Hassell should have said that he had issued his lawyers with an
instruction to do nothing other than what he had instructed them to do prior to being
appointed to the position of Agent General. If he had said that to the Premier, it would
have been a perfectly honest statement based on the information available to members.
The instruction issued to Clayton Utz when it was briefed by Mr Has sell to represent him
on the Quit documents matter was to pursue the recovery of the documents. He could
have said, "I am about to become the Agent General in London. I cannot be the person
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actually pursuing this and you can do it on my behalf. At all times continue to seek those
documents from the Health Department. From here on in I will certainly keep an eye on
what is going on, but I will not be issuing you with any new instructions. My retainer to
you is to achieve this end result." That is the opposite to what the Premier led this House
to believe. The appointment of Clayton Utz was a contrivance to mislead. It was
founded in a deception which is coming out in the public arena.
The second significant point to emerge from the chronology of key events I referred to is
that Mr Hassell is now on the public record as saying that he wound up his private
commercial activities at about the time of his appointment as Agent General, so that there
would be no ongoing conflict between his role as Agent General and his private
commercial interests. A transcript of what Mr Hassell said on 6PR on 18 May 1995
reads -

I of course wound up all my private business activities and since I became the
Agent General I haven't acted for anyone in any private capacity at all because 1,
my job is to work for Western Australia and that's what I'm doing. So I wound
up my activities.

I am not trying to quote out of context or to do other than to relay to the House the
impression Mr Hassell relayed to everyone on the Sattler program; that is, that at about
the time of the appointment he wound up his private commercial activities. It is clear
that he did not do that because Clayton Utz continued to pursue, on his behalf and with
his knowledge, the Quit documents. He was taking action through his law firm after
17 August. What the Premier told the House is factually incorrect; therefore, he has
misled the House. If he is accurately reporting what Mr Hassell told him, Mr Hassell has
misled him. In any event, on 6PR on 18 May 1995, Bill Hassell did not tell the truth.
One cannot reach any conclusion other than that he did not wind up all his private
business activities because he continued to pursue the Quit documents. A number of
questions, which I will come to later, must be answered. Many of them relate to the way
in which Mr Hassell wound up his private business activities and the sorts of instructions
he gave to Clayton Utz to cease acting on his behalf in relation to his private business
activities. It is clear he did not issue any instructions and what he said on 6PR is
evidence of further deception.
The third element that comes through in this rather sordid affair is that Mr Hassell
positively continued in an active role. He gave Clayton Utz instructions to pursue the
Quit documents and then pretended that he would not issue any new instructions to it. In
the same radio interview to which I referred on 18 May the question was put very
squarely to Mr Hassell by Howard Sattler. The transcript of that interview reads.

HASSELL
I hadn't done anything since I'd become the Agent General to promote the matter
at all. I didn't do anything to pursue the matter, it's as simple, simple as that.
SA1TLER
But maybe your lawyers kept doing it without your knowledge, is that possible?
HAS SELL
No, no, no the lawyers didn't do it without my knowledge -

It is clear that Bill Hassell was saying that the letter that was written to the Health
Department by Clayton Utz on his behalf on 16 December 1994 was written without his
knowledge. The only consistent story that can possibly emerge from the facts which
have been revealed is that Mr Hassell appointed Clayton Utz about the time of his
appointment as Agent General to distance himself from the matter. He clearly issued it
instructions to continue to pursue the matter. He did not alter those instructions, but he
became Agent General knowing full well that the matter would be pursued on his behalf
by Clayton Utz. It would be negligent of Clayton Utz to continue to act on Mr Hassell's
behalf without his knowledge. It would be particularly negligent and unprofessional
conduct on its behalf to pursue the matter when Mr Hassell was such a high profile
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person appointed to such a high profile position, with such a high profile political
background as a former Cabinet Minister and former President of the Liberal Party, who
had made statements that were on public record about his non-involvement from
hereafter. Any hawyer acting on Mr Hassell's behalf would ensure that Mr Hassell knew
and condoned the action that was taken on his behalf. In fact, it is clearly the case that
Clayton Utz would have received instructions to the effect that it was still to pursue the
matter.
Mr Hassell would have us believe that he wound up his business interests around July-
August 1994 and took no further action in regard to, the recovery of the Quit documents.
He has not explained in any sense satisfactorily why he can now say that he knew of the
letter that was sent on 16 December and why Clayton Utz continued to pursue the Quit
documents on his behalf. It is not sufficient for the Premier to sy in this place that at the
end of the day Mr Hassell did not get the Quit documents, so what does it matter. What
matters is the honesty and credibility of both the Premier and Mr Hassell, because it is
not possible for both of them to be telling the truth. I have pointed out already that Mr
Hassell has made inconsistent statements, both of which cannot be true. The Premier has
misled the House. There is a possibility that if his conversation with Bill Hassell was
brief and he was misled by Mr Hassell, he did not mislead the House deliberately, but
nonetheless the fact remains that he has misled the House on this matter.
A number of important questions must be answered by Mr Hassell. That is the reason we
need a select committee to bring Mr Hassell back from London in order to answer these
questions and, no doubt, many other questions. The first question is did Mr Hassell pay a
legal bill to Clayton Utz for representing him in the Quit documents matter, because in
the payment of the legal bill, we will find a definitive answer to whether Clayton Utz
continued to represent Bill Hassell in this matter. If the answer is that Mr Hassell never
received a bill from Clayton Utz, who was Clayton Utz representing? It was certainly
doing it in Bill Hassell's name.
The second question is if Mr Hassell did not pay a legal bill for services rendered to him
after August 1994, who did pay the bill, because one thing that can be said about law
firms is that they generally are not too generous when it comes to rendering accounts for
services performed. Therefore, one would expect that Clayton Utz was paid for the work
that it did. If one were to believe Bill Hassell's response that he took no action after 17
August and he had wound up his private commercial interests before that date, who paid
the lawyers for acting on his behalf? That fundamental question must be answered so
that we can get to the bottom of whether Mr Hassell has told the truth.
Ihe third question is if Mr Hassell had wound up all of his private business activities
upon his appointment as Agent General, as he is on record as saying he did, what
direction did he give to Clayton Utz in respect of this matter. Did he say to Clayton Utz,
"I want out of this. I am about to be appointed Agent General. I do not want you to do
anything more on my behalf'? That is the only instruction that he could reasonably have
issued. However, we know that he did not wind up his affairs at all in respect of the
Clayton Utz involvement in obtaining those Quit documents because it continued to act
on his behalf and to obey his instructions, with his complete knowledge.
The fourth question is why did Mr Hassell allow Clayton Utz to continue to press for the
Quit documents after he had wound up his private business activities. It is not credible
that Mr Hassell is telling the truth on this matter. The fifth question is what other work
did Clayton Utz do for Mr Hassell's private business interests after August 1994. I say
that because if Mr Hassell is not telling the truth about this matter, what other private
business has Mr Hassell continued to pursue after his appointment as Agent General in
London? It is not sufficient for us to accept that he has done no further private business
if the evidence reveals that he was continuing to act on behalf of tobacco companies,
against the interests of the State Government of Western Australia and its Health
Department. We must look further to see what else he was doing while on the public
payroll at his London address.
The sixth question is what instructions did Mr Hassell give Clayton Utz upon its
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appointment to represent him in the Quit documents matter. That question requires a
clear answer because my suspicion - and it is the only reasonable conclusion that anyone
can come to in view of the circumstances that have evolved over time - is that Mr
Hassell, clearly as a contrivance, instructed Clayton Utz to pursue with all vigour the
recovery of the Quit documents after he was appointed Agent General in London in order
to create the impression that he was acting at arm's length; that is, a deception. I do not
think Mr Hassell can reasonably give any other answer to that question, but that question
must be put to him because if he cannot satisfactorily answer that question, he is not a fit
person to remain as Agent General for Western Australia in London.
The seventh question is did Mr Hassell appoint Clayton Utz to pursue the Quit
documents on his behalf as a contrivance to enable him to appear to be divorced fromt the
Quit documents application while in reality still representing tobacco companies. The
eighth question is has Mr Hassell terminated his retainer with the tobacco industry or is
he still representing it today. The mere fact that Mr Hassell in February of this year
withdrew his FOI request, following enormous public pressure from the Australian
Medical Association, the British Medical Association, the media, the community and
everyone else, does not mean that Mr Hassell is not representing the interests of tobacco
companies or anyone else today. We should put that question to Mr Hassell in view of
his obvious duplicity in answering the questions related to his ongoing involvement.
If the answer to that question is that Mr Hassell has terminated his retainer with the
tobacco industry, then the ninth question is when and on what terms did Mr Hassell
terminate his retainer with the tobacco industry, because clearly it was not, as he has led
us to believe, in July or August 1994, because he was still acting on behalf of the tobacco
companies as late as February this year when he withdrew the application made on their
behalf under the FOI law. Therefore, as late as February this year, we have evidence that
Mr Hassell was still acting through the law firm Clayton Utz on behalf of the tobacco
industry. The Parliament and the people of Western Australia need to know when Mr
Hassell terminated his relationship with the tobacco industry. If it was at any time after
he became Agent General in London, clearly he has lied to the people of Western
Australia and has caused the Premier to mislead the House.
The tenth question - and this matter will be pursued in some detail by the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition - is why did the tobacco industry want the Quit documents in the first
place. That question goes to the particularly sensitive nature of those documents. The
eleventh question is did Mr Hassell advise the Premier of his appointment of and
instructions to Clayton Utz in July 1994 to pursue the Quit documents. Clearly, if
Mr Hassell was honest and said that he put the matter in the hands of Clayton Utz to
pursue the matter independently in an arm's length way, and if that was the material on
which the Premier was advised, the Premier deliberately misled the House - and that is
ground for him to resign. That is the most important question that must be put to
Mr Hassell because either he told the Premier the full truth of his involvement, in which
case the Premier has misled the House; or Mr Hassell told the Premier only part of the
story, in which case Mr Hassell misled the Premier. They are the only possible
conclusions consistent with the facts that have emerged.
The twelfth question I want to put to Mr Hassell is that if he gave a full explanation to the
Premier, why did the Premier misrepresent the ongoing involvement of Mr Hassell in the
Quit documents matter. Clearly the answer the Premier gave to Parliament on 20
December last year did not represent the facts of what has occurred in relation to
Mr Hassell and his ongoing involvement with the Quit documents.
The thirteenth question which should be put to Mr Hassell is what other Liberal Ministers
were approached by Mr Hassell on behalf of the tobacco lobby. There are suggestions
that his activities on behalf of the tobacco industry were broader than simply a freedom
of information request to the Health Department to obtain Quit documents. If his
involvement particularly at the time when he was President of the Liberal Party was to
lobby Ministers in his own party, that is improper behaviour. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition has spoken before in this place about the royal commission into the propriety
of government activities being undertaken in Britain.
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Mr Court: Does that mean that if a person is a member of a political party he cannot take
on such a job?
Mr McGINTY: The Nolan royal commission in Great Britain, which is concluding. its
work, says among other things that former members or Ministers should not be lobbyists
in respect of their private commercial interests for two years after leaving a House of
Parliament.
Mr Court interjected.
Mr McGUNT: We are taking about propriety. We are talking about the President of
the Liberal Party and his close relationship with the Premier's family, with Noel
Crichton-Browne and Bill Hassell being the dominant forces running the Liberal Party in
this State - to the chagrin of the moderates in that party. If the president of the party were
knocking on Minister's doors -

Mr Court: What has that to do with this?
Mr McGINTY: We are talking about the Premier's and Bill Hassell's honesty and
integrity in government. If the president of a political party knocks on a Minister's door
to lobby on behalf of an interest - in the light of the preselection process by the Liberal
Party in recent times, many Ministers would be worrying about their political futures - it
would be improper, and Bill Hassell behaved improperly in this matter. We need to
know what else he has done on behalf of the tobacco industry in this State to continue to
put pressure on Ministers in his own party, given his preeminently powerful position,
affecting their futures. That is a question that must be put to Bill Hassell.
The final question that should be investigated by a select committee is what other Quit
documents can be sought now as a result of Mr Hassell's opening up the door on the
availability of Quit documents. Mr Hassell was a stailking horse. He moved in -

Mr Court: Earlier you said that anyone could ask for documents.
Mr McGINTY: The Premier should grow up. I did not say anything of the sort. The
Premier should listen.
Mr Court interjected.
Mr McGINTY: I do not care what the Premier said, because I have already answered
that. The Premier is trying to divert me from the point
The question that must be looked at is whether the tobacco industry in Western
Australia - as a result of Bill Hassell's advocacy while President of the Liberal Party and
while Agent General in London - now has access to other documents at the Health
Department ;n relation to the Quit campaign. If Bill Hassell played the role of a stalking
horse, the public of Western Australia will condemn him. The public will believe him
not to be a fit person to be the Agent General in London if he has opened the way for
tobacco companies to undermine the Health Department and this Government's policy to
convince people to stop smoking - the whole thrust of the Quit campaign.
For the Premier to support and defend Mr Hassells behaviour in this matter places a very
serious question mark over the Premier. By asking those 14 questions that should be
answered by Mr Hassell or investigated by the select committee that should be appointed,
we wil get to the bottom of the matter rather than have over the next six to nine months
the continual leaking of information, and tobacco companies trying to move into the
breach created by Mr Hassell while Agent General in London and while President of the
Liberal Party. These matters should be fully investigated so that we, as a Parliament, can
support the Quit campaign 100 per cent, and not support individuals who have sought to
undermine the Quit campaign.
The final point in support of the motion is that we have here inconsistencies, untruths,
and the misleading of Parliament. The only question is who is the guilty party. The
crime is undisputed. We need to get to the bottom of the issue.
Mr Court: You say that the crime is undisputed. Is someone asking for information
under the FOI legislation conmmitting a crime?
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?vfr McGINTY: The Premier is a lightweight. I said that it was wrong for Bill Hassell topursue the documents while he was Agent General in Lo~ndon. He clearly pursued thedocuments, and that is a crime. It was morally wrong for him to pursue the documentswhile he was the President of the Liberal Party. That is a crime. It is wrong of him tomislead the Premier. Either the Premier has lied to Parliament or Bill Hassell has lied tothe Premier. That is a crime. Bill Hassell said conflicting things in public about windingup his private business activities. It was demonstrably untrue. The documents provethat. Each of those matters must be investigated -
Mr Court: Do you say that he was acting for someone else after he became Agent
General?
Mr McGEITY: Yes. The documents support it. When the Premier gets up to defendhimself he should answer the question: Who was Clayton Utz acting for?
Mr Court: Mr Hassell deliberately stopped working for any clients.
Mr McGIN4TY: He did not. The Premier should answer the question: Who was ClaytonUtz acting for in its letter of 16 December last year?
Mr Court: I will speak on this matter. I am sick of this misinformation.
Mr McGINTY: The Premier wants to interject; so I put the question again: Who wasClayton Utz acting for?
Mr Court: Bill Hassell.
Mr McGINTY: And who was he acting for?
Mr Court: That is his business.
Several members interjected.
Mr McGINTY: A jury would have convicted and hanged the Premier by now.
Mr Court: Mr Hassell made it clear that he was acting for no other party.
Mr McGINTY: That is not true.
Mir Court: You cannot accept that he gave up all that work.
Mr McGINT: Why did he want the documents if he was not acting for the tobacco
industry?
Mr Court: I will explain later.
Mr McGINTY: The Premier will need to go into more detail than he did last Thursday.Why did Bill Hassell want those documents? Why was Clayton Utz pursuing them at theHealth Department on 16 December, four days before the Premier said that all action hadceased? The Premier is not credible. Unless the Premier can explain why Bill Hassellhas an interest in the documents -

Several members interjected.
Mr Court: I cannot believe that you are criticising anyone who uses the freedom of
information legislation.
Mr McGINTY: I am criticising Bill Hassell and the Premier for misleading the House.
Mr Court: You were never prepared to work under that legislation when in Government.
Mr McGINTY: Why did Bill Hassell want the documents on 16 December 1994?
Mr Court: Because Clayton Utz asked for them.
Mr McGINT: But he had terminated his interest in the matter -
Mr Court: If a person puts in a request for documents under the FOI provisions and thecommissioner has not made a decision, and then the commissioner says that the person
can have the information, is that a crime?
Mr McGINTY: If that person has already instructed his law firm to not pursue thematter, yes it is. It is not right.
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Mr Court: You are becoming farcical. You use the POT legislation every day of the
week.
Mi McGIN4TY: And so I shoukl Bill Hassell said that he was no longer pursuing the
matter -

Several members interjected.
Mr McGINTY: Has the Premier found out why Clayton Utz wrote the letter on 16
December?
Wr Court: Clayton Utz had been asked by a client
Wr McGINTY: That firm was asked by Bill Hassell to write a letter demanding the

documents.
Mr Court: The Commissioner for Freedom of Information said the information could be
made available to anyone.
Mr McGINTY: Why did Bill Hassell want the information?
Mr Court: He applied for it. I cannot believe you are wasting the time of this Parliament
on this.
Wr McGINTY: The Premier has not told the truth.
Wr Court: That is absolute nonsense.

Mr McGINTY: He has now been caught out, as has Bill Hassell. He has not told the
truth. The Premier admitted by his tentative apology last Thursday that he had misled
people in the Parliament. There is no reason why Bill Hassell, knowing Clayton Utz had
written the letter, would want the documents, other than to pass them on to his clients. It
is the height of hypocrisy for this Government to pursue the Penny Easton matter and
related conflicting recollections when it will not pursue Wanneroo Inc - the bribery and
corruption by the Premier's political supporters in Wanneroo. He will not pursue his
mate Bill Hassell who has not told the truth, and who has caused the Premier to mislead
the Parliament.
Mr Court Not at all my friend.
Mir McGINTY: He has not told the truth and we must get to the bottom of it. If we are to
have integrity in Government, we must look at inquiring into matters of serious
criminality and truthfulness. The Premier is happy to do it in a one sided way, but he
runs away when his own mates are involved. I commend the motion to the House.

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [5.51 pm]: Many
issues are at stake in relation to the Hassell-Quit affair. The first is the credibility of the
Premier in the answer he has given to the Parliament. The second is the credibility of our
Agent General in London and the answers he has provided to the Premier and the public
of Western Australia about his role in this affair. The third, and very important issue, is
the stand of the Western Australian Government and one of its most senior public
servants, the Agent General, in relation to the all important Quit campaign. It is the
relationship between the Government of Western Australia and one of its most senior
public servants, the Agent General, and the Quit campaign that I wish to address.

It is important that we place this whole smoking issue into its health context. As the
shadow spokesperson for health that is a contribution I can make to the debate. Australia
is a very fortunate country in that only about one quarter of its population continues to
smoke. Only a small number of countries throughout the world have achieved that level
of smoking among their populations. Unfortunately, most other countries in the world
have populations which smoke, from about 38 per cent in France to about 60 per cent in
China. Governments have considerable difficulty trying to counter this; for example, in a
country such as Spain about half the medical practitioners smoke cigarettes. It makes it
extremely difficult for governments, should they wish, to bring about a change of
attitude.
In Australia, and Western Australia, some very successful reductions have occurred in
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the rate of smoking as a result of good legislation which has in effect precluded theadvertising of cigarettes, very effective Quit campaigns funded by the Government, andthe extension of smoke free environments through the workplace, aircraft, airports,schools, hospitals, many restaurants and, perhaps soon, hotels. As a result of thosemeasures the death rate from cardiovascular disease in Australia has tumbled. It has beena very successful campaign to bring about a reduction in the rate of smoking.Unotnately, this has not impacted as much on women as it has on men. This is wherethos wh att rng about a reduction in smoking must target their campaigns. Weshould really nail down this issue in relation to health.
Throughout the world there is a very effective antismoking lobby. This lobby is onlysmall, but has very effective communication networks which are well organised andwhich are looking to take their activities into the developing countries of the world wherethere are still major health problems associated with smoking. They want to spread theircampaign from the advanced industrial democratic countries into the developing world.In the democratic countries very generalised antismoking campaigns have beenconducted. However, the campaigns must now be targeted to those areas where themessage has not quite got through. The rates of smoking among those who are lesseducated, are still higher than those who are educated. The rates of smoking amongsome of our migrant communities are still much higher than among the generalpopulation. The decrease in smoking among the male population has not been replicatedamong the female population. There is still a hard-core group of people of about 700 000aged 30 and over who are addicted to tobacco. Among these groups are the targets of theQuit campaign. I quote from an article in a recent Australian Journal of Public Health byNigel Gray of the Anti Cancer Council of Victoria.

Very detailed behavioural research will be needed for a decade, as each exsmoker
represents an important victory and is well worth the $94 per person we spend
every year doing mammogramns on women over 50.

The antismoking campaign is now targeting specific groups. To be effective, a researchprogram is taking place and a detailed extension of the Quit campaign is being directed atspecific groups. This involves highly detailed work, conducted by market researchpeople in the private sector from day-to-day to give their companies a strategicadvantage. There is a real problem if that type of behavioural research, which isdedicated to reducing the rate of smoking in our community, falls into the hands of thosewho want to increase the rate of smoking in our community. It poses a dilemma forjurisdictions which have freedom of information built into their legislation. It is adilemma with which we will have to deal in Western Australia. In dealing with thatdilemma we need to know why the cigarette companies ame so keen to get their hands onthis information. It is that type of question that we have put into the terms of referencefor this select committee because it is very important that the antismoking effort not bejeopardised, if that is the intention of the cigarette and tobacco companies. This issue ispart and parcel of this debate in relation to health and the public interest in it.
The Government of Western Australia is implicated if its Agent General is implicated.We can see evidence of that implication only through the efforts by the British MedicalAssociation on behalf of its constituency to raise the involvement of the Agent General ofWestern Australia in this issue. The British Medical Association drafted a letterpublicising the fact it was going to campaign on this issue in British newspapers, againstthe Agent General of Western Australia, who at that time was still in the process of afreedom of information application. After the British Medical Association's proposedletter had been drafted, it was publicised in The West Australian and it was about tobecome an issue in the British Press, which would have implicated the reputation of theState of Western Australia. It was only then that the freedom of information applicationwas withdrawn by the Agent General of Western Australia.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 730 pm
MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) [7.30 pm]: The Government does not support theestablishment of a select committee on this issue. I want to run through some of the
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issues and in particular address two points on subparagraphs (d) and (c) of this motion.
Other speakers will address some other issues. I had difficulty in understanding why the
Opposition is making such an issue out of freedom of information. When in government
it never had to work under freedomn of information legislation. We worked very hard to
achieve it when we were in opposition. It was not until we came into government that
the Government undertook freedom of information legislation. As the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition said, a review is currently being undertaken which will lead to some
amendments to the legislation. One of the amendments may well be with regard to the
release of information of this type, but that remains to be seen. The important aspect of
what we are debating here is that a member of the public, in this case Bill Hassell,
applied for information under the legislation. He was at the time a private citizen.
Members opposite may well say that he was President of the Liberal Party or whatever
else, but he was out of this Parliament and, like anyone else in the community, he had an
equal right to use that freedom of information legislation. He then became the Agent
General to London. When he became the Agent General - and I will spell this out in a bit
more detail - he gave up all the work he had prior to becoming the Agent General. The
Leader of the Opposition talks about crimes and the fact that Bill Hassell was still
working for someone. The fact is that he was not. The determination was made that the
information could be made public. It turned out that he has never collected that
information. I want to run through some of that detail shortly.

I want to ask a question of the members opposite which I have asked by way of
interjection. If the Freedom of Information Commissioner said that Bill Hassell could
have the information, it means that any member of the public could ask for the
information. It is not secret and under this legislation it is available and, yes, we can
have a debate as to whether it is appropriate for that sort of information to be made
public. In a letter to the Australian Medical Association which I wrote on 23 December I
said that we were proposing to review the Freedom of Information Act with a view to
amending it during 1995 and that I was concerned if information which could be used to
harn the interests of this State, is accessible under the FOI Act. In conducting that
review we have made it clear we will take on board concerns about access to it.
However, the interesting thing is that Oppositions always want more information and the
media have wanted freedom of information legislation. Here we have someone being
painted as having done something wrong because he asked to use that legislation. For the
Leader of the Opposition to start talking about crimes, etc, is just an absolute nonsense.
If Bill Hassell as Agent General wanted to use freedom of information legislation today,
he could, and so he should be able to. If, for example, some personal details are on file,
some health records he has at a hospital, or maybe some reports that might have been
made on him and he wants to get access to that information, like any other citizen in this
State he can ask to have that under that freedom of information legislation. No doubt if
he did so, the members opposite would make a big song and dance about it.

One point I want to make in relation to the Quit campaign and the work done by the
Health Department and other areas, that I have said in this House on a number of
occasions, is that I am very supportive of the programs put in place to educate
particularly younger people not to smoke. I have said in this House that I believe the
campaigns that have been developed over the years, and which are continuing to be
developed, are world leaders. It is to the credit of this State and this country that this has
been achieved.
We are talking about using the freedom of information legislation and the argument is
whether certain types of information should be released. The Leader of the Opposition is
not clear-cut on whether he believes that sort of information should be released but
agrees that Mr Hassell is within his rights to ask for that information.

Dr Gallop: We are on a plane to London and you are on a very slow boat to Jamaica.
Get back to the issue.
Mr COURT: I said I would address subparagraphs (d) and (e) in relation to this matter.
Subparagraph (d) states -
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whether the Premier in his statements to the House correctly represented M
Hassell's actions; and

It was either in answer to a question or during a debate we had last week that I outlinedby date the sequence of events that took place. During that debate I inadvertently statedthat Mr Hassell instructed his lawyers on 25 January to inform the Health Department hewas withdrawing his request dated 13 December 1993. The date he gave thoseinstructions was late in the day on 31 January 1995. The lawyers wrote to the HealthDepartment on 1 February. That timing is important because the Health Departmentlodged its appeal on 27 January 1995, and as a result of lodging that appeal Mr Hasselldecided to withdraw that application. It was not as a result of the letter that theOpposition or the media said he received from the British Medical Association, becauseMr Hassell has never received correspondence, a verbal request or whatever from theBMA. As I understand it, that matter has been run three times as fact in The West
Australian.
Dr Gallop: They ran it as obviously relating to the letter. He was getting publicity aboutit.
Mr COURT: It has been presented as fact that he received a letter and that as a result ofthat letter he withdrew his request. Mr Hassell never received a request either by letter orverbally, but it has been stated as fact in The West Australian. As I understand it, he haswritten to the newspaper making that very clear. Subparagraph (e) states -

if, in all the circumstances, Mr Hassell is a fit and proper person to retain the
position of Agent General.

I certainly have no doubt at all that he is a fit and proper person to retain that position.Mr Hassell has done nothing contrary to the interests of Western Australians and he is agood representative for this State in London. I believe members opposite are tongue incheek in saying he is not a fit and proper person.
It is worth restating the facts: The freedom of information legislation which was put in
place by the former Government but was never operative under that Administration,gives all citizens the right to pursue documents. Mr Hassell exercised that right in 1993in relation to documents held by the Health Department. He was then a private citizenand, as I mentioned earlier, he was involved in the Liberal Party in the same way thatmany people are involved in political parties. I hope the Opposition concedes that he isable to earn a living in whatever way he sees fit.
On 1 September 1994 Mr Hassell became the Agent General to represent this State at theEuropean office in London. Clearly, from that date he had no right to continue earning aliving by representing clients. He assured me and the Government that all of hisconsultancy and advisory arrangements were concluded by the time he took up the postas Agent General. It is all very well for the Leader of the Opposition to run around thisState saying that he had not given up those arrangements. He had given them up andfrom that time he represented the State of Western Australia, which is his employer. TheLeader of the Opposition does not accept that to be the case, but it is.
It is also clear that Mr Hassell submitted the original application for the information anda determination was made that he could have access to it. His lawyers who were workingon that matter asked for that information. He never collected the information and thedate on which he asked his lawyers to withdraw action was after the appeal had beenlodged with the Health Department.
I am interested to know why there is all this fuss when any member of the public can getaccess to these documents. If the Freedom of Information Commissioner says they areavailable, they are available. To my knowledge, even though Mr Hassell had access tothe documents that had been edited he has never received them.
One must ask why the Opposition is so intent on wanting to make a big issue out of thiswhen it is a person's right to use that legislation and, if that person wants to, to receivethe relevant information. I know members opposite do not like Mr Hassell personallyand that they want to make political mileage out of this exercise. However, I am sure
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they would not deny anyone his ability to use the FOI legislation if he wished to. In this
particular case Mr Hassell did not get any of the information.

Mr Hassell always acts in a very proper way. He is a decent and honourable man who
has given good service to this State as a member of Parliament. He has done a lot of
good work outside Parliament and he is certainly a fit and proper person to hold his
current position. To say this matter warrants a select committee is absolute nonsense.

NM EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [7.45 pm]: I oppose the motion and
I will address my remarks to paragraph (1)(a) and (b) of it. I will focus my remarks on
the Freedom of Information Act. Paragraph (1)(a) requests that a select committee be
appointed to inquire into and report on why the request was made. I draw the attention of
the House to section 10 of the Freedom of Information Act which refers to the right of
access to documents. Subclause (2) reads -

Subject to this Act, a person's right to be given access is not affected by -

(a) any reasons the person gives for wishing to obtain access; or

(b) the agency's belief as to what are the person's reasons for wishing
to obtain access.

It is not proper for a select committee, agency or person to question why an individual is
using the provisions of the Act. The Act expressly states that the reasons a person gives
for wishing to obtain access to information should not affect his right to obtain access.

Dr Gallop: Can you explain how this subsection has anything to do with the proposal for
the establishment of a select committee?
Mirs EDWARDES: I thought it would be quite plain.

Dr Gallop: The legislation says that the commissioner should not take that into account
and neither should she.

Mrs EDWARDES: Neither should the agency. The Freedomn of Information Act is about
the right of individuals. The Leader of the Opposition agreed last week that Mr Hassell
was a private citizen, and private citizens have a right under this legislation. The
legislation clearly states that if a person's reason is questioned by the agency, it should
not affect a person's right to be able to access information. It is very clear that it is not
right for a select committee to be established to look into the question of why when the
Act expressly states that it should not affect a person's right to access.

The question which has arisen out of this debate is that it would not be an issue if it was
someone other than Mr Hassell who sought access to these documents. It has been
recognised that some parts of the documents are sensitive. Anyone can make a similar
application under the existing legislation and if members take into account the
commissioner's decision, anyone can have access to the information. It was of concern
to the Australian Medical Association, the then Government and a former Minister for
Health, the member for Kalgoorlie, that questions about these documents were asked.

I come back to the concerns which have been raised. The documents are regarded as
sensitive and they may be released contrary to the public interest. How does the public
interest argument come into play in respect of the FOI Act? Given that I have not seen
the so-called Quit documents, the commissioner's decision is that they were evaluations
of an advertising campaign. In her decision of December 1994 she said that the
documents were more than 12 months old. While some parts of the documents had been
disclosed, other parts had been deleted. The comment she made on page 3 of her
decision is -

Both the matter already disclosed in the edited documents and the matter deleted
from the edited documents consists of statistical data obtained from conducting

* public surveys of various anti-smoking strategies employed by the agency as part
of its health education campaigns. The agency claims that the results disclosed by
the deleted material, when analysed in conjunction with other parts of the
documents to which access has been provided, are used to develop marketing
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strategies to implement its on-going public education health programs aimed atreducing smoking in the community.

The member for Victoria Park highlighted the fact that it has been a successful campaign.Those who travel overseas will not doubt that, if they have noticed the differencebetween sitting in a public place in Western Australia and sitting in a public place inother parts of the world which have not kept up with our Quit campaign. TheInformation Commissioner was never able to consider the question of public interest.That aspect of the Freedom of Information Act was never utilised under the previousGovernment, and obviously other aspects of the Act will come to light as applications arereceived and decisions made. We must monitor the situation to determine whether
amendments are needed to the Act.
With regard to the public interest, schedule 1 which deals with exemptions providesunder section 10(3) that the matter is exempt if its disclosure would reveal information,other than trade secrets, that has a commercial value to an agency; and could reasonablybe expected to destroy or diminish that commercial value. The InformationCommissioner had to decide whether the exemption applied by virtue of the informationhaving a commercial value long before she considered the question of public interest. Ifwe are serious about the public interest attached to these documents, obviously theFreedom of Information Act must be amended in order to take that into account at thesame time that any other exemptions apply. Once the Information Commissioner haddetermined that the documents, to which access had been refused, did not have a
commercial value -

Mr Marlborough: What was that decision based on? Surely she was in touch with theappropriate officers of the Health Department and they would have advised of the valueof the documents, as they subsequently did in the media? Perhaps you need to changethe head of your department, rather than the Act.
Mrs EDWARDES: The member for Peel should read the commissioner' s decision -although it is 22 pages long and that may be a little difficult for him to do. He shouldparticularly read from page 12 onwards where the commissioner goes through theagency's submission relating to the commercial value of the information. The HealthDepartment submitted that it had a commercial value because the agency had spent timeand money obtaining the information. In addition to its internal costs, the private marketresearch organisations were paid approximately $40 000 for the information, and themarket research reports were owned by the agency. The legal question that had to bedetermined was whether an investment of time and money is an indication that theinformation has commercial value. The commissioner then went through the variouscases, considering the interpretation of commercial value and how it had been determinedin the past in other information decisions. On the matters before her, she stated there wasno evidence that the agency was operating in a commercial environment, or that it wasfacing commercial competition from the tobacco industry. That was identified anddecided by several cases to which she referred. If there were any application, it woulddepend on the exemption under which the agency tried to exclude release of thedocuments. Certainly, the commissioner had to decide whether these documents had anycommercial value prior to deciding whether it was in the public interest to release the
documents.
The member for Peel and I now think that is silly because obviously there is huge publicinterest in the campaign, not only from the health aspect but also because of the strategyheavily promoted by the previous Government and continued by the current Government.There is no doubt that it has been successful. There is a huge public interest in notproviding that information to the tobacco companies who may utilise it in opposition tothe Quit campaign, which was supported by Governments of both political persuasions.We became aware of this flaw in the practical application of the legislation only through
this decision.
Mrs Henderson: That is a good reason for asking for the information.
Mrs EDWARDES: No, I am not saying that. I am concentrating on the Freedom of
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Information Act, and this is obviously an opportunity for other people to now gain access
to very sensitive material.
Mr Ripper. Is there any subsequent application in the pipeline?

Mrs EDWARDES: Not that I am aware of. I do not know, and such applications would
not necessarily come to me. In the case of matters regarded as being in the public
interest, the exemption must be determined firstly on the agency's refusal to disclose the
documentation. That is a matter of concern to the Government, and it should be to
members opposite. Do they believe that the public interest should be determined at the
same time as - if not before - a decision is made about the commercial value? Do
members opposite believe the Act should be changed to include public interest as a
matter to be determined by the commissioner? Members opposite do not appear to have
a view on this matter of whether public interest is an issue. I do not believe this. They
have been debating this matter, and I thought they were serious in their concern about
sensitive information being released.

Mr Graham: We are talking about the Agent General.

Mrs EDWARDES: Is the member for Pilbara concerned about sensitive material being
released?
Government members: Yes.

Mrs EDWARDES: Do members opposite believe the public interest question should be
determined by the commissioner in relation to any of these exemptions?

Several members inteijected.

Mrs EDWARDES: At least the member for Peel is serious about the sensitive material
being released, and public interest being a determining factor.

Mr Ripper: Do you believe the Agent General should have taken account of the public
interest before making his application?

Mrs EDWARDES: He was a private citizen and every private citizen may make an
application. As a Government our interest is to make sure that the public interest can be
properly determined under the provisions of the legislation. All parties agreed to the
Freedom of Information Act. If certain aspects of it do not work, we must introduce
amendments to deal with the situation in which sensitive material can be released and
cannot be assessed under schedule 1.
Mr Ripper: Are you introducing this amending legislation?

Mrs EDWARDES: The Act deals with the Commissioner for Equal Opportunity, the
Legal Aid Commission and the Ombudsman, and the Information Commissioner has
raised other matters relating to the practical application of this Bill. I said in debate in
this House last year that the Government would call for expressions of interest.
Obviously, if another problem has been highlighted, such as the fact that this sensitive
material could be released, that is perhaps something we should consider. The whole
question which we all believe should be considered as being part of the public interest -

Mr Ripper: Will you change the law to stop Bill Hassell doing what he is doing?

Mrs EDWARDES: We are talking about any person because the member or a person on
the street could go out tomorrow and make application. If the same exemption by agency
were used, the Information Commissioner would make the same decision because it did
not end up going to the Supreme Court. That is the issue that we as a Government need
to be concerned about -

Mr Kobelke: Would you not consider this being a touch hypocritical when your leader
and members have said time and time again to the royal commission that the system
should be fixed? Now players on your side ame found to be totally without integrity
because they fix the system. That is sheer hypocrisy.

Mrs EDWARDES: The member for Nollamara has not been listening, because we are
not talking about the players; we are talking about the legislation. It could be someone in
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the Noilamara, electorate who went in tomorrow and if the Health Department used the
same exemption to stop access to that material, the commissioner would be bound to
make the same decision - to release that sensitive information. Do members regard it as
important that that sensitive information be kept in the public interest and not be
disclosed?
Mr Kobelke: The point of the motion is directed to the fact that it was the Agent General
who took this action.
Mrs EDWARDES: I amn talking about the particular aspects under the Freedom of
Information Act which, if the member were serious about this sensitive material, he
would want to prohibit and ensure that it was not available to anyone in the public
interest. That is the point I want to make: We have a very real issue in that in its
practical application there is a difficulty which is not experienced elsewhere in Australia
because of the differences in the various Acts.
Several members interjected.
Mrfs EDWARDES: In other States, if anyone walked off the street, even from the
member for Pilbara's electorate, and made application, the other States would be able to
determine the public interest. That is the real issue: We want to ensure that those
documents cannot be ordered to be released where their disclosure and release would be
contrary to the public interest. The Government is serious about this issue in terms of
smoking and the Quit campaign. The Opposition seems to want to grandstand on this. I
note that the member for Peel believes that the whole question of public interest should
be looked at in light of this. We will assess the Freedom of Information Act to see how
best to ensure that the public interest is utilised to protect sensitive material from being
released when that is contrary to the public interest.
MR PENDAL (South Perth) [8.05 pm]: I support the general nature of the motion for
no better reason than that it embodies the principle that everyone in the House should
subscribe to, and that is the principle of parliamentary scrutiny. I say at the outset that I
do not support part (e); that is, to suggest that Mr Hassell is not a fit and proper person to
be the Agent General. To the extent that I support the motion and will vote for it, I
dissociate myself from part (e). Nor do I support part (3) of the motion, which seeks to
recall the Agent General from London to give evidence in Western Australia. Those
sorts of things sound dramatic and they are essentially no more nor less than a little bit of
melodrama that amount to an overkill. In this day and age, with the technology that is
available to the Parliament, it is quite possible and within the rules of the Parliament to
arrange something like a teleconference to take sworn evidence in another place in such a
fashion that would satisfy all the rules of the Parliament. I do not agree with that, but I
will not go to the trouble to seek to amend that part because I will be supporting the
motion.
I am concerned about one element alone. My recollection is that Mr Hassell was
appointed as the Agent General for Western Australia in mid August 1994. Secondly, I
understand from media reports that as late as 19 December last year, Mr Hassell, through
his solicitors Clayton Utz, was making application to the effect "that our client wishes to
obtain copies of the documents to which access was sought". I think that is a reasonable
and proper issue for the scrutiny processes of the Parliament to address. Notwithstanding
the odd disagreement or two over the years with Mr Hassell, I have never found him to
be a dishonest man. However, a discrepancy has been disclosed to the public in respect
of those two dates and that discrepancy should be cleared up to the satisfaction at least of
the Parliament.
The third thing I want to say in an otherwise brief contribution is that there is some doubt
in my own mind in listening to the parliamentary debate and to the media debate as to the
propriety or otherwise of a person in such a high position - the agent generalship or some
diplomatic or quasi diplomatic position - being allowed to take part in commercial or
other pursuits outside the prescribed activities of that job. I hope that I have
mnisunderstood some of the comments made previously. Certainly, my own view is that it
is a position that, once one is appointed, effectively excludes one from any other
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commercial or other pursuit. It is a position of very considerable preferment, and of very
considerable status and statute in a foreign country. I do not think Australia as a nation
or state should have any of its emissaries in the position where, in the public pursuit of
their duties, they art able to seek some private recompense. I do not suggest that that is
the case with Mr Hassell; I simply do not know. But I say that in the course of a debate
in which I think I heard it suggested that it would be in order for someone like an Agent
General to involve himself or herself in sonmc commercial gain.
I will make a brief comment on an associated matter. I feel distinctly uncomfortable that
the freedom of information laws in the first place, the Commissioner for Information in
the second place, and a major department like the Health Department in the third instance
are able to refuse the public access to such information - even when it is about such a
delicate matter as the public health and the common good of ordinary citizens. It seems
to be the height of the nanny state. I am not disputing the motives of the people involved.
In many cases they are highly reputable medical sources who believe that to release that
sort of information would play into the hands of the tobacco lobby which in turn, we are
told, would then prey on the weaknesses of the smoker or the potential smoker. If
anything smacks of the nanny state, that does.
It also has some rather unsavoury overtones of the thought control processes I thought we
left behind in this country decades ago. I ami not so pessimistic about the ordinary
Western Australian or Australian as to believe that they are not robust or mature enough
to distil information to which the Health Department otherwise might feel they should
not have access. We are tailking about the fear of a tobacco lobby to manipulate, and that
is what the whole advertising process is about - and the political process. They are about
manipulating or, if people do not like that word, inducing, persuading or trying to talk
someone to another point of view. I feel distinctly uncomfortable that as part of this
debate we are seen to be defending the right of a Commissioner for Information - albeit
that she is acting within her Statute - to prevent information going to members of the
public who this nanny state believes are not robust or mature enough to distil the
information.
For those reasons and particularly because Parliament should be and must always be a
place of scrutiny, it is a reasonable thing that certain questions are posed as to when Mr
Hassell dissociated himself from the request of his solicitors, which to my mind is some
four months after he took up a position representing the State overseas. Were a select
committee to get up, and I doubt that it will, those two parts of the motion should be
mnade inoperative. For the most part it is worth the House supporting and pursuing the
inquiry.
MR KIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Health) 18.12 pm]: I do not support the
motion.
Mr Kobelke: Are you telling the truth?
Mr KIERATH: I always tell the truth.
If there is any suggestion that freedom of information legislation should not be available
to every citizen of the State, something is sadly wrong. FOI should be available to every
resident of this State.
It is important to put these situations into perspective. After processing the original FOI
request from Mr Has sell the Health Department released those parts of the Quit campaign
evaluation reports that it did not think were sensitive. An application was made by the
Tobacco Institute of Australia in February 1995 for information on the public attitude to
smoking in restaurants. Already in my short time as Minister for Health I have realised
that dealing with tobacco companies is extremely difficult. They are like the Opposition;
they will stoop to any depths to get what they want.
The Quit campaign had conducted an evaluation of its various campaigns and studied the
impact of the campaign advertisements. It considers that material is sensitive and
strategic information. That is not the same emphasis that the member for South Perth
puts on FOI access. The Quit campaign did not believe that making that information
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available to the Tobacco Institute would be in the public interest, because it believed that
the tobacco industry would use it in its advertising and promotional activities; therefore,
the result of that information would be to lessen the impact of the Quit campaign.
The 1994 alcohol and tobacco consumption survey data, which is the subject of FOI
application, was conducted by the Australian Bureau of Statistics and cost the Health
Department $100 000. Most of the information is of high strategic value to the Health
Department's Quit campaign. The 1991, 1992 and 1993 evaluation reports would be of
great commercial value to the tobacco manufacturers. It was the Health Department's
view and that of other experts that this information could be used to reduce the impact of
the Quit campaign. In processing the original request the Health Department planned to
release some of the information, which was not strategically sensitive, to the Tobacco
Institute, but it was not prepared to release the part that was strategic to its campaign. As
a result of a request from the Tobacco Institute, where the FOI Commissioner ruled that
those evaluation reports should be made available, the Health Department intended to
lodge an appeal with the Supreme Court. However, before this appeal was lodged the
applicant withdrew his application. It is important to understand that it was never tested
in the court.
The Government believes the FOI Act should be amended to protect information that is
sensitive and needs preserving. On behalf of my department I will be supporting the
review proposed by the Premier to make sure that sort of information is not subject to
FOI, because it is sensitive and crucial. I also undertake that if the Tobacco Institute tries
to get that information, and the Information Commissioner goes against us again, I will
initiate a Supreme Court challenge to prevent the release of that information. I hope the
review will be concluded and changes to that Act will be brought into the House to
prevent that from occurring.
It is interesting that this motion should be debated today, because earlier today I was at
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital to launch the 1995 Quit campaign. We know how
successful is the Quit campaign, and I am sure not even the Opposition would refute that
smoking is an awesome killer, it is. I am amazed that the pros and cons of smoking are
still being debated publicly because the evidence that smoking is harmful is beyond
doubt. It is interesting to see to what depths the tobacco manufacturers will stoop. When
they cannot promote smoking in a certain way, they run this latest campaign on the
firedomn of the individual. The tobacco manufacturers have shifted their tack from
smoking to civil rights. The public has become blasd about what is a matter of life and
death, and that is sad. Smoking is addictive.
Today I met a gentleman from the United States, Dr Victor DeNoble, who reminded me
that the tobacco lobby will stoop to any level to hide the downside to smoking, just as the
Opposition will stoop to any level to distort situations. For the benefit of members in this
place, smoking is the largest preventable cause of death and illness in our community.
One thousand eight hundred Western Australians die every year as a result of smoking
related illnesses, and 85 000 hospital bed days in Western Australia are clogged with
patients who have smoking related illnesses. The total cost to the State is $900m a year.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr KIERATH: The member for Ashburton did not listen to the Premier and the Attorney
General; he has misunderstood.
Mr Riebeling interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order, member for Ashburton.
Mr KIERATH: They believe information should be protected on the basis of health.
Mr Riebeling interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order, member for Ashburton.
Mr KIERATH: As I said, the cost is enormous. Members should think of what we could
do with that $900m. We have a shortage of psychiatrists, we always need improved
medical equipment, and we have waiting lists for elective surgery in hospitals as a result
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of the Labor Party's bungled health policies. Health takes up more than one-quarter of
the State's Budget. If we had that $900m we could do many things in this State.
I get angry when the smoking lobby talks to me about freedom. The biggest single action
we could take in this State to address health problems would be to stop smoking. As I
said today when I was launching the campaign, if tobacco were introduced into our
society today, it would probably be prohibited. It has been a legal drug for 100 years or
more and it is difficult to stamp out something that has been legal for so long.
Promotions such as the Quit campaign are important in the strategy to reduce the number
of cigarette smokers. The tobacco lobby wants to get its hands on this information
because the campaign is effective. Since the Quit campaigns began in 1984, although the
money spent on advertising them is dwarfed by the amount of advertising the tobacco
companies used to spend, a 21 per cent decrease has occurred in smoking among adults.
The tragedy is that the cigarette companies axe recruiting young smokers who are also
reacting to peer pressure. The worst aspect is that as a result of smart marketing by
tobacco companies, young people are hooked and are finding it very difficult to quit
smoking.
Mr Ripper: Mr Hassell's action was against the public interest, was it not?
Mr KIERATH: The member for Belmont was not listening when I said before that every
citizen in this State should be able to access information.
Mr Ripper: I heard you say that.
Mr KIERATH: I said that I believed information collected by the Quit campaign should
be excluded from FOI legislation. More than half the smokers who start smoking when
they are young will be dead by middle age. That is a staggering number.
Mr Lewis: I am still alive.
Mr KIERATH: One must wonder why. I started smoking when I was 13, and when I
quit in 1984 I was smoking 50 fags a day. However one measures that, it cannot be
healthy. The only thing in my favour is that once 10 years have elapsed, approximately
75 per cent of the risk factor is recovered. I am hopeful my risk factor is close to being
level with pre-smoking days. [ have no doubt smoking has done terrible damage to my
body. I wish we had had Quit campaigns when I took it up, because if we had, many
people my age would not have taken it up. Although I launched a campaign today that
targets people between 25 and 45 who want to give up smoking, the Institute of Child
Health Research has discovered the staggering figure of 87 per cent of all kids under the
age of 16 started smoking before they were 14. That is almost nine out of 10. We must
target our campaigns at the children in the last half of primary school and the first two
years of high school.
I exchanged stories with some ex-smokers today who said that they began smoking
around the age of 13 and 14. The Quit campaign has worked mainly for men; it has not
been as effective for women. That is pretty tragic. The incidence of lung cancer among
men is decreasing; but among women it is increasing.
Mr Riebeling: You will vote for this motion in that case.
Mr KIERATH: I am giving reasons why the information is sensitive and why I do not
want to release it. I repeat for the benefit of the member for Ashburton, once FOI is
across the board, it should be available to everyone - Labor and Liberal Party people and
smokers and anti-smokers in this State - without fear or favour. We must change the law
to allow people to access that information.
Mr Riebeling interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs Hallahan: You did not address that in your speech.
Mr KIERATH: I did. The member for Ashburton does not seem to understand that.
Mr Riebeling interjected.
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Mr KIERATH: His party passed FOI legislation in the dying days of its Government
Mr Riebeling interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! It is very rare for the member for Ashburton to excessively
interject. At the moment he is; and I ask him to think about the extent of his
interjections. They are inappropriate.
Mr KIERATH: I find it totally hypocritical for the bunch of people opposite to lecture us
on FOI. They did not pass that legislation until the last two weeks of the Parliament's
sitting prior to the last election. That is one of the most cowardly acts I have seen. It is
an indication that the Labor Government considered freedom of information legislation
was all right for the next government, but not for it.
Mrs Hallahan interjected.
Mr KIERATH: I have information that members opposite knew they were dead in the
water before they went to the election. T1hey passed that legislation knowing full well it
would not operate while the Labor Party was in government. We were prepared to
honour the commitments made by the Opposition and proclaimed the legislation.
Obviously, that legislation needs amendments in some areas. Members opposite should
not lecture me about FOI when their example was disgraceful. They were not prepared
to subject themselves to it, but they were happy to subject someone else to it. The
member for Ashburton should not tell me about his Government's standards in office.
Mr Riebeling: We passed the legislation, not you. You said we did not pass it.
Mr KIERATH: The previous Government did not proclaim it; it did not want it to apply
when it was in power. If members opposite need to demonstrate that they had something
to hide they need look no further than that one feature.
Mr Riebeling interjected.
Mr KIERATH: I was taught a long time ago that people in glass houses should not throw
stones.
Several members interjected.
Mr KIERATH: We have already uncovered some documents about what members on
the other side did when they were in power. T1hey should wait as we reveal to the people
of this State what they were up to when they were in power. As I said, I support changes
to the FOI. As I have also said to the member for Ashburton and members of this House,
if we get an adverse decision from the FOI Commissioner, I will take the matter to the
Supreme Court to try to overturn it. When I was launching the Quit campaign for 1995, 1
released some advertisements today from John Cleese. We hope that will also discourage
people from smoking. Where these advertisements have been used in the United
Kingdom they have been powerful. We want to make sure the research figures we
receive about that do not land in the wrong hands. I do not believe this motion will do
any good. Freedom of information must be available to every person in this State, no
matter what their political persuasion or the office they hold. Every citizen has the right
to access FOI. If members opposite think that just because I am a Minister of the Crown,
I should not have access to FOI they are kidding themselves.
Mr Riebeling interjected.
Mr KIERATH: Difficulties arise when someone is seeking information which we do not
want them to have. That is the situation in this case. The carry-on with this motion
shows what members opposite really are. They are up to their old political point scoring
tricks.
Mrs Hallahan: You are unbelievable.
Mr KIERATH: Members opposite are not interested in justice. I challenge the member
for Armadale. If she is genuinely concerned about this matter, when the review is
completed and the Government brings a Bill into this House, we will expect her
unanimous support.
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Mrs Hallahan: We will assess it.
Mr KIERATH: I see: The Opposition will assess it. It is not really serious about
restricting access. That is just what I thought. The Opposition is playing cheap political
games. It is not serious about doing something about the matter. If it were, it would be
prepared to work in a bipartisan manner with the Government to expedite anything that
would restrict tobacco companies from getting their hands on this information. If it were
genuine, it would help the Government every step of the way. T7he fact is that members
opposite are not genuine.
Mr Brown: Do you practise that in the mirror each night?
Mr Kobelke: He practises how to keep a straight face when telling lies.
Mr KIERATH: T7he member for Nollamara would know because he is the world expert
in that. If the prime concern of members opposite were to prevent information from
getting into the hands of the tobacco companies, they would support the Government.
The fact that they are not prepared to do that shows that this matter is a cheap political
stunt and should be dealt with in the proper way.
DR CONSTABLE (Floreat) [8.32 pm]: Overall I support the intent of this motion to
establish a select committee; but at the same time I disassociate myself from part 1(e).
This issue is not about the possible weaknesses of the freedom of information legislation.
Two speakers have given a lecture tonight about the FOI legislation. I suspect that I
more than anyone else in this place remember well that debate in 1992. I remember both
sides supporting a great deal of secrecy when the Independents were pushing for more
openness. This matter of whether the Quit documents should be made available in the
public interest is not what we are talking about tonight, and is a matter for debate at
another time. I will be interested to see the amendments to the Freedom of Information
Act in due course.
The central question we are addressing tonight is the behaviour of Mr Hassell after his
appointment as Agent General. T7his matter is about Parliament's responsibility to
scrutinise what is going on in government and to scrutinise people in senior positions,
such as Mr Hassell - and it is certainly about accountability. I am sure all members
remember Mr Hassell jumping up on many occasions about accountability in the 1980s
and early 1990s. This is a time for him to be accountable as well.
The sequence of events has been outlined by a couple of speakers already, but certain
gaps in the sequence go to the heart of this motion. Mr Hassell began his campaign to
get the documents in November 1993. It continued through the first half of 1994. I
understand that around 8 July 1994 his lawyers got into the act in assisting him to get
those documents. On 8 August the Premier announced that Mr Hassell had accepted the
post of Agent General to London. Mr Hassell would have been well aware of that for
some time before; it would not have been dropped on him on 8 August. Therefore, for
several weeks before that at least Mr Hassell would have been considering whether to
accept that position. I jump now to 20 December when in answer to a question in this
House the Premier said: "Mr Hassell has advised us that he has undertaken no action
with regard to this matter since 17 August this year." There was a nine day gap between
the time the Premier announced the appointment and when Mr Hassell had apparently
stopped acting on the matter of these Quit documents. However, the day before the
Premier made that statement in the House Mr Hassell's lawyers demanded by a letter
those documents which had been released on 16 December. Several months after Mr
Hassell's appointment was announced and several months after he had gone to London
and taken up his position, his lawyers were acting on his behalf in this matter. That alone
is sufficient evidence for us to be concemned enough for the Parliament to set up a
committee to scrutinise this issue. It is a matter of accountability. I have listened to both
sides. I am not convinced by the arguments that came from the government side. In the
name of accountability I support this motion.
MR BLAIKIE (Vasse) [8.35 pm]: I do not support this motion. The issue really
should be about the Quit documents and not simply a political exercise endeavouring to
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pin the tail on Bill Hassell, or anybody else for that matter. If the Labor Party were
genuine in its desire to comment on Bill Hassell. it would also be pretty genuine to
comment on the activities of Richard Farmer.
Dr Gallop: Bill Hassell is the Agent General; that is our only interest in it.
Mr BLAIKIE: As distasteful as I find the actions of both people, I recognise that under
the Freedom of Information Act the capacity exists for people to seek documents. One
section of the Act relates to the Quit advertising program and what I regard as sensitive
health matters. The documents relating to those matters should not be released to be used
against the public for which they have been sought. I said from the start that I do not
support the motion. However, the Act should be amended. Documents such as the Quit
campaign documents should not be available to all and sundry to be used against people
involved in a campaign which endeavours to protect community health.
Mr Riebeling: Do you agree with the Agent General being employed by the tobacco
industry?
Mr BLAIKIE: I have a fundamental disagreement with people who use documentation
that may encourage people to smoke.
Mr Graham interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Warnock): Order! Will the member for Vasse address the
Chair, Hansard cannot hear him. If the member for Pilbara has an interjection, perhaps
he can let us have it full blast.
Mr Graham: I think I said, "Bad Billy - the patron saint of emphysema."
Mr BLAIKIE: I happen to have emphysema.
Mr Graham: Bill Hassell is encouraging more people to get it.
Mr BLAIKIE: I totally disagree with the campaign of Richard Farmer to promote
freedom for people to go around the countryside expressing that freedom of smoking
view as well. I do not support either view. However, I agree that the Freedom of
Information Act should be clarified and tightened so that the information is not available.
The Minister has made certain comments tonight and I expect him at the first meeting of
all Australian Ministers for Health, including the federal Minister for Health, who I
understand still smokes, to move for a unilateral agreement that all FOI Acts be tightened
so that information of this type is not available to all and sundry. I consider this matter to
be of great sensitivity, although members opposite have made cheap comments. I have
emphysema and I have had cardiac surgery, obesity, and all those other factors. I have
not smoked for 22 years, but I have gone through the traumas and I understand what it
has done to me. My father died of emphysema. I treat this matter with great sensitivity,
bearing in mind the number of people who suffer severe chronic illness and eventually
death as a result of smoking. The Quit advertising information should not be available to
all and sundry. I certainly do not support the motion.
Mrs Hallahan: Would you like to?
Mr BLAIKIE: Not only would I not like to, but also I have no intention of supporting it.
I want to ensure that the FOI legislation is tightened up so that matters relating to public
health cannot be used against the public interest.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (19)
Mr M. Barnett Mr Gril Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mrs Hallahan Mrs Roberts
Dr Constable Mrs Henderson Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Cunningham Mr Kobelke Dr Watson
Dr Edwards Mr McGinty Mr Uahy (Teller)
Dr Gallop Mr Pendal
Mr Grahamn Mr Riebeling
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Noes (26)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Johnson Mr Prince
Mr C.J. Barnett Mr Kierath Mr Shave
Mr Blaikie Mr Lewis Mr W. Sm ibh
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Strickland
Mr Bradshaw Mr MoNee Mr Trenorden
Mr Court Mr Nicholls Mr Tubby
Mr& Day Mr Omodei Dr Turnbull
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Dr Hames Mrs Parker

Pairs
Mr Bridge Mr Wiest
Mr Thiomas Mr Minson
Mr Marlborough Mr Cowan
Mr Catania Mrs van de Kiashorst
Mr Taylor Mr House

Question thus negatived.

SCRUTINY OF GOVERNMENT CONTRACTING OUT AND
FRI VATISATION ACTIVITIES BILL

Second Reading
Resumed from 10 May.
MR BROWN (Morley) [8.47 pm]: When I previously commented on this Bill I
referred to a memo that had been issued by the Minister for Transport on the subject of
public sector reform arnd staff redundancies. This memo was to the public sector reform
subcommittee, which I understand is a subcommittee of the Cabinet. In that memo the
Minister for Transport sets out the ideology of the Government with respect to its
privatisation, but equally with respect to the manner in which the Government should
treat public sector employees. This memo illustrates the contempt this Government has
for its employees, particularly in its suggestion that an outside consultant - referred to by
the Minister as a "top-flight CEO with private sector experience" - be engaged to carry
out a hatchet job in the public sector to get rid of public sector employees. It is
interesting that that concept is floated. by the Minister for Transport, because we know
that he is currently the hatchet man in Westrail and we know of the jobs he has hacked
away and the lives he has destroyed in Westrail. We know he is the hatchet man in the
potential dispute on the Fremantle waterfront. We have seen that Minister take a leading
role in taking out this Government's vindictiveness and callousness towards public sector
employees.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Given that argument, how do you rationalise the fact that Westrail
employee numbers decreased far more under the former Labor Government than will
occur under the coalition Government?
Mr BROWN: Because in Westrail at that time there were offers of voluntary
redundancy, not on the basis of pressure being applied to employees to go -
Mr Lewis: You are struggling!
Mr BROWN: I am not struggling at all. It was done not on the basis of those dreadful
documents to which the member for Thornlie referred today, where public sector
managers are advised how to put pressure on employees to get them to move on or to
move into workplace agreements; it was done not on the basis of the scurrilous activity
that we see from the hard right and the contempt that it shows for employees. We did not
have any of that, and I defy the Leader of the House or the Minister for Planning to find
any evidence of that, because it was not there. The reason it was not there is that the
former Government, despite all of the criticisms that members opposite may level against
it, subscribed to one principle that members opposite do not; namely, to be a model
employer.
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Mr Omodei: What about the 5 000 jobs shed in the Water Authority?

Mr BROWN: A number of jobs were shed by means of true voluntary redundancy, not
by using the Public Sector Management Act to lord it over people and say, "If you do not
accept the redundancy that is being offered on a so-called voluntary basis, we will use the
back of the axe to give you an instruction so that you must take up employment in the
private sector." That is the legislation which members opposite support.

Mr Omodei: You were shedding people by stealth.

Mr BROWN: Shedding people by stealth! The Minister should make up his mind.
Members opposite should get their house in order. They are changing their story each
day of the week. Why not be honest about it and say, "It is our desire to slash the public
sector and to transfer this work to the private sector, and we do not give a cuss about
those people"? If the Government were honest about it, at least some respect would be
shown to it by the people in the public sector. Those people who go home every night
worried to death about whether they will have a job, and who talk to their spouses and
whose children come to them every week and say, "Mum, or dad, will you have a job at
the end of this week?", might have a bit of respect for this Govemnment if it had the guts
to do that. However, members opposite sit there with piousness and pretend that no-one
is worse off as a result of their policies, everyone has found a better job, and people are
earning more money. I do not know what sort of cocoon members opposite live in.
Members opposite must get in their shiny white cars and sit in their shiny offices and
never go past the end of Nedlands and into the real world.

Mr Court What colour is your car?

Mr BROWN: My car is a silver Holden Commodore.

Mr Court: So you get in your shiny silver car and go out there -

Mr BROWN: It is the standard car, the Premier will be happy to know. That was the
only colour available. If all that members opposite can do, after I have given them a
berating about public sector jobs, is whinge about the colour of my car, that shows the
limpness of members opposite. Members opposite have just copped a berating, but they
do not stand and try to defend themselves, they do not say they are not like that at all;
they have a go at the member for Morley about the colour of his car! I have never seen
such a weak and abysmal performance in my life as the leaders of this State having a go
at me about the colour of my car. What a joke they are. Anyway, at least I take some
comfort from the fact that members opposite did not have a go at me about the substance
of my comments. They did not object to the issue I was putting to them about how their
Government deals with public sector employees. They did not have the courage to take
on that issue. The reason they did not take it on is that they have the Minister for
Transport - Mr Hatchet - out there chopping and slashing at jobs, with no respect for
government workers. We have seen how this Government treats government workers. It
lies to government workers. It says, "Vote for us, and we will, among other things,
restore the Midland Workshops. We will put all this money into the Midland Workshops
and you will have a job." The Government had no intention of doing that. Government
members sat in the back rooms with their mates, plotting away, and at the first
opportunity they had, they closed down the Midland Workshops and waved goodbye to
the blue collar workers who were there.

When we look at some of the material, which is very hard to get, to see the justification
for privatisation, we find some interesting things. I have time to deal with only one small
area in the Department for Community Development, where the Government wanted to
privatise the switchboard operations, so it did a little calculation and found out that it
could save a bit of money. Firstly, what an insult to say that the public sector workers
cannot answer the switchboard, so the Government will privatise it! Secondly, the
calculations to see whether the private sector could do it cheaper were based on the rate
of pay for a level 2 employee. However, there was one small problem with the
calculations because the people who are employed to do that job in the public sector are
level 1 employees and are paid at a lower rate, and if that rate were compared with the
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Private sector, the cost of the private sector doing the work would increase. However, theGovernment was not worried about having a competitive bid. It simply wanted to get ridof those employees and give the job to its mates in any way it could, and if it has tobodgie up the figures, it does not matter because there is no scrutiny. Members oppositeask why do we need this Bill. We can see why we need this Bill. Members opposite,allegedly the saviours of the State, the Mr Scrooges of the world, bodgie up the figures.They cannot even get it right in a small contract involving two people. What would it belike if they were given a large contract? One can imagine the fudging they would putinto that. It is absolutely unbelievable.
The Bill is very necessary because we want to see open and transparent government; thatis what members opposite said that they would implement. This Bill will ensure that isthe case. If this Bill is defeated, it will indicate that this Government is all aboutconcealment.
MRS ROBERTS (Glendalough) [9.00 pmJ: There is none so blind as he who will notsee. Members opposite are so prejudiced that they will not see anything. They cannotsee *anything in an objective or an unbiased way. This is a Government of blindpeudice. That is apparent in the way the Government relates to this Bill. Membersopposite are not prepared to make an objective or unbiased assessment; they will notconsider this Bill on its merits. So far, the only comments we have heard are tokenefforts by government members arguing whether privatisatioa is good or bad. This Billis about scruiising the privatisation procedures undertaken by this Government.
Mr Omodei: Tell us what we are selling.
Mrs ROBERTS: T7he Minister can have his say in his own time. I am having my saynow.
The Government's blind prejudice is apparent in its reaction to unions. Judging by thecomments by Ministers, and they have not been very coy about it, privatisation is allabout breaking the unions. It is all about taking the large public sector work force andplacing it in the private sector in an attempt to break the backs of the unions. I refer tocomments in the Sunday Times on 30 April. The article reads -

WA's two biggest government unions, the Community and Public Sector Unionand the Miscellaneous Workers Union, say there is considerable doubt over costbenefits from some public services being contracted out.
And there is a big risk of service standards falling if privatisation is too hasty and
ideologically driven.
CPSU/CSA secretary Dave Robinson wants the WA Auditor-General to look into
services being tendered out.
He said: '"The criteria for quality in these contracts are usually written too loosely
for any substantial action to be taken.
"They'll tell you it's a requirement of the contract but the simple fact is it's toohard to do - too many contracts and too few people to look into enforcing them."

The admission by the Minister for Labour Relations in that article was that almost 5 000goernent jbs hvgone. hs nubr ae iceasi ng, and by this time next year
probabl sme 1000 publi cto wresilhaebeen made redundant. TheGovernent' poiin istuyitasgn h oenent seeks to portray this Bill asaaruent about whte wefvu rvttio, or whther it is good or bad. Perhapssoe peopl ont ie of poitcs have oiint the left, and they believe thatcetin lag utiltis shul remai wit tepblic sectortl od a t no matter how inefficient theorgaistons are. That is not the basis of tis legislation.
After considering dhe matter objectively in the past few months, I conclude that the WaterAuthority is one government agency which performs very well. It should not be subjectto the kind of privatisation upon which this Government has embarked. It is far toosimplistic to suggest that this Bill is about whether to privatise. The Government has notapproached the WAWA situation with cost savings and service improvements in mind.
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In January this year, I obtained a document entitled '"WAWA 2000" which identifies
sections of the authority which could be privatised and roughly how many jobs can be
cut -

Mr Omodei: When was thiat started? It was under the previous Labor Government.

Mrs ROBERTS: This is a document that this Government has developed. It lists over
1 400 jobs - part of the 1 500 that the Government has admitted to. The document does
not identify cost savings, and that is a vital point. It does not identify improvements in
services. It identifies only the parts of the authority that can be moved across to the
Government's private sector mates. I am sick of the Government's rhetoric. The
Government has not been accountable in its privatisation moves. I am sick of the shallow
arguments we hear every day. I am sick of the way the public is treated with contempt in
that shallow rhetoric. The Government attempts to justify its privatisation moves on the
basis of a couple of examples. The Government says, for example, an agency or a
section of an agency costs this much, and the private sector can do the same work
cheaper, therefore, the private sector can do everything cheaper. The Government began
with the argument that the private sector will naturally do jobs cheaper, without
objectively putting that argument to the test. Another general assertion which the
Government has continued to put in respect of WAWA is that already savings have been
made by contracting infill sewerage to the private sector. It has been proven
independently by two objective reports - one by Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu, and the other
by Coopers and Lybrand - that the construction branch is competitive according to the
benchmark studies.
In today's The West Ausstralian the Minister said that having the private sector doing
infill sewerage has saved between 20 per cent and 40 per cent We have beard other
figures from other Ministers. The Premier said that perhaps $200m or even $400in will
be saved by having private contractors carry out infill sewerage. I do not suggest that the
Water Authority has the work force to undertake such a massive job, but there is
absolutely no basis for those comments. Both the Premier and the Minister for Water
Resources said that the Water Authority's price for the sewerage work was about $1.2b
or perhaps $I b. Now they say that the private sector will do the work over the next 10
years for $800m. The fact is that no costings were produced to support the argument that
the work would cost $ib. The argument has never been justified, and no documentation
has been presented to prove what it would cost if the Water Authority did the work. Both
the Premier and the Minister for Water Resources offer trite arguments that because the
private sector will undertake that work it will save between 20 per cent and 40 per cent -

that is, $200m or $400m. The Government should show us the evidence to support how
the money will be saved. An analysis was not done, and the Government has produced
no documentation.
Mr Bloffwitch: This does not happen overnight, even you would understand that

Mrs ROBERTS: The Government stated that the work would cost Sib if the public
sector undertook it. Where is the documentation to support that allegation? Further, the
rules have changed. Preliminary costs were considered, but they were different from
those done for infill sewerage. For example, infill sewerage work has been made cheaper
by constructing manholes 150 metres apart when they used to be placed 100 metres apart.
If members can imagine that on a grand scale, it represents a large sum of money. If the
pipes are being put in at grades of I in 200 instead of grades of 1 in 100, it is a cheaper
job.
We already have evidence from the member for Scarborough and others and from
photographs that I have, that the reinstatement job being done by private contractors does
not match up in any shape or formi to the reinstatement jobs that were done by the Water
Authority of Western Australia, which received a very positive response. The member
for Scarborough has done his own comparisons of sections within his electorate. BHe said
that the reinstatements done by WAWA were of a high standard and his constituents
were generally happy with them. Work done by private contractors was nowhere near
the same standard. The Government cannot justify privatisation by pointing to a few
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examples and saying, ',In this instance the private sector can do this job cheaper." Those
opposite cannot say, "We think it would have cost the public sector $lb to do the infill
sewerage program. We now know that the private sector can do it for $8O~m; therefore,
it is much cheaper." I am just asking the Government to show us the documentation. I
do not believe the Government has it. It owes it to the Opposition and the people whom
we represent to produce it. We should be asking why the Government will not support
this Bill. A big part of it is that the Government wants to target public sector unions
because of its blind prejudice against unions. Those opposite do not understand what
unions or the union movement is about. They do not understand that if they cooperated
with the unions, productivity would be enhanced. If they work together, a lot more can
be achieved. That lesson has already been learnt in the United Kingdom.
Further, we need to look at the role of the Auditor General. It has been suggested by
members of the Government that this Bill is not required because the office of the
Auditor General is in place already. I remind members of what the Auditor General has
said. In an article on 3 May in The West Australian newspaper he said -

Financial watchdog Auditor-General Des Pearson says that the push to privatise
and contract out State Government services has put an increasing number of
services beyond his scrutiny.
The WA royal commission said the auditor-general was the critical link in the
accountability process.
However, Mr Pearson told the Commission on Government that the trend to
deliver Government services through contracts with the private sector was
limiting his effectiveness.
Under current legislation, be could examine only the Government agency
awarding the contract.
He could not scrutinise how honestly and efficiently the private sector
organisation met its contractual requirements.
Mr Pearson also said that the shield of commercial confidentiality should not
stand in his way.

He raised some serious concerns. If this Government wants to have any credibility on its
election platform of openness and accountability, it must do something to address
accountability in relation to privatisation. It must address those very serious points raised
by the Auditor General.
I will tell members why the Government will not support this Bill. It will not because of
the political timing and the convenience of it. Last December the Premier sent a
directive to Ministers to privatise at any cost. He said that Ministers did not necessarily
have to allow a public sector bid.
Mr Omodei: Do you mean selling or contracting out by competitive tender?
Mrs ROBERTS: We are talking about contracting out government services on a huge
scale. It is about transferring jobs from the public sector to the private sector. This
political timing is about getting rid of over 10 000 public sector employees this year and
not in the year before the election. Those opposite are not prepared to do that slowly or
to have each of these contracts properly scrutinised in this Parliament because it takes
time. The Minister for Services said that the Government could not allow things to lie on
the Table for that long. The reason members opposite do not want them on the Table for
so long is to do with its own political ends. Those opposite want to get this matter out of
the way fast. They want to get rid of government workers and put them in the private
sector and not wear the odium of that decision. They think people have short memories.
It is not just a matter of ignoring the claims of the Opposition and the WA public; it is a
matter of ignoring a huge weight of evidence from overseas and interstate, evidence from
quite well respected commentators who know a little more about this than both those
opposite and L All of the warnings are there because of what has happened in the United
Kingdom, which embarked upon the privatisation of its water industry in 1989. In the
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United Kingdom domestic water bills have gone up by 67 per cent since the privatisation.
Over that time the retail price index was only 19 per cent, a 48 per cent increase in real
terms. There were super profits to the new shareholders, and pre-tax profits for 1993-94
were approximately $2b. Executive salaries have blown out not to but by over $250 000.
Dysentery and hepatitis cases have increased. There has been a reduction in services and
a huge increase in the number of disconnections taking place.

It is interesting that those opposite choose not to heed the recommendations of the
company to which the Government, under WAWA, has paid the best part of $lm in
various contracts for advice on contracting out of work. That firm is PA Consulting.
This is a very strange irony. On the one hand the Government paid nearly $lm to this
company for its advice yet on the other the hand the head of that company came over
here from the United Kingdom and made some pertinent comments, and the Government
chose to ignore them. When he was in Western Australia about a month ago the head of
PA Consulting had this to say -

The WA Government should involve unions in its sale of services to the private
sector if it is to avoid mistakes made by British authorities, according to public
sector consultant Paul Cresswell.

Mr Cresswell, head of PA Consulting's public sector consulting practice in
London, was brought to Perth on Monday by the firm's local branch to advise
WA Government agencies about contracting out their services.

He also warned that because of WA's isolation and limited competition in some
areas, there was a risk that private sector monopolies could emerge to replace
government monopolies.
Mr Cresswell said that British authorities had spent 30 years messing up the
contacting-out process and had only begun handling it properly in the 1990s.

One mistake made in Britain was to lock government workers and their unions
out of the process of selling services.
The private companies which won the work found they were losing money
because of union opposition and the low morale of workers. The companies were
eventually successful in getting the government to involve unions.

Perhaps the Government can accept a bit of that advice for which it has been paying so
dearly and involve some unions and government workers in the way that it should,
instead of condemning them as the enemy which the Government wants to break at any
cost. The article continues -

Mr Cresswell said another problem to be avoided was contracting out small
functions of departments because the cost of selling a group of services to one
company was about the same - around $500,000 - as selling each small function

The lesson learnt in Britain was to enter into partnership deals with private
companies, which meant the public agency kept control of the assets and the
information, had access to all the company's accounts and both parties worked
together to make efficiencies and profits.

Some substantial lessons are to be learned from that but the Government is not learning
them. Clearly not the way to go is to fragment an integrated authority like the Water
Authority to a number of contractors, so that many different people are undertaking
services which aire not integrated like the structure we have at the moment which works
very well. Further, the Government ignores such advice as that provided by London
Economics. The advice was not provided to this Government but to the Victorian
Government in respect of Melbourne Water. In its conclusion it states -

On the balance of evidence it would appear that coporatisation is preferable to
pure public sector monopoly. However, it is too early to tell whether the benefits
of corporatisation are greater than those from privatisation, when there exists a
non-competitive market structure. The corporatisation structure does have
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potential to facilitate relatively inexpensive forms of regulation over both levels
of service and prices, and to encourage efficiency improvements.
Fragmentation of MW would result in significant losses in scale and scope and
increased finance charges.
To achieve net cost savings, very strong assumptions need to be made about
efficiency improvements from increased competition to out weigh the losses in
scale and scope.

I suggest members have a look at the information available from groups like London
Economics.
I said at the outset that this argument was not about whether one was for or againstprivatisation. The argument is about letting this Parliament and the people of this Statescrutinise what the Government is doing. I would like to read a couple of pertinentparagraphs written by one of the Water Authority's workers. He told me this was writtennot just on his behalf but also on behalf of over 1500 fellow workers. He writes -

We don't ask any undeserved protection ... because we =m an efficient, well runbusiness unit, we have been for years. We were told we had to get better, goals
were set, we tried and achieved. We are shown to be one of the leading WaterAuthorities in Australia, my own section through better methods and work
practices have a proven 95% improvement since 1987.
Now to say that to 'Mr Public' . .. would bring the old fashioned retort "to showthat improvement means nothing you must have been so bad". That is the attitudewe have to face and without someone to speak on our behalf, we are made to looklike fools by Governments who use the old and battered public bias, regarding9men leaning on shovels", one man up the pole, 3 at the bottom". That old stuff
does =~ apply now.

It does not apply to the Water Authority because those improvements have been madeand workers have achieved productivity improvements. In conclusion, it is fairly poorform and simplistic of the Government to suggest that this debate is about privatisationper se. It is about open Government and accountability. It has picked out individualclauses in the Bill. It has used individual examples of the private sector being able tooutbid the public sector. Of course, I in turn could quote examples from the WaterAuthority where public sector units have well and truly outbid the private sector. Sowhat? It is a matter of it being properly scrutinised by this Parliament. I challenge theGovernment to put its privatisation up for public scrutiny. The weight of evidencesuggests that privatisation will not necessarily deliver better services or result in financialgains for the State. If this Government believes in being open and accountable, Ichallenge it to amend those clauses which it considers unworkable and support the
general thrust of the Bill.
DR WATSON (Kenwick) [9.25 pm]: I support this Bill and Will continue some of thecomments made by my colleagues. I want to make some points about competitive
tendering contracts for the sale of disability services accommodation, in the form of bothhostels and group homes. During February a number of people contacted me to expresstheir tremendous concern about the Government's drive through its economic rationalistapproach and the recommendations of the McCarrey report to sell the residences inwhich our most vulnerable intellectually and physically disabled live. Those people withno voice often have no family and no advocate other than the person who is working withthem as a paid carer. Many of those people are social trainers and members of the oldCivil Service Association who for years have done a sterling job in providing for thosepeople the best quality of life to which they can aspire. The people who had wind of thismove were dreadfully concerned that the economic rationalist approach would seehostels sold and disability care given for profit. I have spoken in this place before of my
concern about the Minister's saying in public meetings in South Perth, on the front steps
here and in this House that he does not care how people are cared for as long as minimum
standards are attained, he does not care whether it is in the public sector, in the private
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sector not for profit, or the private sector. We all care. The parents of the people living
there care very much and so do the carers.

Mr Prince: Do you agree that hostels as such are a thing of the past and that people must
be in independent living as far as possible?

Dr WATSON: People must have a choice. I took on this shadow portfolio thinking that
integration was perhaps the way to go for a whole range of services. However, I have
changed my mind. People want to make a choice. Parents want to make choices in
education, accommodation and work about segregation of workshops or schools or in
lifestyle.
Mr Prince: I am delighted to hear you say that. I speak from experience. For some years
in many towns the push by authorities was to shut the establishments and get people out
into the community. It may be appropriate for some, but it is not appropriate for all.

Dr WATSON: I anm most concerned that in anticipation of the sell-off the commission
seems to have made the decision to run hostels down by lack of maintenance. Pyrton
Hostel at Eden Hill houses and cares for about 100 terribly disabled men and women who
need 24-hour care and nursing care and their accommodation has been run down to a
disgraceful level. The parents and friends of the people who live there some years ago
made a splendid effort and installed a swimming pool. The Government installed air-
conditioning throughout the residences, and this last summer, which has been dreadfully
hot and dry, has seen the routine maintenance of the air-conditioning fall away. The
swimming pool was not filled because it was not maintained last year either.
Theoretically, that swimming pool is privately owned. However, the Minister, when
questioned about the conditions at Pyrton did not deny that. Pyrton planned to move 28
people to the non-government sector by the end of 1996. It is now thought that the
Government will be trying to sell all 100 of those beds. Clearly, the Government is
putting profits before people.
The accommodation advantage project task specification that was provided to the union
and to me inviting tenders to in turni invite contracts for these sales is disgraceful. I do
not know whether the Press has scrutinised it. However, the background material
provides factual information about the money presently expended on accommodation. It
states that 757 people with intellectual disabilities are currently accommodated in 14
hostels and 61 group homes. The 14 hostels which are operative do not meet the
standards required by the Disability Services Act. It acknowledges that there is a
substantial waiting list of people for appropriate accommodation. The Developmental
Disabilities Council Welcome Home campaign estimates that 400 people are in crisis in
the community. They need to be housed with the 757 people whose houses will be sold
from over their heads. Therefore, the Government should be thinking about
accommodation and care for 1200 people with acute needs. However, all it has provided
is a contract which states in the terms of reference that the consultant is to identify
possible non-government suppliers of hostel and community residential services and
should establish whether there are potential suppliers in the areas of aged care providers,
private health providers, for-profit providers and funded disability service agencies. It
then says -

In the event that suppliers express disinterest in the possibility of undertaking
these services, establish

the reasons for disinterest
the conditions which would have to exist for interest to be expressed
the costs of meeting those conditions.

The Government will sell at any price! The hostels have run down to such a degree that
if anybody is looking to buy them, they will probably get them at a bargain basement
price. The Government is putting profit before people.

The member for Thomlfie's Bill provides that a comprehensive cost benefit analysis and
an impact statement be tarried out before a proposal is brought before the Parliament.
The statement would be audited by the Auditor General. At first glance, one could be
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taken in by this document which says there must be a cost benefit analysis. However, it
stands condemned for what it does not say and the processes that it fails to establish.
There is no provision for an orderly process, but Most of all, and worst of all, there is
absolutely no mention of any consultations with any of the people concerned who mighthave a voice. There is no mention of consultations with parents or carers and there is no
mention of any consultation with the substantial network of friends of hostels and the
various advocacy groups and there is certainly no mention of consultation with the union.
I do not want to develop my argument about the standoff that has emerged between the
union and the Disability Services Commission. However, it has been handled in an
appalling fashion. I have received numerous letter and copies of correspondence from
people who are tremendously concerned, not only about the process, but also about the
possible and perceived outcome for the people who are, as I said, the most vulnerable
members of our community and people who literally have no voice. The Civil Service
Association has written to the chairman of the board of the Disability Services
Commission pointing out the holes in the review. Dr Guy Hamilton, who established
precedents and initiatives in the field of care and development of people with disabilities,
wrote to the chairman of the commission also. He has been to see me to express
tremendous concern about this possible privatisation of accommodation for those
vulnerable people. Parents have contacted me and one parent added to her letter that
there was no mention anywhere of parents or families being involved in the process. The
parents and friends of Bristol Hostel have said that the inordinate stress on all parents
concerned has meant that the last year has been tremendously stressful. They felt theywere going to be bullied into accepting the conditions. In fact, some of them told me that
senior DSC staff had said that if the place fell down around their ears, they would be
obliged to help move those people into suitable accommodation.
The procss is not good and the people making the decisions should be ashamed ofthemselves. The people who support the hostels because their siblings or their children
live in them and the people who live in the neighbourhood of those hostels are aware that
the residents do not have support or a community voice. I support the procedures that themember for Thornlie has woven into this Bill. The points of contact for intervention andscrutiny are a very important contribution that the Government should be forced to
consider. The Auditor General is interested in the proposal as put by the member for
Thornlie.
MRS HENDERSON (Thornlie) [9.39 pm]: This Bill has been before the House for
two weeks.

Points of Order
Mr CJ. BARNETT: I gather the member for Thornlie is replying.
Mrs HENDERSON: Yes, I am.
Mr CJ. BARNETT: There are still other speakers.
Mrs HENDERSON: It is well known that this is private members' time. We have 20
minutes left and we intend to bring this matter to a vote this evening. The Government
has had more than its fair share of time tonight. When we were in government, the
Opposition was allowed to bring a question to a vote. I got the call and I intend to
exercise the call.
Mr C. BARNETT': Opposition members have been speaking on this legislation for 70
minutes without one speaker from this side of the House. It is a well established
convention of this House -
Mrs HENDERSON: It is our time.
Mr C. BARNETT: It does not matter. As opposition members debate government
legislation, we debate its legislation. There have been other speakers from the opposition
side on this legislation. It is the convention of the House that the mover waits to reply
until all who wish to speak have done so, and some members on this side of the House
wished to speak.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Warnock): There is no point of order. I saw the member
for Thornlie first. I recognised the member for Thomlie, and as far as I am concerned
she, therefore, has the call. The arguments put by both sides have been interesting, but I
believe the order of the day should be that the member I recognised has the call.

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Although I do not canvass your ruling, Madam Acting Speaker,
when you gave the call to the member for Thornlie were you aware that she had
introduced the Bill and was replying, rather than speaking in the debate? That is a
critical issue. If you assumed she were a member wishing to speak, like any other
member, I would agree. However, had you recognised that the member had moved for
the second reading of the Bill and her reply would conclude debate on the legislation, I
suggest it would be a quite different situation.
The ACTING SPEAKER: I was not aware that it would be the end of the debate. I
simply recognised the next speaker, as is the custom in this place. I did not realise that a
vote would be taken on the Bill tonight. It is the second reading of the Bill and I thought
the debate could be adjourned, therefore, I recognised the next speaker I saw.

Mr C.J. Barnett: It is an understandable position on your part but not the discourtesy
from the Opposition.

Debate Resumned

Mrs HENDERSON: I have been a member of this place for more than 12 years and
when the Labor Party was in government it was the practice that only the Minister spoke
on any motion or Bill introduced by the Opposition in private members' time. The
Minister has spoken on this Bill. The Government is anxious that a vote not be taken on
this Bill, but the Opposition is determined to vote on it tonight. It is an important Bill of
interest to the community and although the Government may wish to filibuster and
arrange bogus speakers, the Opposition is determined that it will go to a vote.

The Bill is about contracting out and it provides for the process to be more transparent. It
requires government agencies to prepare cost benefit analyses in relation to all
contracting out, and it gives the Auditor General the power to oversee those cost benefit
analyses and to ensure contracting out is done in a way that is fair and above board. It
will ensure there is public disclosure of contracting out and that the services previously
provided by the Government, which are transferred to the private sector, are carried out
in a way that is fair and above board. It was interesting to hear the Minister's response,
and to hear the members who are not prepared to accept your ruling, Madam Acting
Speaker, and who continue to interject constantly. In the Minister's response he showed
no appreciation of this matter.
Mr Lewis: You have no respect for convention.

Mrs HENDERSON: The member for Applecross has no respect for the Acting Speaker.

Mr Lewis: You put your side in a dreadful position when you closed the debate.

Mrs HENDERSON: It is time the Minister for Planning accepted the Acting Speaker's
ruling. I will gladly live with it.
When the Minister spoke on this Bill last week, he said it came from an Opposition that
had no appreciation of the reality of the commercial world. He said it showed lack of
understanding of the tender process and that the Opposition lived in a commercial world
and it must be realistic about commercial operations. The Minister said all that is
necessary to ensure that contracting out is fair and has checks and balances already
exists. He also said that the Financial Administration and Audit Act and the tender
guidelines would ensure tendering was above board. The Minister said if consultants had
investigated a department and had access to departmental records, it would lower the
quality of consultants' reports if those consultants were then not able to make a bid for a
subsequent contract. The Minister said the Opposition members were confused on that
issue and they misrepresented the position when they suggested that such a contractor
would have an advantage.
Last week a question was put to the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party about the contract
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BP obtained to supply electricity for the grid from the cogeneration plant at Kwinana. He
answered that if the independent power operator had its contract made public, it would
destroy the ability of people to invest in private power generation. He also said thatbecause it is a competitive industry he could not reveal the contents of that contract. The
Government's view is that we live in a commercial world and it cannot reveal those
contracts because they are commercially confidential.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Last week you or some of your colleagues claimed that in the United
States cogeneration contracts are made public. You are wrong. They are not In someStates - California is one - there is a requirement that cogeneration be set at a certainprice and with certain conditions, and public documents are put out on which people canbid if they comply with those conditions. It is quite wrong to say that in the United
States the contracts are public.
Mrs HENDERSON: I will tell the Minister where that quote camne from. On thequestion of commercial confidentiality and living in the real world, a submission wasmade a week and a half ago to the Commission on Government by Mr Les McCarrey, theformer Under Treasurer who is regarded by the Government as a guru.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Not universally.
Mrs HENDERSON: Perhaps not universally, but by and large. The Government spent$600 000 on his survey of the public sector. Mr McCan-ey stated in his submission -

I submit that the cloak of commercial confidentiality has been extended beyond
its purpose of protecting the privacy of persons or companies dealing withgovernment to the extent that the public has on occasions been denied the right to
know how and in what manner public funds have been committed.

In other words, he is saying that commercial confidentiality has now been used as anexcuse to deprive the public of knowledge about the way public funds have been used.
He continued -

I argue that, as a principle, in any commercial contract or agreement entered intoby a government agency, details as to price, quantum and the contractual
obligations of the parties to the contract should be in the public domain.

My Bill would achieve that. He also stated -
It should be a clear requirement on agencies and Ministers to ensure thedisclosure of these contractual obligations to Parliament, the Auditor General and
the public.

Those are the three bodies that this Bill ensures will receive that information - the
Parliament, the Auditor General and the public. He also stated -

I am aware that there will be objections to this proposal by some companies on
the grounds that it would mean disclosure of information that could be
commercially sensitive to a company concerned.

He goes on to rebut that and states that where public money is used, the obligation to
disclose to the public is paramount. He says that the public cannot be denied full
information on contractual commitments involving public funds only because it may be
commercially inhibiting to the other party. He goes on to make the very point that we
made in relation to the Deputy Leader of Liberal Party. He states -

In my experience, recourse by governments to claims of commercial
confidentiality is more widely practised in this country than in other western
democracies, including the United States and Canada.

In other words, he talked about and elaborated on this in his verbal submission to the
Commission on Government,- which I advise the Deputy Leader to read, because he
specifically talked about electricity contracts, the North West Shelf contract and the fact
that in the United States those contracts are open and discussed in committees. The
public can come along and ask questions when it is proposed to let those contracts.
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Mr C.J. Bant: Because in the United States there is a regulatory regime operating
utilities.
Mrs HENDERSON: I suggest that the member take the opportunity to mead what Les
McCanrey said to the Commission on Government about what happens in Canada and the
United States; he might learn a thing or two.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Do you want a public inquiry system like that in the United States,
where it takes years to get decisions on anything?

Mrs HENDERSON: I am not saying that. I am saying that even without the public
inquiry process the information is made public. Those companies have not gone broke
and they have not said that they will not contract with the Government. However, the
details of their successful contracts are public information; they are in the public domain
and everyone in America expects that to be the case.
Mr CJ. Barnett: They are not; you are wrong.
Mrs HENDERSON: I will have that discussion with the Minister later. It was not only
Les McCarrey who said that; the Auditor General also said it. In his submission to the
Commission on Government, the Auditor General said -

The increasing trend to deliver government service through contracts with the
private sector means that an increasing range of services are placed beyond the
scrutiny of Parliament and the Auditor General. At various points in the FAAA
the duties and powers of the Auditor General are limited to a review of the
government agency awarding the contract and not a direct scrutiny of the probity,
effectiveness or the efficiency of how the public sector organisation meets its
contractual requirements.

In other words, he does not currently have the capacity to examine whether a body that
has won a contract with the Government is carrying out its contractual obligations,
whether it is meeting the benchmarks, or whether its performance comes up to the
standards required as part of the contract. An internal Water Authority document states -

There is a danger that WAWA may lose a large portion of its business knowledge
by way of individuals' with experience and expertise leaving the organisation
when large-scale contracting occurs. This could effectively put WAWA at an
intellectual disadvantage when dealing with contractors.

In other words, it will not have the expertise to judge whether the contracts are being
properly performed. This Bill seeks to ensure that those benchmarks and processes of
scrutiny, accountability and probity are put in place before the contract is let.

Another point the Minister made last week was that existing guidelines for tendering are
in place and that they provide the opportunity for all the probity and accountability that
we need.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Which Minister are you referring to?

Mrs HENDERSON: The Minister for Services; he responded to this debate on behalf of
the Government. Only yesterday a report by Mr Doig was tabled in this Parliament that
showed very clearly that those guidelines have been totally ignored by the Minister for
Labor Relations in relation to the contracting out of the Hospital Laundry and Linen
Service. He made it absolutely clear that there was advice from four different sources,
including the Legal Department, the Director of Legal Administration in the Health
Department, the Director of Health Services and a private lawyer.

All of those people recommended that this individual who was seeking to put ia a bid
should not be given the opportunity to have access to confidential information before and
during the tendering process and he was removed for that reason. Yet this Minister gave
direct instructions to reinstate that person to the position where he had access to the
confidential information so that he could continue to develop his bid. That is the most
disgraceful behaviour we have seen by a Minister in relation to contracting. It borders on
impropriety and corruption. The only reason that Mr Doig did not explore this to its final
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conclusion was that ultimately the individual did not put in a bid, because his backersabandoned him. They abandoned him because the confidential information he had access
to -

Point of Order
Mr C.J. BARNETT: M& Acting Speaker, I draw your attention to the time. Bycooperation with the Opposition, we agreed that private members' time this eveningwould start five minutes earlier. The time has therefore expired and I suggest that the
member conclude her comments.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): As I understand it, the conclusion of privatemembers' time, in this case at 9.55 pm, is an arrangement between the Government andthe Opposition. It is not something in the standing orders on which I can rule. It is up tomembers on both sides to negotiate that position and adhere or otherwise as they see fit.

Debate Resumned
Mrs HENDERSON: The Opposition made it quite clear tonight that we intended to get avote on this Bill. I am not surprised that the Government is trying to avoid that vote. Itdoes not want it on the record that it opposes this Bill, because it knows that many peopleof standing have supported its content. We have seen the way in which membersopposite have abused private members' time and we are quite determined to have a vote.For that reason, I support the Bill.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Mr M& Barnett
Mr Bridge
Mr Brown
Mr Cunninghamn
Dr Edwards
Mr Graham
Mr Grill

Mr CJ. Bamett
Mrt Blaikie
Mr Board
Mr Bradshaw
Mr Court
Mr Day
Mrs Edwardes
Dr Hames
Mr House

Ayes (19)
Mrs Hallahan
Mrs Henderson
Mr Kobelke

Mr Riebeling
Mr Ripper
Mrs Roberts

Noes (26)
Mr Johnson
Mr Kierath
Mr Lewis
Mr Marshall
Mr McNee
Mr Nicholls
Mr Omodei
Mr Osborne
Mns Parker

Mr DL. Smith
Mr Thomas
Ms Warnock
Dr Watson
Mr Leahy (Teller)

Mr Prince
Mr Shave
Mr W. Smith
Mr Strickland
Mr Trenorden
Mr Tubby
Dr Turnbull
Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)

Mr Gallop
Mr Catania
Mr Taylor
Mr McGinty

Question thus negatived.
Bill defeated.

pairs
Mr Wiese
Mr Minson
Mr Cowan
Mrs van de Klashorst

MOTION.- STANDING ORDERS SUSPENSION
Supply Bill

MR CJ. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) [10.01 pm]: I move, without
notice -

That so much of the standing orders be suspended as is necessary to allow debate
to be resumed on the Supply Bill.
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When we were debating Supply previously a member opposite adjourned the debate
rather than seeking leave to continue her remarks at a later stage of the sitting. Therefore,
it is necessary to suspend standing orders.
MR RIEPPER (Belmont) [10.02 pm]: In the spirit of goodwill the Opposition will
support this motion.
Question put and passed with an absolute majority.

SUPPLY BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
MS WARNOCK (Perth) [10.02 pm]: In speaking in the Supply debate I will make it
clear in the House tonight on behalf of the many opponents of the so-called northern
bypass, the "trench with a lid on top", that contrary to rumours to that effect, Northbridge
is far from accepting the tunnel which Main Roads Western Australia and the
Government seek to foist upon the seat that I represent. A few members of the
Northbridge Business Association, for reasons best known to themselves, have decided to
go along with the Government on this matter. That was reported in the Business News
and The West Australian last week, but most of the people who live and work in the area
in and around Northbridge, West Perth and East Perth are genuinely worried about the
effect that this project, the covered trench, will have on their lives, and not unreasonably
so. They are angry about the Government's apparently cavalier determination to go
ahead with the proposal and they are puzzled about why on earth somebody would think
of building a freeway through the heart of a city in the 1990s. They are shocked that
such a huge amount of taxpayers' money should be spent on a piece of road when there
are so many other important things that need to be done with the money which are,
unfortunately, being neglected.
Schools like the inner city schools in my electorate have a great need for more money to
be spent on them than apparently seems to be available from the Minister for Education.
Although the mental health budget has been expanded somewhat, it is still obviously
inadequate because there are not enough psychiatrists in the public health system. Peak
welfare organisations about which we have heard so much from some of my colleagues
today are likely to be defunded. As I have frequently said in this House, more police are
needed to help solve the problems that are inevitable when more people move into
crowded entertainment areas in the inner city. All of these matters I seek to bring to the
attention of the House as priorities important to the electors of Perth. I share the opinions
of the people who have brought these things to my attention and about the Government's
apparent priority to spend $325m plus - it will be "plus" by the time the proposed project
is finished. I will continue to oppose this extraordinary idea with all of my energy.

Apart from the effect of this huge road building project on the inner city, Northbridge,
East Perth and West Perth area, my major concern is for residents in the area. I ask
members to imagine themselves in the path of a four to six lane freeway. It is not
something to which many of us would look forward. My street was divided by such a
freeway in the early 1960s so I am well aware of a freeway's effect on a community. Not
many of us would welcome that
My second major concern is the priority that the Government has given to this freeway
tunnel project I want to address some matters briefly, and rather than explain my own
views about it in great detail - I have had an opportunity in the media and in other public
forums to do that often - I seek to bring to the attention of the House the views of many
of my constituents who contacted me in the past month when it became obvious that the
Government was determined to go ahead with this project.
Mr Lewis: Why doesn't the member for Perth tell the House what she has told other
people arn her personal views, because they are contrary to her public views? Does the
member for Perth want me to line the people up whom she has told?
Ms WARNOCK: I am perfectly willing to do that
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Mr Lewis: I will name them.
Ms WARNOCK: Go ahead, the Minister will have an opportunity to speak later.
Mr Lewis: The member's private opinion does not match her public opinion.
Ms WARNOCK: That is nonsense Minister. I have made my private opinion and public
opinion obvious. I am not in the least concerned about the Minister's personal views.
The Minister, as I do, has an opportnity to srad is views in the community through
the media and other public forums. What the Minister is saying is a nonsense, frankly,
and I will not be bothered answering that nonsense.
As I said tonight, I do not want to waste time on my views and certainly not on the views
of the Minister. I want to make obvious my constituents' concerns. My job as the
member for Perth is to relat their views. Among the many concerns they have brought
to my attention over the month are the possible cost overruns on this project. Many of
these concerns arise out of a meeting that the Minister and I both attended last week at
which the Minister said repeatedly, "I do not know the answer to that."
Mr Lewis: The member for Perth was there for five minutes and then scuttled off.
Ms WARNOCK: I was there for half an hour and I sought several opinions the following
day about the Minister's views. I heard the Minister say, "I do not know the answer to
that, but I will find out for you." The concern that people have is that the Minister does
not know how much this Will cost. There is a very grave concern that it will cost even
more money than the totally preposterous amount that the Minister has already stated. I
stayed for half an hour, I heard the Minister speak and I know very well what he said
about jt. I will not waste my time with any more of the Minister's interjections. The
number one concern of course, is the vast amount of money the tunnel is likely to cost.
Mtr Lewis: You have no credibility.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): Order! I ask the member for Perth to direct
her remarks to the Chairman.
Ms WARNOCK: I am delighted to do that, Mr Acting Speaker. Secondly, the people in
the area believe, not unreasonably, that the time to build the tunnel is likely to take much
longer than predicted - approximately five years. People who have done alterations to
their own houses will know that is likely to happen. I am beginning to wonder what will
be left of Perth's premier entertainment are by then - not much, no doubt. That is a
concern of people who work and live there and have businesses there.
Thirdly, the Minister mentioned - as I recall, not only on that occasion but also on several
other occasions - that approximately 4000O construction jobs will be created. That is
admirable; but what about the millions of dollars that will be lost by businesses and
individuals who will lose their livelihood as a result of this project? That cannot be
dismissed by the Minister with soft soaping statements that he will find out information
later. People are genuinely concerned and I will represent their concerns in the House
tonight.
Mr Lewis: You are making things up on the run.
Ms WARNOCK: At least 100 people were at the meeting who believe they will lose
business and the Minister has obviously not been able to give them any comfort. I am
representing their intersts in this House tonight and I will continue to do that, despite
annoying inteijections from the Minister.
Fourthly, there is also concern about why we are spending such a huge amount of money.
Whatever we think about $350m we have to say it is a huge amount of money to be spent
on 6.5 kmn of road and bridge. It is more than was spent on the entire 12kma of the
Joondalup railway. I find it remarkable and so do the many people who called me about
this. It seems like an extraordinary amount of money to spend on a road which most
people think is unnecessary when we could be spending it on further developments in
public transport.
Speaking of the Joondalup railway and computer forecasts - plenty of people in our
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community such as planners, engineers, architects and so on brought this to my
attention - members should consider how far out the computer projections were of the
number of people who were likely to use the Joondalup railway. As I recall, the year
2 000 target was reached within a very few months of the line opening. I am sure most
people will agree that was a good thing. However, it makes me wonder about computer
predictions, which Professor Gordon Stephenson described as mythical computer
numbers. There are not too many computer predictions we can believe.
Mr Lewis: Yours is the do nothing approach.
Ms WARNOCK: It is not; I will address the matters that concern my constituents. Why
on earth should we believe the figures about this project when we have seen other figures
from departments similar to Main Roads which have not been correct? I am not the only
person who finds those predictions very difficult to believe. The member for Nollainara
said something about them on previous occasions, and I am sure he will again.
I will address myself briefly to the major concerns my constituents have about priorities.
In my electorate of Perth, for the more than two and a half years that I have been
representing the area, people have come to me, as they do to everybody else in this
House, with concerns about money that must be spent and organisations that were funded
but will no longer be funded. I have a file here of letters which have moved between the
Minister for Education and me regarding the Mt Lawley Senior High School. It is a very
old inner city school which has become rundown and needs much work done on it. To be
fair to the Minister, I am glad to acknowledge that work has started on the school.
However, I am distressed, as is the principal, the staff, the parents and the students, about
the extraordinary decision by the Minister to stop halfway towards the conclusion of
those very important works. Some money has been spent, but many more things should
be done, not to make it a luxury school by any means, but to bring it up to the standard of
every other modern government high school in the State. I am distressed to find that the
Government is proposing to spend what I can only describe again as an extraordinary
amount of money on a tunnel which many people feel is unnecessary when matters such
as this school upgrade are being neglected. It is not good enough.
Women's refuges fear being closed. Although the Minister for Community Development
keeps assuring me that it will not happen, that is not the view held by the people who run
the shelters. The Pensioners' Action Group in my area has been defunded. We were also
told in the House that insufficient funding is available for housing for the disabled. Yet
here we are spending this very large amount of money on something that many people,
not only the people who live in the area, but also many people who are qualified to know
about these things, think is unnecessary.
I have received from my constituents a number of letters and telephone calls on this
matter. I have a letter written to me by a man who lives in H-ighgate who gave evidence,
as I did, in written and oral submissions to the State Planning Commission. The
Government, through Main Roads, constantly quotes figures and circulates material
about this matter through the Alexander Library. I have a questionnaire and some
information about the city northern bypass project. This material has been widely
circulated and, quite properly, people are being invited to examine it. The gentleman
from Highgate said in his letter, in part -

I feel strongly that either the committee that interviewed me on this matter last
year, or the government, has misrepresented the facts.
I can report that I felt manipulated by the panel and that all but one member of it
worked hard to convince me that my opposition to the trench was uninformed and
futile. Hypothetical options put to me by members of the panel required my
stated preference but in the light of last week's news reports (that submissions
showed overwhelming support for a "tunnel") I now realise that others may have
had their responses interpreted in the same spurious way I feel that mine may
have been recorded.
The question put to me was, as I remember it, "If this road was a full tunnel,
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would you feel that was a reasonable compromise? " This question was put in the
wake of a discussion about the covered trench and I was clear we were talking
about a subterranean bore with no surface works. Although the basis of my
objection to the plan was (and still is) that this sort of money should be used to
enhance public transport infrastructure in the metro area, I affirmed that a "true"
tunnel would be acceptable to me and would, paraphrasing their words, curtail my
political activism on this issue.
I don't know if this is significant but I thought you may be interested in my
recollections as I am very disturbed at the prospect of a covered trench through
Northbridge and will do what I can to Stop it.

This letter is along the lines of one or two calls I have had in which people have felt their
views were being misrepresented by the survey. As someone said, if they were forced to
their knees they would take a tunnel, but the tunnel referred to was a boring tunnel, a
driven tunnel, a mole tunnel, call it what we like, where no surface works will be
involved. These people feel their views have been misrepresented in a survey which
shows that many people are apparently gung ho about a tunnel.
Another letter is from someone who has a business as well as a house in Northbridge,
who is a member of the Northbridge Business Association and who does not agree with
the views of the president of that association, as he told the media after a meeting last
week. This person draws my attention to the fact that the association's position on the
bypass is to say no to it until the relevant authorities prove its necessity. He says that the
full tunnel option with no disturbance to above ground buildings is the preferred option.
The open trench excavation is totally rejected.
The person goes on to detail things which happened at the meeting. It is pointed out that
at the meeting he and I attended, no motion or amendment was passed to rescind or alter
the decision endorsed at a previous meeting on 24 April. As far as this person is
concerned, the association still officially opposes the lidded trench. Thbe person
comments at the end of the letter that he believes the Government could be spending its
money on other things, rather than something of this kind. I have a copy of another letter
a person plans to send to the president of the association criticising the stand he took at
that meeting and outlining matters the person will bring to his attention.
I have received numerous telephone calls and letters at my office to draw my attention to
the matters which concern people about this project. One of the people to whom I have
spoken in the past week is Mr Carl Torre, a well-known businessman in the area and a
member of the Northbridge Business Association. His view is perhaps slightly different
from that of some of the others. He is not in favour of the project, but his view comes
largely from the fact that he is involved with the St Brigid's Catholic Church community
which is situated at the proposed outlet for the tunnel near Fitzgerald Street. He has a
serious concern about the effect the project will have on that church community. When I
spoke to that community yesterday they were proposing legal action if they were not able
to get some assurance from the Governiment that the amenity of that community and their
freedom to worship there without disturbance from this large planned roadworks will not
be totally destroyed. A letter from an architect and planner states -

It is now becoming apparent, however, that very few such people support the idea
of putting the road in a tunnel, for a number of reasons. A tunnel cannot be
justified - certainly not in the foreseeable future - on traffic grounds, it would be
inordinately expensive to construct and maintain, it would be extremely
disruptive during construction, it would be very limited and inflexible in
operation, its approaches would be unatative ... the list goes on. The tunnel is,
quite simply, a bad idea.

The person speaks about other issues which he thinks should be taken up and other
concerns he has about it. He says that he feels the tunnel is unnecessary and not a good
idea.
I have sought to put the views of my constituents during the debate tonight because they
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have been concerned to bring their views to my attention. I have sought also to outlinesome of my own objections to this matter. I have made it perfectly clear that I do not
think the tunnel can be justified either on financial grounds or planning grounds. I
mention also the view of another man who belongs to the Australian Institute of Urban
Studies -

Another view which has been expressed to me is that it is a pity that your current
planning is locked into old decisions, taken about thirty years ago, to resume land
along Newcastle Street/Aberdeen Street for the Northern Bypass. It appears that,
with more contemporary developments in mind, any Bypass Road could well be
located further to the North, away from the now attractive Northbridge area.

That is why I describe the tunnel as the so-called Northbridge bypass; I do not believethat any road which is so close to the area it seeks to bypass can possibly be described as
a bypass, but rather an inner city freeway. A point I have made frequently in public
discussions about this matter is that no-one in the world these days supports an inner city
freeway. Indeed, in countries such as America and the United Kingdom people arerapidly moving away from the idea of huge bypasses and freeways. They find, notsurprisingly, that roads such as those attract an enormous amount of traffic, and before
too long result in further traffic congestion. As many people have said in the public
debates on this matter, there are many ways to deal with problems of traffic congestion.
Some of them involve a mixture of not so radical roadworks combined with money spenton improving public transport infrastructure. That is something I would suggest.
I have another letter from a constituent who lives in Northbridge and has three properties
in the area. He supports the stand I have taken publicly against this tunnel. He says that
he is totally opposed to it.
Mr Lewis: Have you any letters that support it?
Ms WARNOCK: No.
Mr Lewis: Not one?
Ms WARNOCK: Not one. If the Minister wants to organise a claque of people to ring
me next week, I ani sure I will have some in support of it. As I recall, at a public meeting
for 300 people at the TAFE college about two weeks ago, one person was in support of
the tunnel, and something like 270 were apparently opposed to it.
Mr Lewis: What did the engineers you spoke to say the other day?
Ms WARNOCK: They were surprisingly polite. I do not imagine that anybody in the
tr suported my views. They were certainly more polite than the Minister in puttingterviews in opposition to mine. Joking aside, a number of people in the room said that
they agreed with me, but they realised that with a majority of Main Roads engineers
there, their views would not be any more fashionable than mine. A constituent from
Northbridge, in reference to the Premier, writes -

Why can't he just try one way streets for Newcastle and Aberdeen; it would be
less disruptive and cheaper. And why encourage car traffic when we should be
encouraging public transport?

That sums up the general views people have brought to my attention over the past month
or so. I support all those views. I understand the engineers' desire to pursue a projectlike this. One of them said to me recently: "It is a very sexy project; our job is to build
roads if we are Main Roads engineers." If I were a Main Roads engineer, did not live inthe Northbridge area and did not represent the people there, perhaps I would like to do it
myself.
Mr Lewis: The commissioner was born there. Don't you know that?
Ms WARNOCK: Indeed he was. He is a public servant and it is his job to represent theviews of the Government. I have no doubt that he is doing his job perfectly well. That is
what a good public servant should do. If he were still living in the area, he might have a
different view about that.
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As I have said publicly in many places, the Northbridge runnel project is an unnecessarily
large and expensive project to solve an evident traffic congestion problem which exists
south east of the river. In effect, it is like trying to crush a walnut with an elephant's foot.
I do not think we need to do that, particularly when it is such an expensive elephant's
foot and one which will be so disruptive to life in the inner city area. This Government
and the previous Labor Government have both spoken a great deal about trying to
encourage inner city living. I do not doubt their sincerity on that matter. However, it is
difficult to see how something like this which will go on for several years in an inner city
area will encourage inner city living or inner city business. That is one of the major
concerns my constituents have brought to my attention. I support that view. I find it
remarkable that a concept which has been lying around Main Roads on old maps for
something like 30 years should be revivified when so much has changed in the inner city;
when there has been a build up in population in the inner city; and when the Northbridge
area has developed as a premier nightclub and entertainment area. To disrupt that in this
starling way for such a long period, apparently without any attention to what the people
there are concerned about, is an extraordinary thing for a Government to do.
The Government has put out a lot of material and I waved some of it around a while ago.
Members can get it from the Alexander Library where they can view the scale model
which is on display. The material refers to how the bypass will benefit the area. It also
refers to urban renewal, to which I have no objection. Everyone would like to see many
improvements in the Northbridge area. Largely because the bypass proposal has been on
the books for something like 30 years and the Government has been buying up land there,
no-one has bothered to renovate their buildings. That is not unreasonable because they
feared that at any moment their lease would be shortened and it was not worth their while
spending money on their premises. That is the reason the buildings have been neglected.

We can have urban renewal without the tunnel project. The best thing for the
Government to do is to decide not to go ahead with this project. It could then go ahead
with the bridge which is needed over the river to disperse the traffic through the eastern
entrance to the city in a much less radical way than it will be done through the proposed
tunnel and, I might add, a much less expensive way. The Government can go ahead and
sell the land which it has acquired over the past 30 years and use the money for all sorts
of urban renewal in the area and for numerous other projects. I can see no reason why
that should not be the decision made by this Government. I certainly would support it
and I know that the people in the area would also support it.

No-one will oppose urban renewal in an inner city area which has become rundown.
Nonetheless, it has its own raffish charm and a lot of people objected to the idea of the
old buildings being knocked down simply because they are old and run down. Many
people would like to see them done up as heritage buildings which were lived in by
migrant families when they first arrived in this State. I can see no reason why this should
not happen. It will not happen if the bypass project goes ahead. The buildings will
simply be bowled over and the people living in them will be told to get out as quickly as
possible and disruptive roadworks will take place in that area. As someone who lives
near there and works there every day, I find it a very distressing thought. Many Of My
constituents who have their businesses there and live in the area certainly support my
view. In bringing these views to the attention of the House I have sought to represent the
views of my constituents, which I will continue to do with all my energy.

DR HAMES (Dianella) [10.33 pm]: As my contribution to the Supply Bill I will
present a fascinating story which relates to ground water pollution in the electorate of
Dianella. The biggest difficulty I had in preparing my speech was working out where to
start. In a sense, I could have started in three places and I have the task of trying to blend
them together. The easiest place to start is to refer to what happened in the lead-up to the
last election. My electorate office is situated on the edge of a light industrial area and
someone who lived adjacent to that area in Boulton Street, Dianella, found that his bore
had been polluted with significant quantities of pesticides. Being diligent in my duties I
followed that up fairly aggressively and was instrumental in what occurred and in finding
the culprit who happened to be a local pest control operator. He was washing down his
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pest control vehicles at the back of his premises and the chemicals were going into the
drain and coming out in a plume from his property and polluting the neighbours' bores.
This problem was followed up with the Health Department and the Environmental
Protection Authority and for quite some time they monitored the bore levels and
informed the local residents of the results. In the end it was decided that the levels hadreduced. One person was required to shut down his bore which he had used for a number
of years. In fact, he sold his property and moved elsewhere. His property was
subdivided with the proviso that no bores would be put down on those lots.
I thought that was the end of the problem and that the issue had been resolved. However,
recently I received a letter from another neighbour. She drew my attention to the position
in which she had been placed because of the contamination of her garden bore with
organic contaminates through insufficient monitoring of the industrial factories. She was
seeking compensation and said that more work should be done to clearly identify the
source of the pollution. She wanted the reticulation system connected to scheme water atthe expense of the department. In addition, she wanted the reticulation system altered tooperate at a lower rate as per the scheme water supply as well as a free water alloWance
for garden reticulation. I thought her problem would be difficult to address.
I planned to raise this issue last week in the grievance debate. Unfortunately thegrievance debate was moved from its usual 4.30 pm time slot to 7.30 pmn when I waspaired and was unable to raise this issue. It is probably better that I did not raise it thenbecause the answers to the questions raised by the Minister and me were not satisfactoiy.
The Minister sought more answers. The final outcome shows a total lack of
communication between the Health Department and the Water Authority of Western
Australia. This issue goes back even further than the last election and I refer to a letter
dated 13 August 1992 from the Water Authority which is headed, "Water Authority ofWA - Bore Census in Dianella" and states that a census in the street had revealed
contamination. The letter reads -

We have recently found that a garden bore in this area has some minor
contamination linked with petrol, industrial solvent and organophosphate
pesticide. The Water Authority is attempting to track the source of this
conaination ...
At this stage we have no evidence of any health threat posed by this
contamination however as a precautionary measure residents are advised not to
drink borewater or irrigate food crops until the investigation is complete. We will
advise you of the outcome.

The same lady received a subsequent letter from the Water Authority on 6 January 1993
which reads -

I refer to our previous letter, dated 13 August 1992, which informed you that a
garden bore in your area had been found to have some minor contamination
linked with the industrial waste disposal ...
Petro-chemical contamination has now been identified in 7 bores in the area
bordered by Walter Road, Dundas, Elsegood and Harold Streets in Dianella.
Although this contamination is of a minor nature, concentrations in some bores
have led us to recommend that groundwater should not be consumed by humans.
Residents are therefore advised not to irrigate food crops, fill pools or to drink
water derived from bores within the area described above. We consider it is safe
for you to irrigate lawns and gardens with borewater.

These two letters bear no relationship whatsoever to the pesticide contamination to which
I referred. When we went through the exercise with the Health Department and the EPAabout the pesticide contamination we had no knowledge of the previous report on
contamination which refers to other substances. Some of the substances were pesticides
but the majority was petrochemical contamination.
The Health Department became involved in the issue when it raised the issue of pesticide
contamination in a letter dated 16 April 1993. It is a similar letter to the letters from the
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Water Authority, about which it made no mention. Everyone assumes that when they
receive a letter from a government department all the departments know what it is about.
Unfortunately, that is not the case. The letter referred to the plume and the pesticides and
said that the department was seeking the origin of the contamination.
The next letter received by the lady who approached me was from the Water Authority,
dated 8 November 1994 and states -

This letter is to inform you of the results of our garden bore sampling programme,
conducted between 19 November 1993 and 31 March 1994.

The last sample was taken on 31 March 1994, and this letter is dated 8 November 1994,
so it had written to her about eight months later to give her the results. The letter states
further -

The results show that groundwater samples obtained from all bores are now
within current health related guidelines for drinking waters. This means that the
contaminant concentrations are no longer regarded by the Health Department as
posing a health risk. Natural dilution and degradation have probably caused the
reduction in the concentrations of contaminants since the last bore census.
Therefore, the Health Department advises that the groundwater quality is now
suitable for unrestricted garden access ie watering lawns, vegetables and other
foodrps....
Although the groundwater no longer poses a health problem, the results identified
six bores in the area where the concentration of petrochemicals and surfactants in
the borewater was above aesthetic drinking water guidelines. This means that
residents with these bores may observe foaming problems when water is pumped,
and smell unpleasant odours when water is sprayed around the garden. The
foaming and odours should dissipate with time, and ame not a health concern. .. .

As the groundwater in your area does not pose a health risk, the Water Authority
has no further plans to continue monitoring your bore ...

After receiving that lovely letter in November, the lady in question discovered that she
still had problems with her bore: The water stank, and, as was described by the Water
Authority, was foaming, and the bore was not pumping. Therefore, she called in an
expert on bores because she thought that they had run out of water at that level and she
wanted him to put down another bore to find a new source of water for her. However,
the contractor who came to do the work had other ideas and obviously knew more about
it than did the lady because he called the Water Authority and said, "I think there is
something wrong with this water. I do not think it is anything to do with her bore. I
think you should have the water re-tested.' The Water Authority came around, got a
sample of water, and sent it to a different place. This time it sent it not to the Health
Department, which had previously reported to it that the water was safe to drink, but to
Geological Survey of WA, Mineral House, Adelaide Terrace, East Perth, whose letter
states -

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Surfactants:

2 mg/l
Organic Contaminants:

tetrachloroethylpne (trace only)
camphene
all three possible dichlorobenzenes
pentanol
naphthalene, methylnaphthalenes, dimethylnaphthalenes, ethylnaphthalene
ethenylnaphthalene, tetrahydroniethylnaphthalenes
a large number of alkylated benzenes,
higher molecular weight aliphatic hydrocarbons
high concentration of molecular sulphur (S8) ...
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COMMENT:
A surfacant concentration of 2 mg per litre water is on the high side and not
surprisingly would cause problems when pumping this bore water to the surface.
It appears likely that these materials have a nearby industrial source.
The pungent odour of the sample originates from organic sulphur compounds -

They name a few, and I will not go into the names further. It continues -
The aliphatic hydrocarbons, alkylated benzenes, naphthalene and alkylatednaphthalenes clearly have a common petrogenic origin, possibly from leaking
tanks of a nearby service station or industrial plant. Combined levels are in the
medium ppm range.
All chlorinated benzenes are man made. Dichlorobenzenes, as detected in thewater sample, are used industrially as starting materials or intermediates in the
synthesis of dyes, herbicides and insecticides ...
Tetrachloro ethylene, found in the sample at low concentration only, is widely
used as a dry cleaning agent or industrially as a metal degreasing solvent ...
CONCLUSION:
Considering the levels and the variety of industrial chemicals and sulphur
compounds found in the bore water sample, it is highly recommended that
remediation should take place as soon as possible. The quality of this waterwould preclude its use for human or animal consumption and also for irrigation
purposes.

This letter is dated 21 March 1995, four months after the lady received a letter saying thatthe ground water was fit to drink, even though the Water Authority did not normallyrecommend that people drink from bore water sources, and that it was certainly healthyenough to be used in her garden. However, the problem is that every time she used that
water in her garden, her plants withered and died.
The question is how could the Health Department have been so lax as to test this water
and then find such a short time later that it was severely contaminated? The answer isthat it was not the fault of the Health Department but was due to a lack ofcommunication. What happened was that the Health Department was never told aboutthe petrochemical contamination other than that some had been found in the past and theywere at very low levels. The Health Department was never asked to test for these other
things, so it did not. It still had its story of pesticide contamination, and that was all itknew about, so it tested for pesticides, and there were not any pesticides any more. As it
turned out, the Water Authority had found the source of the other contamination aboutwhich it had never bothered to tell anyone, and that was a company called Ecolab PtyLtd, which had a building next door to and behind where the contamination had comefrom the pest control agent, and which had been canrying out practices which hadcontaminated the underground water. Some pesticides had been found in bores a numberof doors down from this house, but not at this house, so this lady was told by the WaterAuthority that the water was clean because the Water Authority had never tested for thesethings because there was never any suggestion that they might be around. Therefore,when the Water Authority received this letter from the Health Department saying that thewater was clean, it assumed that the Health Department had tested for everything andwrote to the lady telling her how clean it was. It was not until we raised these issues andkept asking questions backwards and forwards, getting ready for my grievance, that wefound out about the existence of this other contamination and about the existence of the
laboratory that was causing the problems.
Luckily for the lady in question, they found the company that was causing thecontamination to her bore. Unfortunately, the pest control agent got away with it becausethe legal advice was that he could not be prosecuted by the EPA because of sometechnicality. That company has admitted liability, has ceased the practices that causedthe contamination, and has kindly offered to pay this lady $300 for reconnection of her
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bore and another $200 per year for water consumption. The amazing thing is that the
letters that went out to the lady concerned agreeing to all these things ame dated exactly
the same day that we raised the issue with the Minister seeking answers to the questions.
That demonstrates what a complaint to a Minister can achieve. I thank the Minister for
initiating action which has resulted in such a successful outcome for my constituent.

The next issue is one that I am sure members will regard with a great deal of pleasure;
namely, massage. I raise this issue because some members may be aware that a new
physiotherapists' Bill is in the offing. That Bill was initiated by the previous Minister for
Health, has been widely circulated for debate and is well known to all of the health
bodies. It is a largely procedural Bill to rectify some anomalies in the
PhysiotherapistsAct, but it has resulted in masseurs coming to me and other members of
Parliament and complaining that this Bill will make their practices illegal. In fact, this
Bill does not make their practices illegal. Under the current Physiotherapists Act,
massage is illegal. It is okay to perform massage for the purpose of pleasure, but it is not
legal to set oneself up as a masseur with any suggestion that one may be able to fix or
treat any muscular condition. Therefore, all those masseurs who are now promoting
themselves as being able to treat muscular conditions are acting illegally. I know of one
masseur whom the Physiotherapists Association has taken to court, but it lost the case on
technical grounds and has not proceeded further because I gather that the penalties that
are involved under the Act are too small to make it worth its while to incur legal costs in
pursuing that action. The difficulty with the proposed Act is that although it will not
change legislation regarding illegality, it will change the penalties that apply and make it
far more likely for the Physiotherapists Association to sue masseurs who suggest that
they are able to treat medical conditions. I sought some information from the
Parliamentary Library relating to massage. It reads -

massge, a systematic and scientific manipulation of body tissues, performed
with the hands for therapeutic effect on the nervous and muscular systems and on
systematic circulation. Used more than 3,000 years ago by the Chinese, it is the
earliest recorded form of physical therapy. Later, the Greek physician
Hippocrates used friction in the treatment of sprains and dislocations and
kneading to treat constipation.
... Massage is used to relieve pain and reduce swelling, to relax muscles, and to
speed the healing process following strain and sprain injuries.

... There are three forms of hand manipulation employed in therapeutic massage.
They are: light or hard stroking (effleurage), which relaxes muscles and improves
circulation to the small surface blood vessels and is thought to increase the flow
of blood toward the heart; compression (petrissage), which includes kneading,
squeezing, and friction and is useful in stretching scar tissue, muscles, and
tendons so that movement is easier, and percussion (tapotement), in which the
sides of the hands are used to strike the surface of the skin in rapid succession to
improve circulation ...

Therefore, massage is not some fly-by-night medical treatment. It has been around for
3 000 years. As someone who has suffered a whiplash injury, I went to a physiotherapist,
progressed to chiropractic treatment, acupuncture, and subsequently to massage.
Although all the treatments had some effect, massage was by far the best treatment for
muscle spasm - particularly for whiplash injuries.

In my practice I constantly refer patients with that condition to a masseur. Not only do I
refer patients to masseurs but the State Government Insurance Commission pays for the
treatment. The commission does not pay as easily as it pays for patients that I refer to a
physiotherapist, but still it pays. All I do is arrange for a qualified masseur to ring the
State Government Insurance Commission to say that a referral has been made for
massage. The masseur gets the okay, proceeds with the treatment and is paid for that.
Therefore, in effect, the SOIC is paying for treatment which is illegal. No doubt my
referrals of patients with a medical condition are illegal, according to the Act. That
situation must be addressed urgently. That is difficult to do when the legislation is
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already prepared, but short of stopping a practice which has been going on for a long
time, short of making illegal a practice which has been in place for 3 000 years, there isno alternative. It is an effective treatment. Many therapeutic masseurs in Western
Australia carry out a number of different styles of treatment. Most of them are qualified-,
they undertake special training. I believe that a massage course is available at theUniversity of Western Australia. It is one of the better forms of treatment for soft tissueinjury. It has a place, in the same way that physiotherapy has a strong place in thetreatment of injuries. I hope the Minister will take up the issue particularly in view of theinformation that I have presented tonight regarding the SGIC paying for the treatment.
In the last few minutes available to me, I will refer to matters I am working on aschairman of the Select Committee on Recycling and Waste Management. I do not wish
to go into detail regarding what the committee will find. That is for the future. I will,however, reveal some of the new opportunities available for communication with thecurrent expansion throughout the world, when one seeks information about certain issues.The committee was invited by the United States Consulate to attend the United StatesInformation Service, which has set up dialogue by satellite on recycling. We had a link-
up with Mr Stephan Frodsham of the Western Australian EPA waste managementdivision, and two experts from Maryland in the United States - Ms Esther Bowring, therecycling coordinator in Maryland; Mr Edward Repa, the director of environmentalprograms; and three recycling experts from Canberr, and Auckland and Wellington inNew Zealand. About 30 people sat in the room with us, listening to the conversation,
putting questions, and listening to debate about issues in different areas.
I had planned to go into detail about the differences between Maryland and WesternAustralia in the recycling area. Given the time, I will cut my remarks short. Marylandhas a population of 800 000 people, which is not far short of the population of Perth.
Maryland's recycling participation rate is 98 per cent, which puts us to shame given thatMaryland started its program about the same time as we started ours. It faced the sameconstraints as we do with access to markets and returns from recyclable products.Maryland achieved that situation through a fairly highly regulated recycling system andan aggressive public education program. It has a weekly kerbside collection - as do
councils here - using 240 litre carts, and a co-mingled system which collects glass,aluminium, steel cans, plastics of both types, and newspapers. Maryland has a highdegree of regulation which involves companies, government and local government
legislation to ensure recycling. Legislation also provides contents laws for recyclable
material. Businesses are required to submit recycling plans and annual reports. There ismandatory recycling at multi-family units - I presume flats - with properties being
required to submit plans for recycling during development. Green waste is banned fromrubbish bins and tips; so all green waste must be recycled. Tyres are banned from
rubbish tips also.
I am sure that we in Western Australia would not be very keen to go down such a highly
regulatory path; nevertheless the select committee must consider that option. It is very
important for this State to study places that have been successful with the promotion ofrecycling. It is a big issue, and it is an exciting one. I hope that the committee can comeup with some excellent recommendations when it submits its report. I support the Bill.
MR GRILL (Eyre) [11.00 pm]: I wish to contribute to the Supply debate. First, I will
talk about an abrogation of responsibility by a commonwealth authority in respect of anAboriginal group or a class of people living within my electorate. That abrogation ofresponsibility relates to the village of Ninga Mia, an Aboriginal community about 2 or
3 kilometres east of Kalgoorlie-Boulder.
The facilities at the Aboriginal community were set up in about 1984 by the Department
of Aboriginal Affairs and by Aboriginal Hostels Ltd to cater for itinerant and fringe
dwelling Aborigines in the Kalgoorlie-Boulder area. It was perceived then that a realneed existed for shelter and food for a group of Aborigines who were largely itinerant,
some of whom were living around Kalgoorlie-Boulder and others who came from as farafield as the central desert, the nine or 10 groups who comprise the Ngaanatjarra
community from that area being a large part of the source of the itinerant visitors.
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When this facility was set up, Aboriginal Hostels Ltd took upon itself to fund it. Funding
has been ongoing since then. The present annual funding is about $250 000. That
funding basically covers the cost of 10 staff and also makes some contribution towards
the cost of food for the inmates of this establishment. The establishment has not fared
well over the years, but has continued to operate and has helped many Aboriginal people.
It normally caters for 100 Aboriginal people, although at times it caters for many more.
There can be up to 130 or more Aborigines living in this community at any one time.
This is not a hostel in the sense that we would understand it; it is not a single room within
a set of rooms. There are 15 or 16 buildings, a caretaker's residence, residences for other
members of staff, and other buildings in which mostly itinerant Aborigines live from time
to time. Some live there longer than others but by and large they are not there for more
than three months, and very few live there for more than six months. Most are in and out
over a short time.
Although ongoing costs have been provided, unfortunately adequate maintenance has
not. In the intervening years since 1984, we have seen a very significant deterioration of
the facilities at this establishment. They have been rundown particularly badly. In many
cases the toilets do not work or are not connected to many of the residential blocks. The
roofs leak. There are no proper roads. In many cases the cooking facilities are not
adequate or do not work, and the water supply does not work or it leaks and puddles of
water lie around and become stagnant pools, which become the source of disease. There
has not been an adequate budget to maintain this facility properly and, as I said, it has
become badly run down. Although it has performed its basic function in a rough way, it
is not a facility of which we can be particularly proud. In fact, it was described in acute
terms by Aboriginal Hostels Ltd in a letter sent to a federal Minister which states -

Ninga Mlia is a community of some 100 traditional Aboriginal people. They live
in what can only be described as an acute state of squalor; the metal shed type
'houses' provide grossly unsuitable shelter and health problems are rampant.
Ninga Mia is one of the most deprived Aboriginal communities in Australia; it is
a national disgrace, quite unbelievable in the 1990's.

Aboriginal Hostels Ltd has a charter which, under the heading of "Services" states that
AHL provides a low cost, temporary accommodation service to the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people through a national network of 142 hostels. The hostels
operating either directly or through grants from other organisations provide over 3 000
beds each night to assist Aboriginal and Torr-es Strait Islander people to satisfy their
health, employment, training, education and age care needs.

In those circumstances we find that abruptly, without warning, without consultation,
without a word to any other department, without consultation with this Government,
without informing any federal inister, this agency wrote to the management of the
Ninga Mia facility and informed it that as from 30 June this year funding would be
withdrawn.. The pretext for withdrawing funding is that this community is a peirmanent
community and in funding it, Aboriginal Hostels Ltd is not fully discharging its charter.

That decision was made in the face of facts which simply prove the assertion that the
facility was not catering for people coming within the charter of the organisation, is
totally false. When senior elements of Aboriginal Hostels Ltd were brought to
Kalgoorlie, when the balloon went up in respect of its letter indicating that funding would
cease, it was shown that the residents of Ninga Mia were the very people whom its
charter directed the hostel to cater for. Although some residents lived within the
community for more than six months, the great majority were either fringe dwellers or
itinerant and did not have any other accommodation in the immediate area which they
could take advantage of. It seemed to me, my federal colleague and other state
colleagues to be a clear dereliction of its duty for Aboriginal Hostels Ltd to announce,
without any warning, that funding would be curtailed at 30 June.

As a result of the meeting to which I just referred, the hierarchy of Aboriginal Hostels
Ltd did forbear for a short time and indicated that it would not cease funding immediately
but indicated an intention to cease funding within an extended period of about 18 months.
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In the meantime it indicated that it wished to reduce the amount of funding that would go
to the establishment.
Of the 10 employees at the establishment, the highest paid is the manageress who
receives $34 000 a year. For that, she lives on the premises and looks after the welfare of
up to 130 residents at any one time. That job is a 24 hour a day, seven days a week job.
It is a very onerous job. I suggest that being paid $34 000 per annumn gross for such a
position is not a princely sum. Other persons who work there are paid more modest sums
of money. For instance, the cook works six days a week and gets $24 000 a year. Few of
the gardeners, assistant managers and people of that nature receive more than about
$20 000. It is not as though the facilities are overstaffed or that staff members are
overpaid. I suggest that the facility is fairly modestly run and that the $250 000
expended is not a very large sum of money.
As its facilities degenerated in the years since 1984, there developed amongst some of the
residents a reluctance to pay rent. Members can imagine that they had some grounds for
being reluctant to pay rent, especially if they were placed in a dwelling which did not
have running water, had a leaking roof, had a road which was a quagmire in the rain and
a desert in hot and dry weather, or where the stove did not work and they had to cook on
an open fire outside. A number of residents were reluctant from time to time to pay rent.
As I have said, some of that can be understood. Nonetheless a vicious cycle developed.
On the one hand Aboriginal Hostels Ltd was demanding that full rents be paid and, on
the other hand, the residents were saying that the facilities were substandard. The
descriptions I have read out indicate that they were substandard. The manager, the meat
in the sandwich, was prevailed upon by each side to do something about it by collecting
or not collecting rent. At the same time nearly all government agencies were reluctant to
put substantial sums of money into renovating properties or ensuring that the necessary
maintenance took place. That continued until three or four months ago when the local
authority moved in and placed an order on the property indicating that unless very
substantial maintenance took place, especially on the sewerage system, the place would
have to be closed down. That shocked one or two of the agencies, particularly the major
funder, Aboriginal Hostels Ltd, into taking some action. It indicated that some $336 000
is being expended to repair the sewerage system at the facility. That should have been
done a long time ago.
I do not know how a commonwealth agency of that nature with the responsibility with
which it was duly charged could allow a facility to fall into such a dilapidated state of
repair. It represented a clear health risk to the inmates before the agency took some
action to alleviate the situation. Nonetheless, that is what happened. We are still faced
with a situation of this agency being quite determined to cease funding this facility and
moving out. I have mentioned part of the rationale. Another part was that it simply
wanted to force some other agency into shouldering part of the responsibility for funding.
I have attended a number of meetings at which Aboriginal Hostels Ltd had an
opportunity to indicate which agencies should share some of the funding and in what
respect other agencies should share funding. At none of those meetings has it been able
to indicate clearly to which agencies it is referring or in what respects it expects other
agents to share some of those costs. I understand from the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs, who is present in the Chamber tonight, that the State Government is prepared to
put $500 000 into new housing at Ninga Mia, which will be gratefully received by the
management and community. It still begs the question of whether and how the funding
for the ongoing operation of this facility will be obtained. I simply do not know, as I
indicated a while ago, how the responsible commonwealth agency can abrogate that
responsibility in such a harsh manner. The Aboriginal people for whom it is responsible
are basically bush Aborigines who are still close to their culture, who live mostly in the
central desert and come down to Kalgoorlie from time to time to socialise, see the bright
lights, and unfortunately to drink.
Mr Marlborough: The industrial bright lights of Kalgoorlie!
Mr GRILL: T1here are other bright lights. They are a very unsophisticated group of
people who do not need sophisticated facilities, but they need facilities that are habitable
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and healthy. On both those scores they have been left in the lurch. In recent years the
facilities -have not really been healthy and habitable. A big problem exists with the fringe
dwellers around Kalgoorlie-Boulder, which represents bright lights for a lot of
Aborigines who live in the north eastern goldfields and further out to the South
Australian border. Distinct differences exist between the various groups that go to
Kalgoorlie-Boulder. As I have indicated, there are the Ngaanyatjarra, who come from
the central desert, people from the northern goldfields, people from Coonana and people
from Juninjunjarra, who relate more to South Australia than they do to Western Australia
but they were relocated by the Federal Government years ago when the rocket testing
was conducted. They now live fairly close to Kalgoorlie-Boulder where they socialise
and to which they relate. Nonetheless, their links are with South Australia. Having
different links means that they do not easily mix with the Aborigines who come from the
central desert or with those from Kalgoorlie or with those from the northern goldfields.
T7herefore, there is a problem with the intermingling and socialising of different groups.
Ninga Mia basically serves those Aborigines who come out of the central desert. Some
3 000 Aborigines are in those communities and the Ninga Mia facility is a very important
part of their support structure. "Me Federal Government needs to take Aboriginal Hostels
Ltd in hand and dictate to it that it must discharge its responsibility towards this group. I
understand that the State Government is at last doing something. I congratulate the
Minister for that. However, it is belated and I do not believe it is enough. If the State
Government is to put $500 000 into new housing we have to think about the roads, water
facilities, the sewerage facilities and things of that nature, and we have to do something
about the environment. It is not a healthy environment and it could do with a lot of
improvement.
Mr Prince: It is a massive job, which has been wished on us because Aboriginal Hostels
Ltd pulled the pin.
Mr GRILL: I do not think it is acceptable that the hostels association should have
abrogated responsibility in the way it has. I will endeavour to ensure that it fulfils its
responsibilities and duties, and I will leave no stone unturnied to ensure that happens.
I turn to another question which affects my constitutes; namely, a gold royalty. On the
one hand, the Minister for Resources Development has indicated on two occasions at
least that I am aware of that he intends to proceed with a gold royalty. I do not know to
what extent he has support for that notion within Cabinet, but it is a proposition he has
put forward aggressively and one from which he appears not wanting to desist. On the
other hand, the Premier, who is present at the back of the Chamber, and the Minister for
Mines have mumbled in vague terms opposition to such a proposal. I do not know who
represents the Government in these matters. It appears that the Minister for Resources
Development has direct responsibility for the question of royalties. However, in overall
government policy I thought the Premier of the State would be able to talk clearly on a
matter of this dimension. Yet we appear to have a clear division of opinion between the
Minister for Mines and the Premier on the one hand, and the Minister for Resources
Development on the other. I do not know who has the numbers in the Cabinet, but it
appears to me that if the Minister for Resources Development is so truculently
proceeding with this proposal in the face of general opposition from the Premier, he must
think he has the numbers. The Minister for Resources Development probably more than
anyone else in this Chamber appreciates that a tax in the form of a royalty is regressive.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Would you support a profit based royalty?
Mr GRILL: Royalties as they are applied in this State are not based on profit; they have
nothing to do with profit. Is that what the Minister is talking about?
Mr CJ. Barnett: You can have a resource rent tax. Is that what you are advocating? If
you think a gold royalty is regressive, the alternative is a profit based tax or a resource
rent structure.
Mr GRILL: I am not advocating any of those. I amn saying that a royalty as it is applied
in this State is regressive - and the Minister knows it. It will mean that cut-off grades
will become higher, and will ensure that mine life is shortened.
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Mir C. Barnett: How do you reckon a royalty would compare with Keating's increase in
company tax from 33 per cent to 36 per cent?
Mr Brown: Come on! It went down only the year before last from 39 per cent to 33 per
cent.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Dr Hames): Order!
Mr GRILL: The member for Morley is right.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Which do you think would affect mining more: An increase in
company tax from 33 per cent to 36 per cent or a royalty at 2.5 per cent with an
exemption level? Keep it in perspective. The mining industry has.
Mr GRILL: I do not know; I have not done the calculations. I do know that a 5 per cent
royalty is generally applied in this State for other minerals. It will ensure that mine life is
shortened, cut-off grades go up, and minerals which are normally economic to mine are
left in the ground, and it will result in high grading and inefficiency in mining.
Mr CJ. Barnett: I assume that you are advocating the removal of the royalty on nickel or
iron ore on the same basis.
Mr GRILL: I suggest that they could be removed and a more appropriate form of tax be
put in place. I do not think the Minister for Resources Development disagrees with that.
If he does, he can tell me right now. Does he disagree with any of the consequences I
have just enumerated?
Mr CJ. Barnett: All things being equal, your conclusions are right. It applies to all
minerals. A whole host of things affect the profitability of the gold mine.
Mr GRILL: All those matters I enumerated are important to my constituents because
many of them live on the edge of a large open cut. The life of that open cut is important
to their job security, the value of their homes, and the future of their children. Many have
been through periods, as I did in 1976, when the future looked bleak: People did not
know what their houses would be worth; and the cut-off grade and mine life, and whether
the new mines could be economically open were important - and remain important.
Mr CJ. Barnett: If there were to be a royalty - that decision has not been made, let alone
discussed - an exemption could be made for low grade mines. All those things can be
accommodated.
Mr GRILL The Minister has made a number of statements about possible forms of
royalty. Is he speaking for himself or the Government?
Mr CJ. Barnett: I am speaking as the Minister for Resources Development. I think it is
a valid policy issue on which the Government has not made a decision, other than, as the
Premier has indicated, there will not be a royalty during this term of government.
Mr GRILL: Does the Minister accept that there will not be a royalty during this term of
government?
Mr CJ. Barnett: Yes. The Premier has said it in writing, and I have said it in writing to
companies that have written to me. I have always argued that if there is to be a gold
royalty, it must be introduced with plenty of lead time and broad agreement in the
industry as to how it might be structured. The worst thing for any industry is to drop a
sudden tax on them without warning. Any royalty regime should be phased in with
plenty of lead time.
Mr GRILL: Does the Minister foreshadow that the Premier will agree to a royalty if the
Government gets a second term?
Mr C.J. Barnett: No. The issue has not gone to Cabinet other than by way of an informal
chat about it.
Mr GRILL: Talk of a royalty at this stage will sap confidence and demnotivate the
industry.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Half the industry agrees with me.
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M& GRILL: The Mfinister knows as well as I do that the gold industry has been dhe great
industrial success story in Western Australia in the past 10 years. A whole new industry
has been built. It is now the biggest industry in this State. It is responsible for the export
of services, expertise, technology, and things of that nature. It is an important industry
and it has done well for the State. The Minister's regressive and truculent talk about a
royalty is not doing Kalgoorlie, Boulder or the rest of my electorate much good.
NM HALLAHAN (Armadale) [11.30 pm]: I welcome the opportunity to speak in the
debate on the Supply Bill at what is a critical time for the Government of Western
Australia and the union and labour movements across this nation. The issue surrounding
the stevedoring contract which has gone to BAAC Pty Ltd, the company of Len
Buckeridge, the benefactor of the Liberal Party, will significantly damage the Court
Government. We now know that the tender process adopted on this occasion will be
investigated and there is a question mark over the lack of compliance with the State
Supply Commission Act. Even though there may be ways in which Stateships can be
exempted from the requirements of the Act, the Government is not in any way exempted
from ensuring that the guidelines and requirements of the Act are followed. The
Opposition welcomes the investigation into the letting of that contract.
Regrettably, the inister for Transport today exposed his position in a most remarkable
way when he referred to the granting of the tender to BAAC. This issue follows an
episode which occurred in 1994 when the operation of Stateships was put out to tender
after a series of consultants had examined its operations. To refresh my memory of what
happened I referred to a transcript of a radio interview on the ABC on 29 November
1994.
The ACT7ING SPEAKER (Dr Haines): Order! The level of background conversation on
both sides of the House and behind the Chair is excessive. I ask members to hold their
conversations elsewhere.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It was suggested in that interview that there had been nine tenders,
but the Minister's press release said that two tenders had been seriously considered. It
was understood there would be a saving of $4m from one tender and $2m from the other.
However, the Government chose not to go ahead with either of the tenders. Apparently,
before that process the Government had received an offer which would have resulted in a
$6m saving and would have reduced the Stateships' deficit in one year to $10m. That
opportunity was passed up. As a result, the Government entered into a tender process
which resulted in the tenders to which I have referred, but neither was accepted on the
pretext of the financial arrangements with Westpac Banking Corporation which had been
entered into by the previous Labor Government. The fact of the matter is that the Court
Goverrnment knew about those financial arrangements before it became involved in the
process of consultants, tenders and the rejection of tenders.
The Court Government's clear agenda in this whole affair has been to benefit Len
Buckeridge and his companies. In the next few weeks it will be very interesting to watch
how the situation on the Fremantle wharf unfolds. In addition, it will be interesting to see
whether the Buckeridge Group of Companies will become the operators of Stateships at
some time in the future. Many people believe that is the Government's aim and is the
reason that it did not welcome the adverse publicity which it received late last year.
Whether that is sufficient for the Government to realise that it must carry out its business
in a lawful way, remains to be seen. It appears the Government has acted unlawfully, but
the Opposition will wait with interest the outcome of the investigation into the tender
process.
The events surrounding this tender should be considered. Early this year two stevedoring
companies operated on the Fremantle wharf - Patrick The Australian Stevedore and
Conaust Ltd. Conaust had two divisions which operated in a complementary, but
separate way in Western Australia. Along came BAAC which negotiated with the
Fremantle Port Authority for berths 1 and 2 on the north wharf. I am not sure whether it
involved a third berth, but it definitely involved two. BAAC has been operating on the
Fremantle wharf for the past few months - I suspect it was February when the
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negotiations were finalised. Even if we take the longest lead time, it is a short time span
for a company to be operating on the wharf, but there is a clear agenda behind that. The
Minister has used the presence of BAAC on the Fremantle wharf as his rationale for
inviting three companies to submit a tender, and again this is yet to be confirmed by the
investigation which will be undertaken by the State Supply Commission.
I spoke to representatives from Patricks and Conaust yesterday. Patricks had received
two invitations in writing to tender - one in June 1994 and the other in December 1994. 1
was advised that its contract expired on 30 June 1994 and since then it has been
providing a stevedoring service to Stateships on an extended contract basis. From what
the Minister said in the media today it appears that the company had a thre month
extension on each occasion. The Minister for Transport indicated that his rationale for
moving now was that Patricks had asked for a longer term lease when its last three month
extension expired.
My understanding from Conaust is that it was approached by the Mediterranean Shipping
Co (Aust) Pty Ltd in Sydney. That approach went to its Sydney corporate office which
decided that its container division at Fremantle would decline the invitation to tender
because of the consolidation process it has in mind. It said that its bulk and general
division was interested and it responded by submitting a tender. I do not know what the
formalities of that process were. I understand there was some discussion on its
submission, but the first it knew about the tender being awarded to BAAC was when it
was announced last Friday. If Conaust and Patricks were approached in June 1994 and
December 1994, it means that since December neither company received any information
on the outcome until the announcement was made last Friday. The Court Government
must at some time explain the time line in this whole sorry saga because it looks very
corrupt, and it seems to involve corruption of the tender process to advantage one of the
Liberal Party's benefactors. No-one denies that either Len Buckeridge or his companies
are financial supporters of the Liberal Party. A very unpleasant odium is attached to this
issue, apart from the process by which the company arrived at the Fremantle port and is
pursuing a clear direction for its business.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Are you mounting an argument that there may be flaws in the tender
process, or are you alleging that there is corruption?
Mrs HALLAHAN: I think my statement was clear.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I am not sure what you mean.

Mrs HALLAHAN: The Government will have an investigation because it thinks the
processes have been -

Mr C.J. Barnett: I do not know about that.
Mrs HALLAHAN: T1he Government has said it will. The member for Cottesloe is the
Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party and the leader of government business in this House,
so I do not know why he should try any fancy footwork at this stage. His Government
will look back on this time as a watershed, because from the public's point of view
nothing will have changed since the election of the Court Government. This Government
was elected on a platform of openness, accountability and a change to the situation in
place before the state election.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You are ducking for cover.
Mrs HALLAHAN: No, I am not ducking for cover at all.

Mrf C.J. Barnett: Yes you are. You used the word "corruption". Are you alleging
irregularities or deficiencies in the tender process, which is one issue, or are you
suggesting straight out corruption? How are you using the word "corruption"? Are you
suggesting the tender process is not as it should be? Corruption implies payments made
for favours and so on.
Mrs HALLAHAN: My statement was very clear.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You have not made it clear to me. I do not know what you are alleging.
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Mrs HALLAHAN: Quite frankly, I think the Leader of the House should acquaint
himself with the facts or keep his mouth shut. That is my good advice to him.
Mr CJ. Barnett: You are sitting on the fence.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Not at all. Will the Government investigate it? The Leader of the
House believes that at best it is flawed. I believe at worst it is corrupt, but let us wait for
the outcome. I suggest that if the Government does not get on top of this matter, there
will be nothing to distinguish its period in government from the difficulties that beset the
previous Government. That is being said in the wider community today as a result of
much media coverage of this matter. Personally, I think it indicates great stupidity by the
Minister for Transport, the Minister for Services and the Court Government. They have
colluded in this matter, although they must have known it would attract a lot of publicity.
No-one has denied that the Buckeridge group is a strong supporter of the Liberal Party
and the Government Given the reasons, in part, for this Government's election - its
promise of openness and accountability - it should have made sure when doing business
with publicly acknowledged sections of its support base, that everything was squeaky
clean. It is absolutely reprehensible for the Government to have the arrogance to enter
into arrangements which fall short- of that, and I think it will be extremely costly to the
Government.
We are dealing with a person in the building industry who, by any measure, has put
together a remarkable group of companies. The vertical integration of these companies
within the building industry is a remarkable achievement. However, the way it has been
achieved is open to question. I will not go into that tonight because we must deal with
the issue on the Fremantle wharf. I am told that the products manufactured by the
Buckeridge Group of Companies have been rejected by the principal of that company for
the construction of his lavish home in Mosman Park. I will not canvass the issue referred
to in "The 7.30 Report" television program last night of the company flouting planning
laws. Apparently it has done so in the Shire of Swan and in the Town of Arm adale. This
person has no respect for the law, and this Government seems to be hellbent on
supporting him. That is regrettable. If it wants to give benefits to certain people, it
should tell those people that it welcomes their support but they must comply with the
letter of the law. The Government should tell this particular person that he must cease
flouting the planning laws of local authorities in the areas in which he does business. He
should clean up his image and the way his company operates. I do not understand why
the Government does not do that. It will not use its influence to good effect, and I think
that a whirlwind of negative return will emanate from that.
I refer now to the Maritime Union of Australia which is undergoing a reform process
being pursued nationally. A number of unions have amalgamated and that has been very
significant in improving productivity, removing demarcation disputes, and making other
changes in work practices which had become outdated. Waterfront workers have lifted
their game and increased productivity by between 60 per cent and 100 per cent,
depending on the measures used to examine the results. Everybody acknowledges that
Australia is an island trading nation and it must compete with other trading nations. In
my view the union movement has responded to that challenge. However, it is not
assisted in its response to this challenge by Governments such as the Court Government,
because there is nothing cooperative or of a consensus nature in its activities. It does not
provide any constructive leadership. In my view the Court Government is the most
divisive Government in this country for a long time. Thank God this State had a Labor
Government for 10 years.
Mr Kierath: What about the full time union organiser whom former Minister Pearce paid
from the public payroll?
Mrs HALLAHAN: What about the consultants to whom this Government is paying huge
amounts? Members opposite are not innocent of the accusations they make against the
previous Government.
Mr Kierath inteijected.
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Mrs HALLAHAN: After the report tabled yesterday the Minister for Health should keep
quiet because he is an embarrassment to many of his backbenchers, if not to his leader.
MSr Shave: Not to us.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Members opposite very quietly want to support the Minister just a
little to hold the teamn together until he puts his foot up and into such a deep hole that it
will take him in over his head. He would be wise to go about his job somewhat quietly.
The waterfront unions have an image of being very strong in pursuing equitable working
conditions. That comes from the industry in which they are engaged where these people
often go to sea together, and they get to know each other very well and work as a
cohesive teamn in a way in which many other people in the union movement would never
have an opportunity to work. It has also been a dangerous industry, so there has been a
greater awareness of safety measures than has been the case in a lot of other industries,
although that is not to say that a lot of other unions have not also worked very hard to
improve safety and conditions. When we talk about improving safety and conditions, we
are talking about raising people's standard of living and the opportunities for them and
their children, and that is about egalitarianism, which is an honourable thing. There is no
way that the hollow chants from members on the Court Government benches will in any
way diminish the honour of people who want a safe workplace and a rcasonable income,
and to bring up their families in a dignified and reasonable way. That is what this dispute
on the wharf at Fremantle in 1995 is all about.
This important battle is being waged in a very peaceful way. When I was a child, my
mother told me the old adage sticks and stones will break my bones but names willnever
hurt me. That adage is operating on Fremantle wharf because everyone has agreed that it
is not a time for violence, but emotions are running high, so we are seeing an expression
of dissatisfaction in words. That is a sophisticated way of handling what is for these
people a critical issue. They are looking at an end to their jobs and incomes and an
uncertain future for their families. We cannot blame those people for being disturbed
about what is happening on the wharf. Today we have seen the extraordinary situation of
this company, supported fully by the Court Government, operating on the wharves
without knowing what its business is. Just prior to my arrival on the wharf a large crane
nearly went over, with the hazard that a container nearly fell onto some of the scab
labourers. I would not have wanted to see that happen, but that is the risk when we get
people who do not know what they are doing.
M~r Court: Are you saying that the people who were unloading the ship were scab
labourers?
Mrs HALLAHAN: The ship is not being unloaded.
Mr Court: Are you saying they were scab labourers?
Mrs HALLAHAN: I did use that word; that is the description used on the wharves.
Does the Premier not understand that? Why is that offensive to the Premier?
Mr Court: Are you saying that the troops who unloaded the ships at the wharves during
the Second World War were also scab labourers?
Mrs HALLAHAN: Page 5 of The West Australian of Thursday, 25 May captures what
happened at the wharf today, where experienced workers had to stand by while people
who did not know what they were doing tried to take over their jobs and to carry out
work which they would normally carry out. If members opposite had pride in their skills,
if they have any skills, what would they think about having to watch people, who do not
know what they are doing, take over their jobs? In addition, the management of that
work force did not know what it was doing. The caption under the picture on page 5 is
"Many hands: Non-union workers prepare to load a container but seem to be in a
dilemma about what to do first." In their dilemma about what to do first, they nearly had
a disaster. They could have killed people on the wharf today. Itseems that BAAC Pty
Ltd does not believe in employing people who know what they are doing. It does not
believe in safety measures. It appears that there was no training about how to go about
the business on the wharf. Where were the government agencies that are supposed to
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enforce safety measures in order to protect all Western Australians, union and non-union
workers alike? Later in the day, some orders were given about safety on the crane andabout the training and skills of the people involved, but why did it take that long? TheGovernment has planned this for some time, yet it has allowed an unsafe situation to
develop. That is reprehensible.
We have a developing saga. Last year, there were tenders for Stateships that would savemillions of dollars, but the Government decided not to go ahead with them on the pretextthat there was a financial arrangement with Westpac Banking Corporation. The
Government knew about that financial arrangement with Westpac before it went out totender and before it put in place its various consultancies, all of which were very costly.However, this Government does not mind wasting money when it will advantage one of
its supporters.
We do not know what the outcome of this situation will be at No 1 and 2 berths atFremantle, but I challenge anyone to find a rationale for BAAC Pty Ltd getting into the
stevedoring operations for Stateships. In the interview last November to which I
referred, the Mnister said that he would be looking down the track at another tender andanother operator for Stateships. Does the Premier have in mind one operator - BAAC PtyLtd - which should take on that work, and are we seeing step by step a move towards
that, because that is what appears to be happening at present? There has been no
integrity in the process so far, and I am relieved that there will be an investigation,
because perhaps that is the break that the Government needs to get its head straight aboutthis matter and realise that it is embarking on a path of incredible corruption. TheDeputy Leader of the Liberal Party does not like that word, but I am suggesting that thereneeds to be a break in the dynamic that has been created. Perhaps this will provide the
Government with an opportunity to rethink the strategy and the ambitions of one of its
benefactors. That is the Government's challenge. This matter has received a lot ofpublicity and it will continue to receive a lot of publicity. The Government should,
therefore, ensure that all of the processes are in good order. It is extraordinary arrogance
in this case not to ensure that the processes are beyond question. I make that comment
because I am concerned about the members of the Maritime Union of Australia, whohave now been on the wharves since last Friday afternoon and we do not know how long
they will remain there. Of course, they are not alone in the rough treatment they have
been given by the Court Government as the measures of this Government are affecting
every area of the Transport portfolio..
MR BROWN (Morley) [12.01 am]: I have spoken briefly previously about the need
for a judicial inquiry into the corrective services division of the Ministry of Justice, but Iwill take this opportunity to speak in more detail. In the time I have available to me Iwill outline a series of questions and important issues that call for such a judicial inquiry
to be mounted. It is important in considering this matter first to give it some backdrop. Itis to be recalled that the police commenced an investigation into a number of activities in
the Ministry of Justice in May 1994 - that is just 12 months ago. It will also be recalled
that the corrective services division of the Ministry of Justice came under the media
spotlight in the early part of the second half of last year. Indeed, at one stage, the
corrective services division of the ministry appeared either on the front page or very
prominently on other pages close to the front of the newspaper for almost a week.
A series of allegations was made about the manner in which the ministry was then being
run and the manner in which changes were being implemented. I think it is fair to saythat all of that placed a fair amount of heat on the Minister. There is a number of ways in
political terms to deal with that heat. Of course, one is to have an internal inquiry.
Therefore, it was not surprising that such an inquiry was established. In the corrective
services division, which works under the Prisons Act, there is a power to establish such
an internal inquiry. That power is quite broad, because it gives to the inquirer the power
to summons people to give evidence and the power to require people who are giving
evidence to answer questions truthfully irrespective of whether those answers may
incriminate the person. They are significant powers.
It was said at the time that there was a need for such an inquiry because a variety of
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concerns had been raised by either the Minister or the director general. The Minister was
quoted in the Press talking about rorts going on in the corrective services division and
that prison officers were rorting sick leave provisions. The Director General of the
Ministry of Justice was quoted in relation to the fact that drugs were being smuggled into
prison. Allegations were made that prison staff were intimidating and standing over
other staff on work-related matters. A variety of other quite serious allegations were
made at the time that sought to create the climate for justifying such an investigation.
The investigation commenced at Canning Vale Prison and Casuarina Prison in October
last year and it was to run for a period of three months. Close to the time of the
investigation's supposedly coming to a conclusion, it was extended for a further period of
two months. So, the investigation ran for a period of approximately five months.

I understand from some public reports about that investigation that it covered a wide
variety of issues and a number of lines of inquiry were investigated. At the same time,
there was also a police investigation. The Minister said that the police investigation and
the administrative investigation would run concurrently and that they would be
coordinated by the Director of Public Prosecutions. However, it was also said that the
two inquiries would be kept quite separate and that there would be no cross over between
them. I have raised on a previous occasion very serious concerns about the fact that
officers who were summoned to the administrative inquiry faced charges laid by the
police at the inquiry. I have also raised questions about whether there was an exchange
of evidence and other matters between those two inquiries.

However, it is interesting to see now that, after that inquiry ran for five months, after the
police inquiry had been conducted for 12 months, after the Minister for Police advised in
answer to a question about four or five weeks ago that the police inquiry was to conclude
within a couple of weeks of answering that question, none of the allegations made by the
Minister or, indeed, by the director general, has been proved by either the police inquiry
or the administrative inquiry. That begs the question of whether there was any substance
to those allegations in the first place or whether they were simply run for the purpose of
media comment in order to try to create some justification for expenditure on those
inquiries.
More important than that is the range of issues that have not been investigated - the range
of issues which, despite all the concerns being raised publicly, somehow have escaped
scrutiny, which somehow do not appear to be important. I will deal with some of those
matters that have not been answered. First, allegations and reports have been submitted
to the Ministry of Justice about fairly significant interferences in the staff selection
process; about pressure tactics being applied with officers being leant upon to change
reports. This matter has been submitted at the most senior levels of the Ministry of
Justice. So, it is not a matter that should be pushed under the table. Yet, what do we find
in relation to that report to the Ministry of Justice? We find nothing. There has been no
investigation, or at least no apparent investigation. Reports have been submitted which
have claimed that prisoners have been harassed and intimidated, not in a mild way but
very harshly. Somehow the reports have not been investigated, or apparently
investigated. Reports of a high level have been submitted, again to the Ministry of
Justice, about political interference in the operations and decision making in the ministry.
We do not see those reports being investigated or apparently investigated. Reports have
been made about interference in the staff selection process, intimidation and harassment
of prisoners, and political intervention in the running of the Ministry of Justice, and they
have been conveniently ignored.

What else is happening at the ministry? I will deal with a couple of matters where
questions might be raised. These are just some of the issues. By no means is this an
exhaustive list. Two officers - a husband and wife team at the same prison institution -

were charged under the Prisons Act and regulations. That is not unusual. Two months
later the charges were heard, which is not unusual; and the matters were determined by
the presiding officer. Under the Prisons Act, when such charges are heard, the presiding
officer makes a determination and forwards that determination to the director general for
his endorsement or any change. Under the normal process, when such reports are
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forwarded, they are considered by the director general and determined within a week Orso. After t charges against the two officers were heard and determined, the Officersremained on suspension, away from the work force and the prison, for three months,while someone twiddled his fingers and decided what to do about them. Apart from thefact that the officers had been under some pressure regarding whether they would have ajob, taxpayers' funding is involved when two officers sit around, without charges againstthem - because the charges have been determined - and simply are not allowed to return
to work.
Mr CJ. Barnett If you are talking about the two people whom I suspect you are talking
about, you will be aware that the woman officer claims to have been assaulted within the
prison.
Mr BROWN: An allegation was made in that regard. Has that been investigated? TheMinister should consider the way certain matters were investigated. Anyone who woulddare say that the investigation was competent and, considering the manner in which itwas rn, the questions asked in the investigation were competent questions, and theinformation that the officers were required to divulge in the investigation was proper -
Mr CJ. Barnett: Can you be regarded as being entirely objective on this issue?
Mr BROWN: I listen to many people. Although I had a former position, these people
were not there then. I speak to many people about these and other matters.
What are the answers to these questions? Inquiry after inquiry has been held, and$100 000 has been spent on internal investigations. What has been the result? So farthre officers have been charged. I am told that the report is being held back by theAttorney General. Are we to see a spate of charges? I am always loathe to raise suchmatters in this House because whenever I do, more officers seem to be charged.Coincidence works in mysterious ways. I raised the matter of drugs in prisons, andwithin a few days of the last occasion I spoke in the House an officer was charged inrelation to drugs. It is coincidental. Thiese matters have not come to fruition. Iunderstand that the section 9 inquiry was completed at the end of February. I understand
that a report was finally being put together some two months later. Why did it take twomonths to write up a report on that inquiry? Do we know whether more officers will becharged as a result of the inquiry? The officers do not know if they will face charges.
A range of issues is involved here, and for some inexplicable reason they have not beendealt with. On the face of it, the Government appears to have a desire to investigate
certain matters but no desire to investigate other matters which are of an extremelyserious and important nature. We must consider the situation in the context of thepressures placed on the present system. Casuarina Prison was built to hold a maximumof 350 prisoners. I do not know what the muster is today but until recently the prisonheld about 500 prisoners. One could say that does not put too much pressure on theprison; that prisoners could simply double up in the cells. However, it is not as simple asthat because the whole institution is geared around servicing 350 prisoners. What willhappen when the prison contains 500 prisoners without additional staff? Members
should think about this. Prisoners are now entitled to make two 10 minute phone calls aweek. There are only so many telephones and so many times in the day for thatsupervision. When the muster is 500, the blocks are full and prisoners are sharing.
Prisoners cannot get calls; officers are stopping their calls because there are not enough
telephones to go around.
Mr Strickland.~ Has the member for Morley ever been in the services?
Mr BROWN: No, and I suggest to the member for Scarborough that there is a difference
here. Members can see that those pressures exist. Likewise there are pressures on visits.Visits are important for prisoners. They look forward to the short visits they recive each
week. There are only so many visiting rooms and only so many visits that can be
allowed, and other restrictions must be employed.
Mr Marshall: T7he member for Morley is making it sound like a Luna Park where they go
for a good time.
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Mr BROWN: It is difficult to explain to someone who has not been close to the
situation, but when one is an officer trying to maintain the good order of an institution,
one's role is to try to ensure that one does not unnecessarily cause disturbance. When
prisoners become agitated because they are unable to have a visitor, receive a telephone
call or attend to other matters in the prison routine it becomes extremely difficult to
manage at that organisation and institution. A member is shaking his head. Perhaps he
thinks there should not be visits or telephone calls. I am not debating that matter here; I
am telling members about the role of officers who have that very difficult job of
supervising. Difficulties have arisen with the food arrangements because the prison food
distribution arrangements are not geared for that high muster. It becomes extremely
difficult to ensure that everyone gets his fair share. Laundry services become very
difficult. The prison is geared for prisoners to work, but when this maximum security
prison is built for 350 and it contains 500 there is not enough work for everyone, so there
are people who have no work to do. Tension builds when people cannot be engaged in
effective work.
Those examples are bad enough in themselves, and difficult for staff, and not easy for
prisoners either, but there are only so many beds and if the judiciary sends people to
prison, the prisons must put up with it. That is a fact and it is just bad luck; but that
situation is exacerbated by the inquiries being conducted through all of this, into all sorts
of issues and into previous inquiries that have been held. We find officers charged - not
under the Criminal Code but under the disciplinary provisions - over matters that have
been previously investigated. Officers who previously were found guilty and punished
and who copped the punishment then found the matter was investigated again and they
were charged again.
The other interesting thing is the way this has been played in the media. We see big
headlines one day: "Three officers charged and suspended over promotional rorts."
What happens the next day? It is curious: They are reinstated. When were the charges
laid? It was five months ago! Have the charges been heard? No. Have they been dealt
with? No. What is happening in this Ministry of Justice, in the corrective services
division? Members should look at what happened in the case I referred to previously,
where officers were summoned to an office in relation to the administrative inquiry.
When they arrived the police were present, yet administrative inquiries and police
inquiries were supposed to be separate. The police who were there served those officers
with a criminal summons. I will not get into that as it is a matter for the courts.
Curiously, as those officers walked out of that office they were filmed by television
cameras. Someone at Channel 7 was looking into a crystal ball that day!

We find that things do not smell right in the parkc, that there is an unease about all of this.
While certain matters are investigated in great depth, and matters which have been
investigated previously are investigated again and again, other significant matters are
ignored. We see Nelson's trick of putting the telescope up to the blind eye so he cannot
see anything. Nothing seems to happen in relation to those matters so nothing seems to
be investigated. Perhaps they are being investigated secretly. The trouble with section 9
administrative inquiries is that the investigating officers do not tell the person whom they
are inquiring into that he is being investigated. It is not like the court. Everyone else can
be asked about an officer's activities except the officer. An officer can be asked about
his activities, but he will not know the nature of the inquiry. He must deduce what the
investigation is about from the questions put to him. If there had been inquiries into
certain officers and staff, and if those officers had been cleared or were not to be charged,
it would be a decent thing to tell those officers. If one talks to those officers - and it does
not matter at which institution, but particularly at those two institutions where the
inquiries are being held - one hears that morale is extremely low because they say they do
not know what is happening. They are told there are inquiries. When the inquiries have
concluded the officers are told that more charges might be coming out of the inquiries.
They do not know what the inquires have been into and they are not sure whether they
have been investigated. They go to work not quite knowing if they will be charged today
with something that happened one, two or three years ago and about which they have not
been able to comment
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I raise these matters because they ane serious matters. It can be a recipe for disaster ifpeople, particularly the serving officers, lose confidence in the corrective services
division. It can be a recipe for disaster if people cease to be vigilant or to take an active
interest in what they art doing in the State's prison system. Thierefore, a judicial inquiry
is necessary.
Debate adjourned. on motion by Mr Ripper.

House adjourned at 12 30 am (Thursday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

SUPPORTED ACCOMMODATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM -
METROPOLITAN SERVICE AREAS; BANDT GAiTER REPORT

32. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Development:
(1) Has the Government made a decision on the number of service areas to be

created in the metropolitan area for the supported accommodation
assistance program?

(2) Will eight metropolitan service areas be created?
(3) Has the Government endorsed the proposed supported accommodation

assistance program metropolitan service areas contained in the Bandt
Gatter report?

(4) Has a final decision been made on the metropolitan SAAP boundaries?
(5) If so, will the boundaries be in accordance with the map contained in the

SAAP review implementation information package of February 1995,
distributed to non-government agencies by the Minister?

(6) If not, what other changes are likely to be made to those proposed
boundaries?

(7) What SAAP services are provided in each of the boundaries contained to
the map referred to in (4) above?

(8) What is the cost of each service?
(9) What is the total amount expended in each service area?
(10) What would be the total amount expended in each area under these revised

arrangements?
(11) Which agencies currently provided with funding will not continue to

receive funding in each of the regions?
Mr NICHOLLS replied:
(1)-(2) Yes.
(3) Not in total.
(4)-(5) Yes.
(6) Not applicable.
(7) Perth - Scarborough Service Area

Anglicare Family and Youth Service
Perth City Mission
YMCA
Youth Focus
Catherine McAuley
SA Crossroads
Stirling Refuge

Joondalup Service Area
Wanneroo Youth Accommodation
Pat Giles Refuge

Perth - Mimrbooka Service Area
Centrecare
Salvation Army Balga
Koondoola and Girrawheen Youth
Orana Refuge
Emmaus Refuge

Midland Service Area
Swan Emergency Family and Youth Centre
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Parkerville Children's Home
Kulkuna Refuge

Armadale Service Area
Perth City Mission
Armadale Youth Accommodation
Ravenhill
Armadale Gosnells Women's Refuge

Canning/Belmont Service Area
Centrecare
Victoria Park Youth
Canning Youth
Fusion Australia
Mary Smith Women's Refuge
Nardine Women's Refuge

Fremantle Service Area
Fremantle Youth Accommodation
City of Cockburn
Warrawee Women's Refuge

RockInghamn Service Area
Chesterfield House
Town of Kwinana
Lucy Saw Women's Refuge

The above information only relates to regional domestic violence and
family and youth services as per the model in the Bandt Gatter report.

(8) Perth - Scarborough Service Area $
Anglicare Family and Youth Service 330 971
Perth City Mission 273041
YMCA 249 893
Youth Focus 134390
Catherine McAuley 342 395
SA Crossroads 84302
Stirling Refuge 197973

Joondalup Service Area
Wanneroo Youth Accommodation 158 805
Pat Giles Refuge 171 874

Perth - Mirrabooka Service Area
Centrecare 232 346
Salvation Army Balga 83 606
Koondoola and Girrawheen Youth 92974
Orana Refuge 271 543
Emmnaus Refuge 261794

Midland Service Area
Swan Emergency Family and Youth Centre 312 401
Parkerville Children's Home 41983
Kulkuna Refuge 167734

Armnadale Service Area
Perth City Mission 102390
Arniadale, Youth Accommodation 158 348
Ravenhill 77055
Armadale Gosnells Women's Refuge 193 624

Canning/Belmont Service Area
Centrecare 126744
Victoria Park Youth 140672
Canning Youth 41503
Fusion Australia 83820
Mary Smith Women's Refuge 257 607
Nardine Women's Refuge 249 192
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Fremantle Service Area
Fremantle Youth Accommodation 144 577
City of Cockburn 61 735
Warrawee Women's Refuge 241 150

Rockingham Service Area
Chesterfield House 157 906
Town of Kwinana 61735
Lucy Saw Women's Refuge 217 200

M9-010) Current Proposed
Funding Funding

Perth-Scarborough Service Area 1 478 575 720 000
Joondalup Service Area 330 679 720 000
Perth-Mirrabooka Service Area 849 289 720 000
Midland Service Area 480 135 720000O
Annadale Service Area 531 417 720 000
Canning-Belmont Service Area 779718 720000O
Fremantle Service Area 385 727 720 000
Rockingham Service Area 375 106 430 000

(11) The implementation process will identify duplications and gaps.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - COMMUNITY

CENTRES, CONSTRUCTION AND FUNDING
682. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Development:

(1) How many community centres does the State Government intend to -
(a) fund,
(b) build,
in the next 12 months?

(2) How many community centres has the Government offered to fund or
partially fund?

(3) What locations will receive or be offered community centres?

(4) What funding arrangements has the Government proposed?
(5) Has the Government adopted the policy that the local authority or

authorities should be responsible for funding part of the costs providing a
community centre?

(6) What percentage of the costs are local authorities required to meet?

(7) Are there any circumstances which the Government would agree to meet
the total cost of constructing a community centre?

(8) If so, what are those circumstances?
Mr NICHOLLS replied:

(1) (a) The Department for Community Development has entered into
three agreements to jointly fund the construction of community
centres. Other agreements are currently being negotiated.

(b) Three community centres will be completed by the middle of
1995. Other facilities will be progressed on the basis of agreement
between the Department for Community Development and the
appropriate local councils.

(2)-(3) Discussions have taken place with 10 locations: the Town of Albany, the
City of Wanneroo, the City of Canning, the Town of Port Hedland, the
City of Rockingham, the City of Armadale, the Shire of Harvey, the Shire
of Manjimup, the City of Cockburn, and the Shire of Derby-West
Kimberley. Other locations are also under consideration; however, it
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would not be appropriate to announce these until deliberations on these
locations are complete.

(4) The Department for Community Development is seeking a jointly funded
facility with a multi-use. capacity in most areas. One exception is the
Town of Port Hedland where an extension of a currnt facility is being
funded by the Department for Community Development

(5) Approaches to councils have put forward the concept of jointly funded
facilities.

(6) Negotiations have commenced on a dollar by dollar basis.
(7) This would depend on the type of facility being suggested.
(8) Not applicable.
COMMUJNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - CHILDREN'S

ADVISORY COUNCIL
683. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Development:

(1) When was the last meeting of the Children's Advisory Council?
(2) What is the name of the chairperson?
(3) What are the names of the committee members?
(4) What matters have been considered by the advisory council in the last 12

months?
Mr NICHOLLS replied:
(1) The Children's Advisory Council has been in abeyance, awaiting the

report of the task force on families in WA, which was launched on 15 May
1995.

(2)-(4) Not applicable.
COMMUJNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - FAMILY

VIOLENCE ADVISORY COUNCIL
684. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Development:

(1) Has the Family Violence Advisory Council, formerly the Domestic
Violence Advisory Council, been abolished?

(2) If so, when was the council abolished?
(3) If not, who are the current members of the council?
(4) When did the council last meet?
Mr NICHOLLS replied:
(1) The council has been superseded by the Attorney General's family and

domestic violence task force.
(2) The task force which superseded the council was formed in March 1995.
(3) Not applicable.
(4) An interagency committee on family violence held its last meeting on 21

December 1994.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - NON-GOVERNMENT
ORGANISATIONS

Program Policies or Procedures Informnaion
694. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Development:

(1) Has the Government taken action to ensure that all non-government
organisations are provided with an up-to-date consolidated copy of
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government policies or procedures that relate to programs carried out by
the non-government organisations?

(2) If so, when were such policies or procedures provided to non-government
organisations?

(3) If such documents have not been provided, why not?

Mr NICHOLLS replied:
(1)-(2) Guidelines are attached to current funding agreements and regular updates

on future planned changes are provided.

(3) Not applicable.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - NON-GOVERNMENT
PEAK ORGANISATIONS

Funding; Review (Solomon Report), Cost

705. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Development:

(1) Will the Minister outline what activities or services non-government peak
organisations will be expected to provide with either the $30 000 or
$100 000 proposed administration funding?

(2) Will the funding that the Minister has promised to be made available to
peak organisations for services be restricted purely to services connected
to Department for Community Development activities?

(3) How much did the review of peak organisations, also known as the
Solomon report, cost?

(4) Will the Minister extend the current funding of peak organisations to
December 1995 to allow the negotiation of changes to their funding
agreements?

Mr NICHOLLS replied:
(1) This information will be available to interested parties as part of the

expression on interest process.
(2) Yes.
(3) $29 500.
(4) No.

COMM4UNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - FOSTER CARE
Donovan Research Survey; Foster Parents Information Disclosure

757. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Develop ment:

(1) Did the Department for Community Development provide Donovan
Research with the names, addresses and telephone numbers or any other
identifying information on foster parents?

(2) If so, did the department seek the approval of each foster person before
providing the information?

(3) What other information does the department disclose on foster parents or
other clients of the department without their formal approval?

Mr NICHOLLS replied:
(1) The department provided names, addresses and telephone numbers to

Donovan Research with no other identifying information.

(2) The department asked each district office and non-government foster
service to provide information about the survey to its foster carers and to
advise them that they may be contacted as part of a departmental market
research program. In addition, the survey rationale was publicised
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through the Foster Care Association newsletter. Foster carers were not
under any pressure to take part.

(3) The department does not disclose information outside the Department forCommunity Development about the clients without permission unless
there are serious concerns about risk to children.

FAMILY ABUSE SERVICE - WARATAH SUPPORT CENTRE, FUNDING
824. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Community Development:

(1) What was the State's funding allocation to the family abuse service of the
Waratah Support Centre in -
(a) 1993-94;
(b) 1994-95?

(2) Will the Minister continue to fund this or similar domestic violence
programs or will the Attorney General?

(3) If this and similar community-based domestic violence programs will
continue to be funded within the Department for Community
Development, why?

(4) Is the Minister aware of the level of need for the family abuse service in
Bunbury?

(5) Will the Minister provide data on the number of women assisted through
the service in -
(a) 1992-93;
(b) 1993-94;
(c) 1994 to date?

(6) Was unspent money from the family abuse service and the domestic
violence action group in Bunbury required to be returned in -
(a) 1993-94;
(b) 1994-95?

(7) If yes, how much for each year for each project?
(8) Why was a submission to run a perpetrators group program through the

family abuse service rejected?
Mr NICHOLLS replied:
(1) (a) $81 372 - $45 000 under the family support program and $36 372

under the supported accommodation assistance program.
(b) $81 372 - $45 000 under the family support program and $36 372

under the supported accommodation assistance program.
(2)-(3) Funding this and other services funded by the family and domestic

violence grants has been extended until 30 September 1995, pending the
outcome of the government task force on family and domestic violence.
The task force is expected to report to Parliament by 1 June 1995. The
extension of the funding period will allow the impact of therecommendations arising from the family and domestic violence task
force to be fully assessed.

(4) Yes.
(5) (a) 1 October 1992 -30 September 1993 89

(b) 1 October 1993 -30 September 1994 75
(c) 1 October 1994 -30 September 1995 62
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(6) (a) Yes. The funding agreement with Bunbury District Violence
Action Group ceased on 31 December 1993.

(b) The 1994-95 audit for the Waratah Support Centre is not due for
completion until later in 1995. The audit will identify surplus
funds, if any.

(7) (a) 1993-94 - Waratah - $6 603; $4 669 family support program and
$1 934 supported accommodation assistance program. Bunbury
Domestic Violence Action Group - $5 352.

(b) 1994-95 - not applicable.

(8) A submission to run a perpetrators' group through the Waratah Support
Centre was not made. Waratah sought ministerial permission to retain its
surplus funds which was not approved. The Bunbury Domestic Violence
Action Group, which is a separate service from the Waratali Support
Centre, sought ministerial permission to retain its surplus funds to conduct
a male perpetrator group. This submission was rejected because a
previous review of domestic violence services in Bunbury identified a
number of other agencies which provide services for perpetrators of
domestic violence.

COUNSELLORS - LAW RESTRICTIONS; ACCREDITATION
923. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Development:

(1) Does the law allow anyone to act as a paid counsellor to people with
emotional, marital or sexual problems?

(2) Has the Government given any consideration to introducing accreditation
arrangements which would prohibit untrained and/or inexperienced
individuals providing such counselling services?

(3) Does the Government propose to introduce such arrangements?
(4) Is the Government in favour of introducing licensing arrangements which

will only allow accredited counsellors to provide such advice?
Mr NICHOLLS replied:
(1) The term "counsellor" is not covered by any registration Act of

Parliament, therefore there is no restriction on the counselling activities of
persons who call themselves counsellors.

(2) Accreditation is being introduced in the area of financial counselling;
however, the department only has influence over financial counsellors
receiving funding from it.

(3)-(4) Changes in funding processes from the Department for Community
Development will allow a clearer analysis of the number and range of
counsellors being funded. It will also allow further consideration of issues
such as accreditation or similar options.

1340. Mrs ROBERTS to the Minister for Health:
(1) How many professional case workers have been allocated by the Health

Department to meet the needs of children and youth of non-English
speaking background who have experienced atypical trauma or tortuxe or
dysfunction?

(2) How many para-professional case workers have been allocated by the
Health Department to meet the needs of children and youth of NESB who
have experienced atypical trauma or torture or dysfunction?

(3) How many non-professional case workers have been allocated by the
Health Department to meet the needs of children and youth of NESB who
have experienced atypical trauma or torture or dysfunction?
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Mr KIERATH replied.
(1) Working with young people from noni-English speaking backgrounds who

have experienced torture or trauma necessitates a great deal of expertise
and knowledge of the area. The professional requires both competence
and understanding of the relevant culture of the person with whom theyare working. In the Western Australian state health system the following
skilled people or services are available to meet the specialised needs of
this group -

There are 12 clinical psychologists situatied at various Western
Australian health services - that is, Selby Clinic, Warwick Child
and Adolescent Clinic, Alma Street Clinic and Hiflview - whohave the skills and expertise to work with children and young
people from non-English speaking backgrounds who have
experienced torture and trauma.
There are six multidisciplinary child development teams whose
members have the abilities to address the unique and divergent
needs of this group. These teams are situated in the following
suburban areas: Arfnadale, Queens Park, Midland, Koondoola,
Kwinana and Hamilton Hil.
Professor Robert McKelvey, the current Chair of Child andAdolescent Psychiatry, specialises in the area of multicultural
psychiatry and the needs of ethnic communities.
Tertiary services are also available at the transcultural psychiatry
unit located at the Royal Perth Hospital campus. This centre isdeveloping excellence in education, training and research on issues
of mental illness among people from non-English speaking
backgrounds and has strong links with the University of Western
Australia.
With the closure of the multicultural psychiatric centre, staff havebeen relocated to various hospitals and clinics throughout theState. As a result, the following institutions now have
professionals who are competent to meet the needs of children andadolescents of non-English speaking backgrounds who have
experienced torture and/or t3rauma -

Inner City Community Mental Health Service
Alma Street Centre, Fremantle Hospital
Avro Clinic
Mirrabooka. Clinic
Graylands Hospital
Goldfields Health Services
Osborne Clinic

(2)-(3) See (1).

HEALTH DEPARTMENT - TORTURE AND TRAUMA SERVICES
Childfren and Youth From Non-English Speaking Background

1341. Mrs ROBERTS to the Minister for Health:
What steps has the Health Department taken to work with -
(a) the Education Department;
(b) Juvenile Justice;
(c) Community Development;
(d) the torture and trauma unit known as ASSeTJ7S;
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to meet the needs of children and youth of non-English speaking background who
have experienced atypical trauma or torturof dysfunction?
Mr KIERATH replied:
The Health Department liaises an&. works closely with other government
departments and agencies to meet the needs of children and adolescents of non-
English speaking backgrounds who have experienced torture and trauma.

(a) Liaison between the Education, Department and the Health Department
occurs on an informal, case by case basis to address the concerns and
difficulties faced by the individuals of non-English speaking backgrounds,
who have experienced trauma and torture, in the development of tailored
case management plans -to address the unique and specific needs of that
child.

(b) Again, as with the Education Department, liaison with Juvenile Justice
occurs if appropriate and beneficial for the child at risk.

(c) Community Development and the Health Department also work together
to meet the needs of adolescents and children from non-English speaking
backgrounds on a case by case basis.

(d) ASSeTTS is both a federally and state funded service. It was established
to provide a specialised support and counselling service to people of non-
English speaking backgrounds who have experienced trauma and/or
torture. This service accepts torture and trauma victims of all ages on
referral. The Health Department has worked with ASSeflS to develop a
brief to obtain commonwealth funding to develop a project that aims to
identify and work with at risk populations to prevent the development of
mental illness stemming from the experience of torture and trauma.

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES - PSYCHIATRIC HOSTEL BEDS, COST
Whitby Falls Hostel, Bed Cost

1346. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Health:

(1) What is the range of annual costs for a licensed psychiatric hostel bed?

(2) What is the range of annual costs for an unlicensed psychiatric hostel bed?

(3) What is the annual cost of a bed at the Whitby Falls Hostel?

Mr KIERATH replied:

(1) A subsidy is paid for the care of a resident rather than the cost of a bed. If
a person is resident for a full year the subsidy could range from $259.15 to
$2711.95.

(2) No subsidy is paid towards the care of people in unlicensed beds.

(3) The annual cost of an occupied bed at Whitby Falls Hostel is $34 675.

BIRTHING SERVICES - ALTERNATIVE BIRTHING SERVICES PROGRAM,
COMMONWEALTH FUNDED

1386. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:

(1) What projects have been supported under the commonwealth funded
alternative birthing services program?

(2) Have any of these projects involved midwifery-based childbirth care
options?

(3) Are there any State Government funded midwifery-based childbirth care
options in Western Australia?

(4) If yes -
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(a) where;
(b) on what basis?

Mr KIERATH replied.
(1) The alternative birthing services program was established in 1989 by theFederal Government. During the first four year phase, funds from the

Program were used to establish a birthing centre at the Derby Regional
Hospital and for a community midwifery service at Halls Creek. In the
1993-94 budget the Commonwealth committed an amount of $8.9m
nationally over four year for a second phase of the program. The
program currently makes provision for an annual allocation of sonmc

$2000for services in Western Australia. In 1994 the federal Human
Services and Health Minister approved funding for alternative birthing
services which are now being developed at the Swan District Hospital, the
Mandurab District Hospital, the Rockinghani/Kwinana District Hospital
and for the Fremantle Community Midwives Resource Information and
Referral Centre.

(2) Te prgam is guided by a philosophy that emphasises the role of the
midif= a the primary care giver and this criterion is applied to all
submissions received by the Commonwealth.

(3) Yes. In the public hospitals obstetric services are based on the care
provided by both doctors and midwives. Good obstetric care requires theskills and expertise of both of these groups of professionals, andmidwifery has a major role. In birthing centres special emphasis is given
to the role of the midwife as primary care giver.

(4) (a) In Western Australia there is a state government funded birthing
centre at the King Edward Memorial Hospital and the midwifery
care provided at both the Derby Regional and
Rockingham/Kwinana District Hospitals' birthing centres is
funded by the State. In addition the State Government provides
infrastructure support to the hospital-based alternative birthing
services being funded by the Commonwealth's alternative birthing
services program.

(b) These services are funded as part-of the contracts hospitals have
with the State Health Purchasing Authority.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE, DEPARTMENT OF-YOUNG WORKERS' SAFETY CAMPAIGN ADVERTISEMENTS
1424. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Labour Relations:

(1) Did the Minister see the article in The West Australian on Saturday, 6 May
1995 relating to the Government's young workers' safety campaign
advertisements?

(2) Do the advertisements represent "the latest example of politicians grasping
an opportunity for self glorification"?

(3) Is the Minister aware of other taxpayer funded advertisements that attempt
to convey important information to the public in a non-partisan way?

(4) Is the Minister prepared to follow this lead and ensure future taxpayer
funded advertising campaigns are not linked to the Minister or the
Government?

(5) If not, why not?
(6) Is the Minister more interested in promoting a perception about what the

Government is doing than actually trying to convey an important message
to the community?
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Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) No. A ministerial statement was requested by the Department of

Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare to form part of the young
workers' safety campaign. The department requested ministerial
involvement to indicat e the seriousness with which the Government views
the need to prevent occupational injuries and diseases to young workers.
The advertisements were accompanied by letters to the chief executives of
some 600 Western Australian enterprises which reiterated the
Government's support for the campaign and encouraged employers to take
active steps to safeguard young workers.

(3)-(5) Not relevant
(6) The Government intends to use all available opportunities to improve the

safety and health of young workers. The advertisements in question
promoted an important campaign which the Opposition should support
rather than use it in an attempt to score cheap political points.

MINES SAFETY AND INSPECTION ACT - PROCLAMATION DELAY
1489. Mr RIPPER to the Minister representing the Minister for Mines:

(1) In view of recent mining fatalities, what action has the Minister taken to
ensure the Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994 which was sponsored
through this House with opposition support in October 1994 and which
was assented to in November 1994, is proclaimed urgently?

(2) Has the proclamation of this Act been delayed by a dispute between the
Minister for Mines and the Minister for Labour Relations over the
legislative fr-amework which should apply to safety in mines?

Mr CJ. BARNETT replied:
The Minister for Mines has provided the following response -

(1) High priority has been assigned to the drafting of the regulations by
parliamentary counsel. The timing of proclamation is now dependent on
the consulting parties reaching agreement on a final draft, after circulation
of the second draft at the end of May..

(2) No.

PRODUCTIVITY AND LABOUR RELATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF -
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH. SAFETY AND WELFARE, DEPARTMEENT OF

Complaints; Industrial Relations Commnission, Charges or Complaints; Staff

1495. Mr D.L. SMITH to the Minister for Labour Relations:
(1) With respect to the Bunbury or south west office of -

(a) Industrial Relations (DPOLAR);
(b) Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare;
how many complaints were made in each of the years 30 June 1990 to 1
May 1995?

(2) How many of these can be said tobe -
(a) resolved-,
(b) outstanding?

(3) How many charges or complaints in the Industrial Commission have been
instigated as a result of these complaints?
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(4) How many staff positions are there at this office, and what is the
description of each position and what level officer held or holds that
position?

(5) Have any of these positions been vacant for any period in those year, and
if so, for what period?

(6) Have any of these positions been filled for any period in excess of one
month by an acting officer, and if so, what was the level of the officer so
acting?

(7) Who filled that officer's position while he or she was so acting?
Mr KIERATH replied.
With regard to the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations -

(1) The following number of complaints were lodged in the Bunbury office
during the financial years ending 30 June 1990 to 1 May 1995 -

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
70 75 61 70 63 90

(2) (a) The following number of complaints were resolved during the
respective period (note the complaints resolved include some
lodged during previous years) -

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
62 64 46 76 57 101

(b) The following number of complaints remained outstanding during
the respective period (note the figures include some carryover
from the previous year) -

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
21 32 47 41 47 34

(3) The following number of complaints proceeded to prosecution -

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
0 2 2 3 1 0

(4) There are two staff positions at this office. A Regional Industrial
Inspector, level 4, and an Inquiries Officer, level 2.

(5) Both positions have been vacant at various times over these years. The
Regional Industrial Inspector position was vacant between the following
dates -

24.9.1990 to 12.3.1992 (a contract employee from outside the
Public Service performed the duties during this period and was
appointed to the position on 13.3.92.); 19.2.1994 to 18.10.1994;
and 20.4.1995 to present.

The Inquiries Officer position was vacant from 15.6.1990 to 24.9.1990;
1.3. 1992 to 6.7.1992; and 10.3. 1993 to 29.7.1993.

(6) The Regional Industrial Inspector position has been filled for a period in
excess of one month by an acting officer. The substantive level of the
officer who undertook the acting was level 2.

(7) No-one has acted as an Inquiries Officer while this person was acting as a
Regional Inspector.

With regard to the Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare -

(1) Complaints to the Bunbury office of the Department of Occupational
Health, Safety and Welfare were not separated prior to 1 July 1994. For
the period 1 July 1994 to 1 May 1995,892 were received.

(2) (a) All.
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(b) As at 19 May 1995 - nil.
(3) Nil.
(4) Currently, one Supervising Inspector, level 5; three Inspectors, level 4,

and one Client Service Officer, level 2.
(5) All positions detailed at (4) axe currently occupied. None of these

positions have been vacant during the period 30 June 1990 to 1 May 1995,
other than during periods of leave by the officers.

(6) The officer currently appointed to the Client Service Officer position
commenced maternity leave on 9 August 1993 and is still on leave.
Following an expression of interest in the south west region, a level 1
officer from the South West Development Commission was seconded
across and is still acting in the position.

(7) 1 am advised the South West Development Commission has arranged
temporary relief from the Bunbury region.

HOSPITALS - MT HENRY
Nursing Home Licences for Private Sector Proposal

1506. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:
(1) Has the Government received a proposal to provide nursing home licences

to the private sector from the Mt Henry Hospital supporters' group?
(2) Ifyes -

(a) has the Government given consideration to the proposal;
(b) what is the Government's attitude towards the proposal?

(3) If not, will the Government be considering the proposal and responding in
due course?

Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) The proposal has not been received by the Health Department. The

proposal has been presented to Mr Ian Gorton, the independent consultant
who is currently undertaking a study of Mt Henry Hospital.

(2) Not applicable.
(3) The proposal will be considered as part of Mr Gorton's report on the

future of Mt Henry Hospital.

WESFARMERS CSBP PLANT, KWINANA - CRANE INCIDENT; EMERGENCY
TEAM

1670. Mrs HENDERSON to the Minister for Labour Relations:
(1) With reference to the incident at Wesfarmers CSBP Kwinana on

Wednesday, 10 May 1995 in which a large crane on a construction project
fell over, have the two full time employees in the emergency response
centre at Wesfarmers CSBP been made redundant?

(2) Was it the responsibility of these persons to maintain emergency response
vehicles and equipment?

(3) Have these services now been contracted out to the private sector?
(4) On 10 May 1995, was it the case that when an emergency vehicle was

needed, it would not start and had to be push started?
(5) Did an employee of Wesfarmers CSBP injure his finger trying to start this

emergency vehicle?
(6) Did this person require medical treatment for a severely injured finger?
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(7) Have inspectors from the Department of Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare of Western Australia made a report on this incident?

(8) What recommendations have been made by DOHSWA to ensure that this
does not occur again?

(9) Is there a voluntary emergency response team amongst the work force at
CSBP?

(10) Has the allowance received by members of this team been halved from
$1 600 to $800 per annum?

Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) No. Wesfarmers CSBP employ an emergency response supervisor and the

unit is staffed by volunteers from throughout the plant. Recently, two
employees who are also volunteer emergency response personnel sought
voluntary redundancy.

(2) Wesfarmers CSBP's Occupational Health, Safety and Environment
Division was, and remains, responsible for maintaining emergency
response vehicles and equipment.

(3) Yes, some elements of the maintenance program for these vehicles and
equipment is now contracted out.

(4) Management of Wesfarmers CSBP Kwinana advises that one vehicle
initially could not be started but was quickly mobilised. It was not push
started.

(5) No, the injury occurred while removing a trailer connected to the vehicle.
(6) Yes, the finger required stitching.
(7) No, initially there was no requirement for Wesfarmers CSBP Kwinana to

report this incident to the Department of Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare; however, it now appears the injured person will be absent from
work for more than 10 workcing days and the accident was reported to
DOHSWA on 22 May. This accident has not been investigated by
DOHS WA.

(8) None; however, following the company's investigation, changes have
been implemented.

(9) Yes, five voluntary emergency response teams.
(10) Last year the allowances were changed. It does appear that some

members may now recive less, while others will receive more.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

EASTON, PENNY - PREMIER, EVIDENCE
211. Mr McG1NTY to the Premier:

On 27 April 1988 while being cross-examined under oath during a trial in the
Family Court the late Penny Easton said that the Premier provided her with the
minutes of Exim board meetings and other documents. Who gave the Premier the
highly confidential minutes of Exim board meetings that he then provided to the
late Penny Easton?
The SPEAKER: Order! I assume that question is different from a similar
question that was asked recently?
Mrs Hallahan: Absolutely, I have not heard this question before.
Mr COURT replied:
I made it clear yesterday that false allegations were made.
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Mr McGinty: Answer the question: Who gave you the document? One name is
all we need. The Premier should stop squirming and trying to get out of it.
Mr COURT: The Leader of the Opposition knows that the reference to Exim
minutes is wrong.
Mr McGinty: So Penny Easton perjured herself?
Mr COURT: If the Leader of the Opposition will hang on, I will tell him. It was
fully investigated by the Corruption Commission and the police. The allegations
were found to be false. Those false allegations were then pedalled by members
opposite. They know the tragic consequences of that. How low in the gutter can
the Leader of the Opposition go?

REDUNDANCY - GOVERNMENT POLICIES
212. Mr JOHNSON to the Minister for Labor Relations:

Can the Minister compare redundancy provisions under this Government with
those under the previous Labor Government?
Mr KIERATH replied:
We on this side of the House have been rather deafened by the clamouring of the
Opposition and some unions that have been saying that the redundancy policy of
this Government is not good enough. This dishonest campaign is exactly that -
highly dishonest. Those opposite also ran a fear campaign leading up to the last
state election saying "Sign or resign". If those opposite are to run that line, they
must have some credibility and they must come forward with the goods that show
the redundancy policy under the previous Labor Government was superior to that
of our Government. That is a pretty basic tenet.
In April 1991 duning the Verity James radio program a number of callers
telephoned about redundancy. When one person was asked whether he had been
offered redundancy, the answer was no. That person went on to say that he just
did not think management could do that to him without his being offered some
sort of retraining. From what those opposite have said, it would be easy to think
that this person's comments might describe our policy. Can members guess
what? It occurred in 1991 when the then Labor Government was in power. This
man received no redundancy package; he was forced out against his will.
Another person named Robyn telephoned the program and said that her husband
had been put off after 26 years of service with no golden handshake, no gold
watch, no nothing. The fortunate thing for that person was that he managed to
find a job in private enterprise. I say it was lucky for him, because the previous
Government had no part in helping him to find another job. The Labor
Government, unlike this Government, forcibly removed people from their job
against their will.
Those opposite have the audacity to come in here and criticise us for having a
policy that says first of all that we should redeploy people and find them another
job in the public sector, secondly, we should retrain them; thirdly, we should send
them to the private sector, and finally, only as a last resort should we offer
redundancy. I can understand the desperation of those opposite. They have
discovered that our redundancy and redeployment policy is superior in almost
every respect to that which they had when in government. I Call on the Labor
Party to be honest and admit that our redeployment policy is far better than the
one that they had when in government. It is time those opposite acted responsibly
and accepted that our policies are far better than the policies they had when in
government.

EASTON, PENNY - PREMIER, EVIDENCE
213. Mr McGINTY to the Premier:

I refer to discussions the Premier had with Justice John Wickham, Chairman of
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the Official Corruption Commission, regarding the provision of confidential
documents by the Premier to the late Penny Easton. Will the Premier inform the
House when he last discussed this matter with Justice Wickham and what was the
purpose of those discussions?
Mr COURT replied:
I have made it quite clear that false allegations were made to the Official
Corruption Commission.
Mr McGinty: You have not answered a question like this one yet.
Mr COURT: It went about its responsibility -

Mlr McGinty: Here we go again; you can't answer the question. It will
incriminate you. We will force it out of you eventually. We will come back day
after day and you will be forced to answer this question.
Mr COURT: Is the member implying that the corruption commission -

Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the Premier to resume his seat There is far too
much interjection. It is intolerable at this level. One way or another I must do
something to ensure that level of interjection ceases. It is at a level where
members cannot hear the Minister who is answering the question.
Mr COURT: Thbe Leader of the Opposition is implying that the Official
Corruption Commission did not do its job properly. It is absolutely outrageous.
It is one thing to make false allegations; it is another to peddle those allegations.
Surely those opposite would have learned a lesson by now.

CALM - EDEN PROJECT, FOXES AND CATS REDUCTION
Rare Native Maminals Reintroduction

214. Mr BOARD to the Minister representing the Minister for the Environment:
The first phase of the Department of Conservation and Land Management's
project Eden, which aims to control foxes and feral cats on the Peron Peninsula
before reintroducing rare native mammals, has had a huge impact on fox
numbers. I understand that the fox numbers within the targeted area have been
quelled by 95 per cent. How. long will it be before rare, native mammals are
reintroduced to the area?
Mr MINSON replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question. I am very pleased to answer
because I was the Minister responsible when the project was put in place and I
had the pleasure of launching it. As the member said, it aims to reduce fox and
cat numbers to a certain level on the Peron Peninsula.
Mr Marlborough interjected.
Mr MINSON: We received nothing but derisive comments from the Opposition
that the project was a waste of time despite the fact it was written up overseas as
being the biggest and most important project of its kind anywhere in the world. I
am a bit disappointed in people opposite. It is a real conservation effort. For the
benefit of members, the time frame for achieving both the fox and cat reduction
was two years from August 1994.
Mr Taylor. The Minister is watching.
Mr MINSON: He is; he provided me with the answer. I am pleased to say that
nine months after commencement, the number of foxes is now at an acceptable
level. Aerial baiting for cat control will begin in September 1995 and continue
until March 1996. If we maintain those low levels of fox and cat numbers we
hope that, by late 1996 or probably mid 1997, we will be able to consider
reintroducing small mammals to the Peron Peninsula.
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STATESHIPS - STEVEDORING CONTRACT TENDER
215. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

Under partial exemption granted to Stateships wnder the State Supply
Commission Act, Stateships is required to go through the State Supply
Commission when it wishes to call for tenders for contracts worth more than
$500 000.
(1) Why did Stateships not go through the State Supply Commission when it

wished to invite tenders for the stevedoring contract for Stateships as it is
required to do under the State Supply Commission Act?

Mr Trenorden: I like your new hairdo.
Mr McGinty: That was pathetic, the member for Avon should grow up.
Mrs HALLAHAN:
(2) What will the Minister do about this breach of the Act?
(3) Was this because the Government wanted to ensure that the contract was

ordered to BAAC Pty Ltd, a company associated with Liberal Party donor,
Len Buckeridge?

Mr McGinty interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! That remark by the member for Avon was inappropriate,
although it was not expressed in bad humour.
Mrs HALLAHAN:
(4) Was the Minister or any other member of Cabinet aware of, or involved in

any way with the decision to bypass the State Supply Commission? If so,
what was the extent of that awareness or involvement?

Mr LEWIS replied:
(1)-(4) I thank the member for some notice of the question. I do not know the

answer. As the member well knows, I am not the Minister responsible for
the administration of transport.

Several members inteijected.
Mr LEWIS: As this House knows, the Minister for Services has requested the
Department of Services to inquire into the process of awarding that contract. That
investigation will report in due time to the Minister for Services who will report
to this House when he is satisfied with that report.

PINJARRA - COURT HOUSE AND LICENSING CENTRE, CLOSURE
PROPOSALS

216. Mr MARSHALL to the Attorney General:
There is unrest and rumnour that the Pinjarra court house and licensing centre will
close. Can the Minister clarify whether these accusations are correct?
Mrs EDWARDES replied:
I remember the member asking a similar question last week of the Minister for
Police about the licensing centr. As he will be aware, the licensing centre is
controlled by the Police Department. I am not aware of any proposals for its
closure. In respect of the rumours circulating about the Pinjamr court house,
there is no proposal to close it.

STATESHIPS - STEVEDORING CONTRACT TENDER
217. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

I will give the Government another opportunity to address this matter and ask
another question of the Minister representing the Minister for Transport of which
notice has been given.
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(1) Is it true that the bid from BAAC Pty Ltd was based on different tender
specifications from those used by Conaust Ltd and Patrick The Australian
Stevedore for the Stateships' stevedoring contract?

(2) Were bids for the stevedoring contract sought over the phone and were
written bids received from each of the three companies; if not, which
tenderer did not submit a written bid?

(3) Will the Minister table today in this House all the documents relating to
the tender specifications and bids in relation to all three companies?

(4) If the bids by the three tenderers were not made on the same tender
specifications, how was it possible for the bids to be analysed objectively?

Mr LEWIS replied:
(l)-(4) I could just say "please refer to my previous answer" as it is the same sort

of question.
Several members interjected.
T7he SPEAKER: Order! The member for Armadale.
Mr LEWIS: I do not know. What does the member want me to do - make
something up?
Several members interjected.
Mr LEWIS: The member should not be silly about it.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr LEWIS: I do not know. I refer her to the previous answer. If she wishes a
full and precise answer to this question, she must put it on the Notice Paper.

TAXI INDUSTRY - WHEELCHAIR ACCOMMODATION, TENDERS FOR
LICENCES

218. Mr BOARD to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
I congratulate the Minister for Transport on the announcement of tendering for 25
licences for taxis to accommodate people in wheelchairs. Is the Minister in a
position to inform .the House of the number of people within the Perth
metropolitan region who would require this service?
Several members interjected.

-The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr LEWIS replied:
I do not know the answer to that. I suggest the member put it on notice.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition. Order! The member for
Armadale.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT - DOIG REPORT
219. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:

I refer to the Doig report tabled yesterday -

(1) Was the. former Commissioner for Health Dr Peter Brennan lying when he
told Dr Jan White that the Minister had directed she be moved out of her
position within 48 hours?

(2) Was the former Commissioner for Health Dr Peter Brennan lying when he
told MrDoig that it had been made clear to him that Dr Jan White was to
be out of the Health Department within 48 hours?
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(3) If not, how does the Minister reconcile these facts with his own evidence

to the inquiry that no such direction was given?
Mrs Henderson: Because he lied again.

Withdrawal of Remark
The SPEAKER: Order! I believe the member for Thornie said, "Because he lied
again." If that is correct, I call on her to withdraw that remark.
Mrs HENDERSON: That is correct, Mr Speaker. I withdraw it.

Questions without Notice Resumed
Mr KIERATH replied:
(1)-(3) If the Deputy Leader of the Opposition bothers to read the report -
Opposite members: We have.
Mr KIERATH: I assume members opposite have, because they have made it a
matter of public interest today.
Mr McGinty: Did you see the embarrassment on the Premier's face when you
made the statement yesterday?
Mr KIERATH: Not at all.
Mrs Hallalian interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Armadale.
Mr KIERATH: It is clear that the Deputy Leader of the Opposition has not read
the report, because Dr Brennan by his own admission said that I did not direct
him. Anybody who reads the report will find that it states that the Minister for
Health and the Commissioner of Health both say that the commissioner was not
directed. I will throw members opposite a little bone to chew on this afternoon: Inever raised at any stage the issue of 48 hours or anything else. I did discuss the
performance of certain individuals which, as I have said in this House, I have
always done and will continue to do tomorrow, next week and next year, because
I am the Minister responsible for the performance of those departments. The
buck stops with me: I do not blame others. I do not get royal commission
memory and suddenly cannot quite recall when it suits me. I do not have those
afflictions that seemed to spread like a virus through members of the Labor Party
when they were in power.
I have said clearly that I discussed the performance of the department and
individuals with the commissioner. The commissioner says categorically in the
report that he was not directed. There is one small area of conflict, but if
members opposite read the report, they will see that Mr Doig says that the
commissioner admitted to being a bit shell shocked. I was not shell shocked. I
have a vivid recollection of what went on at that meeting. If members opposite
take the time and trouble to read the report, they willjsee that the report gives me
a clean bill of health.
Dr Gallop: You have accused the former Commissioner of Health of lying.
Mr KIERATH: I did not say that; the member for Victoria Park says that.
Dr Gallop interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Deputy Leader of the Opposition.
GOVERNMENT TRADING ENTERPRISES - INDUSTRY COMMISSION

REPORT
220. Mr AINSWORTH to the Premier:

(1) is the Premier aware of a recent Industry Commission report on the
performance of government trading enterprises around Australia?
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(2) If so, will he inform the House of the performance of GTEs in Western
Australia?

Mr COURT replied:

(1)-(2) 1 thank the member for some notice of the question. A report was
published by the Industry Commission and the steering committee on the
national performance monitoring of government trading enterprises, which
the Leader of the Opposition might want to read at some stage. This
report shows that Western Australian government twading enterprises have
performed well over the past five years. They have been able to reduce
real prices in this State more than in any other State. The most dramatic
improvement in their performance occurred in 1993-94. It is important
that as a result of those improvements in performance they have been able
to keep prices under control.
All members will agree that a positive trend is occurring with the
government trading enterprises as they are made more competitive. As
they become more competitive it is made possible for the Government to
ensure that the business community in this State has reasonable charges.
Of course, if those charges are kept under control, the enterprises in turn
are able to employ more people. The report shows that this State has
outperformed the other States in improving the performance of the
government trading enterprises. I thought all members would be pleased
with that news.

DRUGS - CURTIN UNIVERSITY SURVEY

221. Mr CATANIA to the Premier:
Given the Premier's declared interest in drug usage and control in Western
Australia by virtue of his drug task force, I refer him to the Curtin University
survey of 35 convicted drug dealers in Western Australia which resulted in some
publicity yesterday and ask -
(1) Is there any truth in the findings that many drug dealers claimed there is

substantial police corruption in the distribution of drugs and that, on
occasions, the police have stolen money, protected major dealers and set
them up in business?

(2) Has he discussed the findings with the Minister or referred them for
further investigation?

Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(2) I am not aware of the details of the Curtin University survey. The task

force has done a terrific job in putting its information together. The public
has had an opportunity of putting forward points of view. I hope the point
raised by the member has been put to the task force. If it has not, I will
make sure that it is. Were specific allegations made?

Mr Catania: They were.

Mr COURT: If specific allegations were made, I will put those to the relevant
authorities immediately because that behaviour is totally unacceptable.

The support and cooperation that the task force has received throughout
has been most encouraging. There has been a good attendance at all its
hearings and I am looking forward to the report being presented.

HOSPITALS - KALGOORLIE REGIONAL
Member for K~algoorlie's Statements

222. Dr HANES to the Minister for Health:

Is the Minister aware of statements made by the member for Kalgoorlie regarding
the Kalgoorlie Regional Hospital?
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Mr KIERATH replied:
Statements have been made recently by members opposite about the contracting
out of services, particularly hospitals, in this State. The Government has
promised on a number of occasions that services will be contracted out only if the
private sector can supply services of an equal or better quality at a lower price.
That is the only requirement. I thought the Opposition would support that. I did
not think it would support the wasting of money in health when there are such
long waiting lists for operations. I cannot understand how any compassionate
person in this State, including members opposite although they are mean and
miserable, would want people to go onto waiting lists for surgery. Members
opposite should do everything possible to assist in the reduction of waiting lists.
The Opposition cannot have it both ways. The member for Kalgoorlie said on the
one hand that hospital workers were being kept in the dark because management
was not informing them about the changes that are occurring. In the next breath
he said that they had been told to keep silent and that, if they said anything in
public, they would lose there jobs. If people are not being informed about what is
going on, how can they be told to be silent about those changes? If they know
what is going on, they are aware! I had a lot of respect for the member for
Kalgoorlie.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! It is a problem when the Minister pays somebody a
compliment and somebody else qualifies it. That degree of interjection is
intolerable. I direct members not to interject in that fashion.
Mr KIERATH: I was almost going to say that he is my favourite member of the
Opposition.
The sad thing is that the member for Kalgoorlie is prepared to peddle fear for his
own political ends. The Northern Goldfields Health Service manager was so
concerned about the comments that he said that privatisation would be viable only
if private bidders could offer a cheaper service of equal or higher quality than the
existing service. He then said that nobody would be sacked from their positions
in the hospital. I hope the member for Kalgoorlie caught that but I repeat for his
benefit, in case he could not hear above the interjections from his side of the
House, that the manager said nobody will be sacked from their positions at the
hospital.
Mr Taylor: What do you say?
Mr KIERATH: I support that. The member for Kalgoorlie must understand the
Government's redeployment and redundancy policy. It accepts that as things
change so do jobs change, as they must to keep pace. In those circumstances the
Government will redeploy people to other areas of government activity, and if
they do not have the appropriate skills, they will be given proper training so that
they can be placed in other positions. The Government focuses on redeployment.
I understand the sensitivity of the member for Kalgoorlie because he well knows
that this coalition Government has not sold any hospitals in this State. Tle only
hospital ever sold was sold by a federal Labor Government. That is the irony of
this situation, and members opposite are between a rock and a hard place. A
federal Labor Government has sold a hospital in this State, and they are tryig to
criticise this Government which has never sold a hospital and has no intention of
selling one.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT - DOIG REPORT
223. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:

I refer to the Doig report tabled in this House yesterday and ask which of the
Minister's officers and other public officers urged the Minister to shift - or should
I say shaft - Paul Solomon and Jan White?
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Mr KIERATH replied:
I do not know whether the member for Victoria Park has read the report, although
he claims he has. He does not understand that I sit on a number of committees,
including the public sector management committee, the estimates committee and
the labour relations committee, and I am a member of Cabinet. When we discuss
the performance of departments and individuals, a number of matters are raised.
We discuss undertakings given to those committees about reform and we discuss
whether they have been achieved.
Dr Gallop: Why can you not answer the question? Is it because you might
implicate others in your conspiracy?
Mr KIERATH: When the member for Victoria Park was in government he had
secret meetings with people to plan and plot other people's downfall. This
Government does not do that. I did not meet with anybody to plot the downfall of
anybody else. As Minister I met the heads of departments and talked about their
performance and what they were doing right or wrong. One hopes that the
previous Government did th at, but obviously it did not. I did that in the past, I am
doing it now and I will continue to do it. I sit down with people and if their
performance is not right, I tell them what is wrong with it. That is fair enough
and most people want that kind of information. The problem with the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition and the Labor Party is that has never been done in their
organisation.
The SPEAKER: Order! That concludes questions without notice.


